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MMITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curricuIlmtniaterials in'this course
package were selected by the National Center tbr Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissent:.
ination to the si*jeg4onal CUrriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of .

disseninating these courses was t.Q make -curriculum materials
developed by the military more gocessibIe to vocational
educatorsin the civilian setting:

The course materials wv.re acquired, evaluaed by project
staff dridiDractitigners in the field, and. prep'ared for ,

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the daitary. /
ware deleted4 oopyrighted materials were either matted or appro-
val for their use uas Obtained. These course packages contain
curriculut resourcermaterials which ten be adapted to support
vocational.instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center
I/fission Statement

Ti.".7-477" . . zra.-nr--", -..1.71-4-rly #

The National Center for Research in t
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National

'Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knoWledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
andoutcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information stems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURINER INFORMATION ABOUT
Militaly Curricplum Materials'

WRITE OR CALL
Program Inforaation Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
:The Ohio State University

4 196O Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/4863655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U,S,
(except Ohio)
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Information and Field
Services

The Hationil Center for flesr.larch
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination is . . .
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an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to,
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curricutum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defenses

The acquired materials are reviewd by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deerned'applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selftcted for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in'
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
pucation's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.'

Projecrt Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearin0ouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

0
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What Materials
Are Available?

4.. .4 1 .
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One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to, the voCatinal
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation..

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, -student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

-;

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Dialiing
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteorology &
Navigation

Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented Will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocattonal and
technical educatiori are identified and selected
i:)r dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

. . . .J
T".*. ' : I

t';. e. 4 1- ..tt, .

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your. region for information on 'obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials ageney
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COOilLMJNIION Uhl rE F1S

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEB.T

Robert Patton
Director
1515 Wesi Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377 -2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. 'Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Stre&t
Trenton, NJ 08625

- 609/292.6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdust-rial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753.0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Php.
Director
Mississippi State University

DraWer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325-2510

WES.TERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, IH 96822
808/948.7834
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Course Description /
This course is part of a two course series designed to provide instctiction in the following areas. an intfoduction to masonry, fiand, portable power, and
shop tools, construction and mamtenance of masonry structures uSing clay, brick, coricrete block, stone, and tile, preparation of concrete, mortar, and
plaster mixes, placement of reinforcing steel, and the placement and finishing of concrete. This coase, Masonry Specialist, I and II, consists of two
blocks tOtahng 94 hours of instruction. Masonry,Specialist, III and IV (course 3-20 in this catalog), contains two blocks, BioCit IIILaying Concrete
Block, Stone, and Brick, and Block IVPlaster, Stucco, and Tile, totaling 118 hours of instruction.

)? nBlock lIntr ducon to Masonry,contains five lessons totaling 36 hours of instruction. Four sections deaiing with military organization and procedures
were delete The remaining sections are spitable for vocational programs.

Safety (2 hours)
Mathematics and Estimating (6 hours)
Project Planning (6 hours)
Maintenance of Tools and Equipment (12 hours)
Construction Layout (10 hours)

Block llRigid Concrete Structures contains six lessons totaling 58 hours of instruction.

Concrete Mixtures (6 hours)
Preparing for Concrete (12 hciurs)
Reinforcement Materials and Toys (6 hours) \

. Mixing and Placing Concrete (12 hours)
Curing Concrete (6 hours)
Concrete Maintenance and Repairs (16 hours)

The'course contains materiak for both student and teacher use. Printed materials for the instructor include a plan of instruction for each block and lesson
plans for_each lesson. These plans include an outhne of instruction, objectives, activities, materials and toots needed, text assignments, and references.
Studeht materials consist of study guides and workbooks for each block plus two programmed texts for Block I. Transparency sets are recommended
for eacti lessonOut are not provided.-

f1

CDCMI [MTN FON VOCATIONAL I.CJCAT1CN ,,f vi. .11, S,TArt 1/0.,EFI...
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LIST OF CliRRENT PAGES

This POI'consists of 69 current pages issued as follows:
, .

. Page No. . Issue
.-

,
4

Title -Original
Original

i Original
1 thru 5 , Original . .

6 Blank .

7 thru 11 Original
12 e. Blank-

, 13 thru 19 Original
20 Blank
21 thru 23 Original
24 P Blank
25 thru 39 Original
40 1; Blank' ,

41 thru 45 Original
v 46 t . . Blank )

47 thru 49 _ Original
..

50/ ,,Blank
51 thru 53 Original
.54 --'" - Blank,..
55 thru 59 Original
60 1 Blank
61 thru 63 - Original

:. 64 , : Blank
65 and 60 Original,

4.

-

DISTRIBUTION: ATC/TTMS-1, AUL/LSE-1, CCAWAY-2, MQM-1,
TOE-15, TTOX-2, TTOT-1, 70,11-1, TTE4.
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3ABR56233 COURSE CHART -:. T 'E U - TRAINING CONTENT
.

.

NOT E: -InsIvie
training (RT).
When a doulrle

tints `sosnt on technical tteining (TT) (elessneere/ltAbotelmy (C/1.) end compimeontery technical treintng
Exclude time spent on indlyMel assistance (romrodiel instruction). A single entry of time shown for
entry Is shown, the second entry is CIT time. ,

', .
- .

.I -71 3 1. 4 1 5 1 6 i

(CM/sod rnlena
e unit is C/L. time.

.

7i

14 Hours RT

.

.,
,. .

.

RS PER

VI
DAYK

OF MG
.

1
2(4Y5)

1,

.

Course Material - UNCIA SSIFIED 58 Hours TT
BLOCK I - Introduction to Masonry

Orientation (2 ht-S.); Base.Ci4Engineer Organization
(4 hrs); Safetys(2 hrg); Project and Resource
Management (4 hrs); Mathematics and Estimating
(6 I'll's); Project Planning (6 hrs);.Publications
,(6 hrs); Maintenance of Tools and'Equitiment (12 hrs);
Construction :Layout (10 hrs); Measurement Test and
Test Critique (2 hrs). -

..
(Equipment Hazards and Personnel Safety Integrated
with Above Subjects) '

., .

,
54 Hours CAL,t. 4 Hours CTT

2(1/5)
3

4(4/6)

Course Material - UNCLASSITIED 80 Ifours TT 20 Hours ,CTT

,

..
,

.

BLOCK ll - Rigid Concrete Structures .

Cohcrete Mixtures (6 hrs); Preparing for Concrete --
(12 hrs); Reinforcement Materials and T9pls (6 hrs); ,

Mixing and Placing Concrete (12 hrs); Curing Concrete
(6 hrs); Concrete Maintenance and Repairs (16. hrs);
Measurement Test and Test Critique (2 hrs).

. .

(Equipment Hazards and Personnel Safety Integrated
with Above Subjects), , .

.

,
. 60 Hotrs C/L



DEPARTMENT 01' THE AIR FORCE
USAF Sch of Applied Aerosp Sci (ATC). ,

Sheppard Alf Force Base, Texas 76311

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION 3ABit55233
./

FOREWORD

(PDS Code NDO)
12 November 1975

1. PURPOSE: This publication is the plan of instruction (poo when the pages shown
on page A are bound into a single document. The POI prescribes the qualitative
requirements for Course Number 3ABR55233, Masonry Specialist, in terms of
criterion objectives and teaching steps presented iffy units of instruction)and shows
duration, correlation with the training standard, and sUpport materials'and guidance.
When separated into units of instruction, it becomes Part I of the lesson plan. This
POI was developed under the provisions of ATCR 50-5, Instructional System Develop-
ment,- and ATt 52-7,, Plats of Instruction and Lesson Plans.

. 2. COURSE DESIGN/DESCRIPTION.. The instructional deign for this course is
Group/Lock Step. The course trains airmen to.perform duties prescribed in At'M

yc. 39-1 for Apprentive Mason AFSC 55233. Traimmg includes an introduction to
misonry and prov. des instruction on mason's hand, portable power, and shop
tools; constructor. and maintenance of masonry structures using clay brick, 'concrete
block, stone, and tile; preparing concrete, mortar and ,plaster mixes; lacing
reinforcing steel;-arid-Pra-cinrand- finishing cOncretè. -In.-ailffition, related training is'
provided on driver education, troop information program, commander'S

, calls?briefings, etc.

3. TRAINING EQUIPMENT. The number shown in pi.rentheses after equipment
listed as Training Equipment under SUPPORT MATE 'AIS AND GUIDANCE is the
Planned number of students assigned to eacluequipment unit. J "
4. REFERENCES. This plan of instruction is based on Specialty Training
Standard 552X3, 15 March I973,; Change 1, 17 July 1973; Change 2, 5 September
1974; Change 3, 31 July 1975, and Course Chart 3ABR55233, A November 1975.

FOR THE COMMANDER

Chief, Dept of Civil Engineering Tng
USAF

Supersedes Plan of Instruction 3ABR55233, 1 April 1974; Change 15 August 1974.
OPR: Department Of Civil Engineering Training
DISTRIBUTION: Listed on page A st
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MODIFICATIONS

of this publication has (have) been deleed in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Iplettjentation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, proceddres, systems, etC. and was not oonsfdered appropriate

for use in vocational and teChnical education.
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i PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1 ,

A AME CH; 1ASTAUCTOR r COURSE TITLE

MasonrySpecialist
8..00K NUMEER '"

' SI'
BLOCK TITLE

Introduction to
,

Masonry
r.

. / 2 DURATION
(Hour.) -

u
1 ' CORRSE COMENT

.-i. .3. Safety, .

, .

. -
a. Given a picture containing safety hazards

encountered when using oi maintaining masoniy
equipment, identify these hazards and explain
them. All hazards must be identified. STS 6a(1),
Meas: W, PC , -

(1) Causes of accidents
c

(2) Work area hazards
.. ,

. ,

(3) Electrical hazards
- ,

(4) Housekeeping requirements

, (5) First aid
, .

.

b. Using given'procedures, erect a ladder
that it complies with all safety regulations. STS
Meas: W, PC

(1) Scaffolds
(2) Ladders

c. EVtrcise safety precautions while lifting
object ftan the floor to a full upright pbsition.
body position must be used and all,safety precautions
STS 6a(5). Meas: W, PC

(1) Possible effects of not lifting correctly
(2) Correct lifting procedures'

.

that, may be
tools and

how to eliminate
6a(2), 6a(3), 6b

.

,

.

and scaffold so
6a(4).

2
(2/0)
Day 2

(0.5/0)

_

. .

(1/0)

(0". 5/6)
.

.

,

.

a heavy
The correct

observed...

.

-

, SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGN ATU RE 0 ATE SIGN ATURE , DATE

,

,

4
, ,

.
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

3ABR55233
. .126.TE _
12 November.1975

PAGE NO.
. 7

ATC
A"PR 7S 133 REPLACES ATC FORMS 337, MAR 73, ANO 770, AUG 72, WHICH WILL EIE

USEO.
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PLAN O. INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (ConthWatitm

COURSE CONTENT

4400

SUpPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55233-I-3, Safety
WB 3ABR55233-I-3- P1, Safety

Audio Visual Aids
'Transparencies, Safety

trainint EqUipment
Pipe Scaffolding (12)
Ladder (12)
Hand Tools for MasonFy (2)
Tia.ning Methods
Discussion 1 hr
Performance (1

L Multiple Instructor Requriementp
Supervision (2)

A

,

Instructional Guidance
Discuss and depon-strate the proceduies for lifting heavy objects to'prevent

back injuries. Demonstrate the proper methods of erecting-scaffolds and

ladders. Discuss elctric,l hazards, first aid, and work area safety

practices. The following eference should be used in preparing this lesson:

-AfR1217,101, Ground Acciden Prevention Handbook.

MIR: Two instrucEors will e required when the student erects ehe

. scaffolding.

t

161100

N OF INSTRUCTION NO.
-4ASR55233

50,..............44444.14.4,4.440.4.44....44.444

S.

,OATE
12 November19'75

PA.3E)407



MODIFICATIONS

Ry3 9 --id/ qf this publication has (have) been dgleted in
._",

Adapting this material for inciUsion in the "Trial Implemertation of a
.:

Model System to Provide Miliehry Curriculum Materials for 1se in Yocational

and Techhical,Education." Deleted matgrial involves extensive use of

militaiy forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

,

for use in vocational and technical education.
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PLAN OP 1NSTRU MN/LESSON PLAN PART I
.

.. .4... c.: INSTRUCTOR f COuRSE T rr LE

Masonry Specialist
BLOCK NUMBER BLOCK TITLE

Introducti n to Masonry
COURSE C NTENT . 2 DURATION

(Hour.)

5. Mathematics and Estimatin

a. Solve arithmetic problems consisting of whole numbers,
tractions, and-decimals. All given problems must be solved
correctly. STS 7c and 7d. Meas: W, PC,

.

(1) Addition

,(2) 'Subtraction

(3) Multplication
.

.

(4) Division

b. Given a simple sketch of a masonry project, estimate
the types and amount of materials and the man-hours required.
Estimates must be within -0% and +W% of those found by the
instructor. STS 7c and 7d. Meas: W, PC

(1) Unit of measure of masonry building materials .
.

(2) Determining types ard quantity of materials
required

,, / .

(3) Estimating grocedures

.(4) Equipment and tools

6
(6/0)
Day*3

(5/0

.

,

.

(1/0)

.

I.

. ,

,

_

.

.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATU RE .,D TE SIGN ATURE DATE

e .

.

..

.
..

,..:

.

_...

er
PLAN OF 1NSTRJCTION NO. i DATE

3ABR55233 12 November 1975.- ..
PAGE NO.

13i
ATC F.ORM 133APR 75

REPLACES ATC FORMS 337, MAR 73. AND 770.-AUG 72, WHICH WILL BEUSED.
,

I
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PLAN OF INSTRUCT1OWLESSON PLAN PART 1 (Continuation Shim)

COURSE CONTENT

,SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUMANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55233-I-5, Mathematics and Estimating
WB 3ABR55233-I-5-P1, Arithmetié Problems and Estimating Procedures

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Mathematics and Estimating

Training Methods
Discussion (2 hrs)
Demonstration (1 hr)
Performanxce (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Review simple arithmetic problems and demonstrate how these procedures
are used by the masonry specialist. Explain the methods used to estimate
material and man-hours required tor, 4f given masonry project.

The following references should be used in preparing the lesson:
AFR 85-1, Re Sources and Work Force Management
2TPT-511L-01, Basic Math-Fractions
2TPT-5111-02, Basic Math-Decimals,
CDC 55233, Apprentice Mason

t

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3ABR55233

04TE -

12 November 1975
PAGE NO.

p,
ATU

PO R/4
ApoR 75

REPLACES A1C2314S 337A, MAR
USED. -

73;ANO 770A, AUG 72. W4ICR WILL. OE
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON-PLAN PART .1 '
..ati. OF .NSTRUCTOR .

.

COURSE /ITLE ..
MaSonry SneCialist

BLOCK NUMBER

I
.BLOCK TITLE

Introduction to Masonrx_
,

COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION
(Hours,'

6, Project Planning
: .

,

,

a. Using the assigned engineering-drawing, ,interpreta list ofi
given items., .Each item must be interpreted correctly.
STS 7a and 7b., Meis: W, PC

s
(1) Type of Wm,* .

.. (2) Work location ,

. (

%. '
(3) Configuration of the job

. .
% . .

b. Given the tYpes of line's, iymbots, and required scales,
prepaie aisketCh of a masonry prdject. Finiihed sketch must be
complete enough to use ae a working;draw-tng. STS 7a, and 7h.
Meas: W., PC , /

.. .
(1) Purphse of drawings . ,

1

.

(2), Symbols . ..

(3) Types of lines
.

.

.
. ,

(4) Making a sketch
,

-
. . ,

. . ..
. -

, Y' ,Oir '
l ,.. '

. 5 .

6
(6/0)
Day 4

I
. (1/0)

(5/0)

-

.

.

\

.

:

.

.

.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF

. 1
D ATE

LESSON PLAN (PART II) '
SIGN ATU FeE/ -.--

-

DATLSIG N ATU RE

.' I .
, .

,

.
4

.

I
_

. 1

) i
l' PL AN OF INSTRUCTIC N NO. DATE

3ABR55233 ,. 2 November 1975
PAGE NO.

15

ATC APR
FORM 13:

75
REPLACES ATC FORMS 337, MAR 73, ANO 770, AU0 72, WHICH WILL BE
USED.



'PLAN C1V IXSTRUCT1ON/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shios)

der
COURSE CONtENT

SUPRpRT mATERtAis AND GUIDANCE
,

Student-Instructional Mkterials
SG 3ABR55233-1-6, Project planning
WB 3ABR55233-I4-P1, Planning a Milsonry Project
Engineering Drawings

Audio Visual.Aios
Transparencies, Project Plarming

Training Methods
Discussion (2 hri)
Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance . .\*1

Discuss sketch drawing blueprint reading, symbols, and alphabet of lines.
Demonstrate the method 'at using an engineering drawing to plan a work

1

project. The foklowing references.,should be u,s#d to prepare the lesson:
. AFR 85-1, Resources and Work Fdrce Management, and CDC 55233,,

3 Apprentice Mason.

F.

.;

1 PLAk OF INSTRUCTIO1
, 3ABR '15233 4' 10Wem oer 1975

PAGE NO.



MODIFICATIONS

6 of thispublication has (have) been deleted in

-,,adapting this material for inclusioh in the

!7,
Model Sys,tem to-Provide Militar,buiriculum

and Technical Education." Deleted material

military forms, procedures, systems, etc.

"Trial Implementation of -a

Materials for Use in-Vocational

involves extensive use of

and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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PLAN OF 1NSTRUCTION/LgSSON PLAN PART 1 "44-

. .
J. 4.F. c i INSTRUCTOR

It
COURSE TITUE

Masonrf Specialist.
BLOCK NUMI5R

I
spLocK TITLE

Introduction-to Masonryf .

. cCOURSE CONTENT
DURATION

(flout.)
,

8. Maintenance of Tools and Equipment
.

._ .
.

, .
a. ., Wqrking as a member of a six--nian team and using a

schOol technical orde.file, clean, sharpen, repair, and maintain
masonry tools and equipment. Alt work must comply with
TO 32-1-101. STS 8a 8b, 8c, 8d; and 10j(3). Meas: W, PC

(1) Hand tools -

(2) ConCrete miker
,.

-,
(3) Concrete saw

_ (4) Air coMpressof ,
A

(5) Paving breaker
,

(6) Pneumatic tamper

(7) Vibrator tamper ,

(8) Tower trowel
44(9) Mortar mixer . /

.. (10) Tile saw .

(11) Electric drill ,

(12) Electric saw -----..

.
,I

12
(12/0)

Days 6 and 7

, (6/0)

,

.

.

iv

A
.

. -

.

.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART IT)
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C.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTiON/LESSCIIIPLAN PART 1 (Continuation Shoot)

Oml COURSE CONTENT

b. Working as a member of a six-man team `and usincourse (6/0)

equipment and instructions provided by technical orders and check

lists, performpreoPerational inspections odiapious types of

masonry tools and equipment'. All work must be co4ducted in a

safe maimer and cbmply with the equipment's technical oider..
11,TS 6a(1); 6a(2), 63(3), 100, and 103(2). Me: 171,PC

(1) Cor.crete mixer

(2) -Concrete saw (4

(3.) Air compressor

(4)' Paving breaker

(5) Pneumatic tamper

(6) Vibrat

.(7) Power trowel

(8) Mortar mixer

(9) Ttle saw

(1C) Ele ztric. drill

(11) ElectriC"saw " Th

,(12) 'Hand tools

(13). Electric liammer

4

'PLAN OF INSTAUCTIOM NO.
3ABR55233
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DATE

4 .4

3AP,R55233 12 Novem o'er 1q75
REPLACES ATC FORMS 337A, MM 74,770A, AUG 72, WHICH WILL It
USED.

.

,PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PAR Moiltinustifm Skeet) -

7-
COURSE CONTENT .

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional 11,1terials
3AB1155233;I-8, Maintenance of Tools and Equipment

WB 3ABR55233-P8-P1, Maintetance of tools and Equipment
TO 32-1-101, Maintenance and Care of Hand Tools
TO 32i4-151, Hand Measuring and Power Tools -

TO 4,1-171, Engineer:Hand Tools'
TO 32A9r2-6-14, Tamper, BackfM; Pneumatic, Worthington Model W4
Manufacturer's Check Lists and Manuals

-
Training Equipment

.:7---_,ICToncrete Mixer (12)
Concrete Saw (12)
Air CompressOr (12)
Paving Breaker (12)
Pneumatic Tamper (12)
Vibrator (12)
Power Trowel (12)

. # Mortar Mixer (12)
Tile Saw (12) -

Electric Hammer (12)
Eleetric bri.4 (12)
Electric Saw (12)
Hand Tools for Masonry, (2.)

Traininq Methods
liticussion ( hrs)

VnioriStration (2 hrs)
Performance (6 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
8upervisionD)

Instructional Guidance
Use the T. 0, file and have the students clean, sharpen repair, maintain,,
1--.nd inspect all types of masonry tools and equipment.' blyide the class into
six-man teams during the-practicsal work.

MIR: Thb class will be divided into two.groups for the performance and
1 require one instruator for gach group.

PLAN.* INSTRUCTION NO. PACE NO.

I



V.

?NM

PLAN OF INSTRUCTIOWLESSON PLAN PART I

NA F INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Masonry Specialist
ESLOCK NUMER BLOCK TITLE

Instrocluction to Masonry

COURSE CONTENT i. --DURATION
(fl o ur a)

,

9. Constructon Laythit
.

. t
-I

a. Working as a member of a six-man team and using the
assigned materials, area, hand tools, and workbook, lay out a,
building within a tolerance of plus or minus 1/4 indh.

STS 7a. Meas: W, PC
. ..

(1) Hub stakes

(2) Batter boards -

.

(3) Layout lines
_ .

. .. (4) Plumb bob ,

, 5) SqUare

(6) Level
.

-

(7) Diagonal checking _

.
.

,
.

,

.

.

.
.

..

14
(10/4)

Days 8 and 9

(10/4)

,

.
I 11.

,

t

.

.

.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESICII÷ PLAN (PART II)

SIGNATURE
I

DATE SIGNATURE DATE

. er
,
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AO
PLAN OFINSTRUCTION/LESSON PL. PART i (ContisWilloo 440

COURSE CONTENT

111

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
, o uc ion Layout

w. 3ABR55233-I-9-P1,--Laying--Out a Building for Masonry Construction

Audio Visual:kids
Transparencies, Construdtion Layout

Trainine Eautoment
Hand Tools for Masonry (2)

Training liethods
Discussion (1 hr)
Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (8 hrs)
Outside Assignment (4 hri)

Multiple Instructoi Requirements
Supervision (2)

4

Instructional Guidance
EVlain the importance of correctly laying but a building. DisCuss the-

methods and proceddres of construction layout. Divide the class into sizItman
teams and have each team lay out a building. Observe each tend very_
closely to-make sure their procedures are 'correct. Make the following outside
assignment: For day 8 havethe students study SG.3ABR55233-I-9. For
day 9 have the student's review all the Material covered in this block and
be prepared for a test in day 9. The following referenCes should be used in
ipreparing the lesson. CDC. 55233, Apprentice Mason, and AFP 88-27, Civil

6

-Engineer Handbook.,

MIR:' The class-will be divided into two groups for the performance and
each group will requil.e one instructor,.

,

10. Related Training (identified in the course Chart) 14

11. Measurement Test and Test Critique

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

2

ei.AN or INSTWUCTION NO.
3ABR55233

ATC
110
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PLAN 6TRUC1ION/LESSON PLAN'PART 1

,kt a: -...TRUCTOR COURSE tITLE

Masonry Specialist
a-octc reumeER sLocK TITLE e

,
'Rigid Concrete fittructures
COURSE CONTENT . 2 DURATION

(Hours,i

. Concete Mixtures

a. Working as
concrete .mixes in
by the instructor.
STS 9a(1) and 9e.

- --... \

1

a member of'a four-man group, prepare
accordance with instructional material furnished
All mixeS must comply with given instrudions.

Meas: -w, PC

ingredients

ratio (WCR) 1

additives

affecting concrete strength -

of st-aayfard concrete mixes

of preparing a standard conCrete mix

test

precautions ,

-.

.

.

,

'.

8
(6/2)

Day 10
(6/2)

.

.

_
.

,

.

(1) Concrete

(2) Water-cement

(3) Concrete

(4) Factois

(5) Ingredients

. (6) Methoils

,
(7) Slump

(8) Safety

. SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGN ATU RE D ATE SIGNATURE OAT i:

)
.

1)

. '

,

.

I 2CAN OF INSTRUCTION NO-.
3.A.BR6'523.3 ,

OATE

12 Nove mber 1C, 75
PAGE NO-- - --

27

ATC Fc" 133
. APR 75
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1 (Confinuethon Skeet)

COURSE toperewr

. SUPPORT MATERIAtS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
'sG 3ABR55233-II-1, Concrete Mixtures
WB SABA55233-31-1-P1, Prepaiing Concrete Mixtures

Audio Visual Aids
transparencies, Concrete Mixtures,
Training Film: .FLC-16/146, Principles of-Quality Concrete

,

Traininsc Equipment
*Hand Tools for Mixing Concrete (2)
Training Methods
Dis.cussion (1 Iir)
Menionstration (1 hr)
Performance (4 hrs)
Cutside Assignments .(2 hrs)
Multiple Instructor Requirements
Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Explaiis,and demonstrate the methods of estimating the quantity Of materials
for concrete mixturea.._ Demonstrate the methods of ini7ing concrete and
prkiug a slump test. Divide the class into four-man gro4 and have them-
prepare a concrete mixture, and make a:slump test. Make-the followine
outside assignment: I'or day,10 have the students study SG 3ABR55233-
II- 1 and answer the questions at the end of the text. The following reference
should be used When preparing the lesson: AFP 88-27, Civil Engineer..

Handbook.

MIR: The class will be divided into three groups during the performance.
Two instructors will be required to supervise these three groups.

LAN Of INSTRUCTION NO.
3ABR55233

ATC

_
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APR 71 133A

, CATE
12 November 1.57
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLANyART I

OF .NSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE
.

Masonry S ecialist
bLOCK NUMBER

II.
BLOCK TITLE

Rigid Concrete Structures
1 COURSE CONTENT

.---
2 DURATION

oiour:)

2. Prbparing for Concrete

.

a-. -Prepare an area
specifications. The completed
and ready for the construction
Meas: W, PC

(1) Compute the

(2) Compute the

s (3) Tools required

(4) Use of the pneumatic
. .

_ (5) Site.preparation
..

. 5
(6) Checldng the

b. Working as a member
instructions.provide4, build
must comply with the given
the concrete mixture. STS

(1) Types and applications

(2) Tools aad,materiaLs
. ,

(3) Metho6 of building

for a ,contrete
area must

of the forms.

area to be concreted

amount of concrete

tamper.

completed work

of a six-man
a form for

instructions
,10a and 10b.

.

slab within
be smooth,

STS62;(3)
I

.

ii.

ne(

.

team
concrete.
and be ready

Meas:

,

.

.

given
compacted

and,10b
.

.

.

16
(12/4)

Days 11 and
12

(6/2)

. ,

,

.

(6/2)

.

square feet
(

ded

,

and using the
The 'form

to iceceive,_
W, PC

-

.

of forms

I
forms

. .

WPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PI AN (PART II)
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE OATE
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Contbmption Sh4mtk

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIAL§ AND' GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55233-II-2, Preparing for Concrete
WB 3ABR5523341-2.7P1, Preparing Site for Concrete
WB 3ABR55233-11-2-P21. Building Forms tor Concrete
CDC 55233, Apprentice 1Wason
Audio.Visual Aids .

Transparenbies, Preparing for Concreting
Transparencies, Building Forms ,

Training Film: FLC-8/88, Haw.to.Mix, port, Place, and Finish
Quality Concrete

Training Eqiiipment
Tractpr Loader (12)
Tamper (12) -

Hand Tools for-Preparing Concrete (2).
Training Methods
DiscUssion (2 brs)
Deinonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (8 hrs)'
Outside Ass4nment (4"hrs)
Multipl:a Instructor Requirementi
Supervision (2) .

Instructional Guidance ,

Discuss the purpose and advantage bf adequately preparing the site for
condreting. Explain the procedures for preparing the site. Divide the
class .into eix-man teinas add have each te'am piiepare a sae:
Explain the types and c.onstruction. features of forms .., Divide the class
into two groups and have each group build formS for concrete. Wake the
folloiting outside assignments: For day 11 have the students stt.dy
"SG 3ABR55233-II,2. For day 12 have the students study.6aragraph 112_
-Ch_gter 3 in' -CDC 5233. The follaiiing refer-el:1:6e siibuld be uSed when

-;

preparing the lesson: AFP 88-27 Civil Engineer Handbook.

MIR: For driteriOn objective 2b, the class will be divided fiito two groups.
Each group will require One instrtotor.

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NO.

3ABR55233

%at
FORM tpri
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LE:LION PLAN PART I

T 41.aC OF INSTRUCTOR
.

, I Cowen TITLE
Masonry Specialist

LOCK NUMBER
II

LOCK TITLE . .

Rigid COncrete Structures
_

.

COU RSE CONTENT .

DURATION
(Nount)

3. Reinforcement Materials and Tools

a. Working ae a member of a six-man team, measure, c Lit,
and install wire Mesh for a concrete slab. The wire mesh mut t
fit correctly within the forms. STS 10c(3).. Meas: W, PC

(1) Need for reinforcing concrete
. .

., (2) Reinforcement materials

(3) Tools and equipment I

., (4) Installation nocedures

b. Tie and install reinforcement material to provide a
bond between a concrete wall and' slab. The reinforcement
materials must fit correctly within the forms and the joint
must be as strong as the rest of the structure. STS10c(3),
10e, and 10j(3). Meas: W, PC

.(1) Rethforcement joints in concrete
.

(2) Drilling holes in concrete
dor*

(3) Cutting reinforcement materials.
(4) Installing rei0orcement materials

,

(5) Tying reinforcement materials

_

47

8
(6/2)
Day 13

(2/1)
.

.

(2/.5):

,

,

,

,

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
UGNATURE - DATE SIGNATURE DATE

,
1

.

....

_

s

,
c

.?t.AN OP INSTRUCTION NO.

3ABR55233

...
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12 Novemberi975
PACE NO.
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16..
PLAti Of INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLA14 PART 1 (Continuation Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

c. Fabricale a steel reinforcement sectionfor a concrete
column. The section must fit inside a frame 2 feet s,quare and
4 feet high. STS lOc(l) , 1.0c(2)., Meas: W, PC

--
(1) Measuring reinforcement Materials

(2) Cutting and bending reinforcement materials

(3) Installation procedures-
.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Stzdent Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55233-12-3 Reinforcement Materials and Tools

- Wa 3A3R55233-II-3-P1y Inqtalling Reinforcement Material

Audio Visual Aids
Transprencieeinforc 'Material's and To(as

Training Equipment

1

Bending Table (12j
Hand Tools for Installing Reinforcement Materials (2)

ITraining Methods
Discussion (1 hr)
Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (4 hrs
Outside Assignment (2 hrs)
Multiple Instructor ReqUirements

, Supervision (2)

(24 5)

IrLstructional Guidance
Dizeuss the types and uses of reinforcement materials. Demonstrate how

to measure, cut, btAid and install reinforcement materials. Divide.the class
intp*vo groups and have each group complete the workbook. Make the
cl..quAng -outside assignment: For day 13 have the students study SG 3A3R55233-

11-3 and answer the questions at -the end of the text.

MM: The class will be divided into two groups for-the performance.
P7ach group will require one 'instructor.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
. 3i-LBR5'6233

3
12 Rovember 197
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTIOWLESSON PLAN PART 1

OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE
Masonr*.Specialist

aLOCK NUMBER

. II ,

BLOCK TITLE
Rigid Concrete Structures ,

1
COURSE CONTENT *,

_
DURATION

2
(Haute)

4. Mixing and Placing Concrete .
.

. ,
.

,

a. Working as a member oi a six-man tearivand using the
concrete mixer and required hand tools, mix, -place and finish a
concrete slab. Completed slab must be ready for the curing ,

procedures. STS 6a(1), 9c(4), 1001), 101(2), S0f(33, 10g(1), .

16
(12/4)

Days 14 arid
. 15

(6/2)
..

,

.
.

(6/2)

.

,

14(2), 10g(3)., 14(4), 107gal, and 14(7). Meas:_10g(6),
,

. (1) .Preoperational check oi concreting equipment .. .

(2) Safety precautions
. (3) Concrete ingrediencs

(4) Mixing concrete
d,

(5) Placing concrete .

(6) Screed, float, and finish 'concrete
:

,

s., .

- zi

b. Working as a member of a six-man team, mix, place,
and finish concrete for a wall structure. The coriapleted
Structure must be ready for the curinrprocedurm.
STS 10d, 10e, and 101(4). Meas: W, PC ?

(1) Types of mixtures zequired
. .

. , .
. (2) Tools and equipment

.3) Mixing procedures .

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON P .AN (PART H).
SIGN ATU RE 0 ATE SIGNATURE DATE

.

t
,

,
.
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,

.

i
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LiiSON PLAN PART i (Continueiion Skein}

COURSE CONTENT

Placir3g and finishing procedures

Placement' and use of anchor bolts

Curing procedures

Safety precautions

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDA.NCE

Stugent Instructional Materials
SG 3A,13R55233-31-4, Mixing and Placing Concrete
WB 3ABR55233-12-4-P1, Placing Concrete for a Slab'
WB 3ABR55233-11-4-,P2,.Placing Concrete for a Wall
CDC 55233, Ap 1i-entice Mason

.,
.

..,

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Concreting
Transparencies, Mixing and Placing Concrete in Wall Forms

. 1

Training Equipment
ConCreze Mixer (12)
Power Trowel (12)

'Vibrator (12)
1Hand Tools for Mixing and Placing Coricrete (2)

Ittraining Methods
IDiscussion (2 hrs)
!Demonstration (1 hr)

*1Pe:cformance (9 hrs)
1i Outside Assignment (4 hrs)
1

;Multiple Instructor'Requirements
!Sul: arvision (2)

lInstructional Guidance
For criterion objective 4a explain the methods of mixing and placing concrete.
Divide 'the class into two groups and have each group mix, place, lnd finish a

cor.zrete slab. :For criterion objective 4b, explain and demonstra e how to rni.:q
'place,- and finish concrete for a wall structure. Make the following outside assign-I
ments: For day 14 have the students study SG 3A3R55233-I1-4 and answer

,the questions at the and of the text. For day 15 have the students study
.

paragraphs 12 arid 13, .chapter 3 in CDC 55233.
'The following refer( nce should be used when preparirg the lesson:
'A:FP 88-27, Civil E:igineer Handbook.

MIR: The class will be divided into two group's for the performance
and will'require one instructor for each group.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3ABRE,5233
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PLAN OF. INSTRUCTIOWLISSON PLAN PART

An4LCF INSTRUCTOR COURSE T1TL

onry Specialist
.11..ocK NumeeR BLOCK TITLE ,

Rigid Concrete Structures
COURSE CONTENT

DURATION
(k1 o ur

5. Curing Concrete

a. Using given procedures, apply the material ricessary to
protect the concrete from extremes of weather and to effeCt 'a
satisfactory cure of'concrete slabs and structures. The applied

_materials must produce a satisfactory cure. STS 10i(1) 10i(2),
and 10i(3). Meas: w, PC

(1) Concrete curing materials

(2) Reasons for curing concrete

(3) Methods ,of curing concrete

(4) Cold-weather Concreting

,(5) Hot-weather concreting

.4(-186/2)
Day 16

(6/2)

/

SIGNATURE

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
DATE SIGNATURE DATE

F_AN .OF ,INSTRUCTION NOL .
I DATE P E NO.

3ABR55235 $ 12 November 1 5 . 35
Tic FORM 113

APR 75 " REPLACES ATC FORMS 337. MAR 73. AND 770, AUG 72, W41C14 WILL BE
USED.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN j)ART L (Continuation

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional. 'Materials
BR - I- uring oncrete

WB 3ABR55233-II-5-P1, Curing Concrete Slabs and Wall StructureS

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Curing Concrete

Thdning' Equipment
Haad Tools for Curing Coaciete (2)

inihi Methods *)
DIE cussion (2 hrs)
Pe::formance (4 hrs'
Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

Multiple Itistructbr. Requirements,
Supervi.sion (2)

1

,
.. ,

Iltdtructional ,Guidance ,

Discuss the reasond for citring concrete. Name and explain the various .

ways of curiog concrete. Divide the class into four:man groups and have

1 them apply concrete curing materials. _ Make the folliMqg outside assignment:

1 For day 16-have the students study SG 3ABR55233-II-5 and answer the

questions at the end of the study guide.
AA

1 ,The following reference .should be used when preparing t.he lesson:

j AFP 88-27, Civil EnOneer Handbook.

t
.

I

MIR: The class will be divided into three groups for the performande.
Two i nstructors will ;be required to supervise- these three groups.

I ,

1

ea'.

PL AN Or INSTRUCTION NO.

3ABR55233
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PLAN OF 14TRUCTOWLESSON PLAN PART I

i Or INSTRUCTOR COURSE TiTLE,

eLock NUMBER Locx TITLE- . .

.

Rigid Concrete.Structures ,

COURSE CONTENT, ,
mrAlioNg .

(Htu,s.)

.

6: Concrete Mainte

,

a. Using the
given instructions,
coicrete and-prepare
be ready for repairs.
IvIa-s: W, PC*

(1) Inspect

(2 betermine
removed.'

.- ,
(3) Tools

(4) Methodeof

Z3) Preparing
4

(6)'' Safety
,

b. tsing.the
observing given requirements,
concrete patch to
muet meet or exceed

and 10h.

,prescribed
inspect

the
STS

defective

porticin

and éripment

removing

t,he

Precautions

prescribed

the required
an

'Meas:

ot preparing

. ,

ce and Repairs

C
tools and- equipthenf and.following'

and remove a.damaged section of .

area for repair. CoMpleted area Must .
10b. :10j(I), 10j(2), and 10j(3).

22. .

(W6)
'Days 17,18;

arid 19

(9/2)
-

..

.

-

1

(6/2)

..

p

9 ..-
,

concrete area
,

of concrete Avitch must be
,

required
,

damaged area. .

)
area kJ' r repairs

,

.
,

.

tbolg anit equipment and
mix, place, finistl, and'cire a.

specifications. RePaired patch
requited spec) jications. STS 9b, 9d,
, w, PC .

,
st,bgrade and edge of old slab

. ,

,

-/-7 (1) Method
. ,*

.

,

. SUPERVISOR'APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART H)
SIGN ATU RE. D ATE SIGN ATUNE DATE
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1

'PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (CinfinussiR Sittet)

(2) itixixini procediires

-(3)r-Ilacing procedures

(4) "inishing procedures .

(5) Curing procedures

4

1

c.,Following given instructions,remove, clean, and store (4/2)

- concrete forms and finish the concrete surface ttrequired
specifications. The forms must be cleaned and stored correctly
and the conbretes surface must not teuired specifications.
STS 10h. Meas': W, PC .

(1), Form removal
V

(2) Cleaning, oiling, and storing of forms

(3) Slurry .pasth

'

(A) Finishing concrete surfaces

(5) Safety precautions

PLAN Of IN=TION NOI
. 3A8R55233
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'
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a.

PLAR OF INSTRUCTION/LESSOR PLAN PART I (Cfithweihm

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT ivIATERIAtS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
Sg3ABR55233-114,. Concrete Maintenance and Repairs.
WB 3ABR5-5223-II-6-P1, Repairing baniaged'Ciintiete
WB, 3ABR55233-II-6-P2, Remove Forms and Finishing one----c-iee-guriales
CDC 55233, Apprentice Mason

Audio'Visual Aids
Transparencies, Concrete Maintenance and RePairs

-\

Training Equipment
Pavement Breaker712)
Air Compressor (12)'
Concrete Saw (12)
Hand Tools for Concrete Maintenance
Training Methods
DiscuSsion (5 hrs),
Performance (11 hrs)
Outside Assignment (6 hrs)

Multiple Instructor .Requirements
Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
For criterion objectives 6a and 6b, discuss and demonstrate the methods of
inspecting damaged or unsafe Concrete. Divide the class into two groups and
have each group remove and replace a section of damaged concrete. For
criterion objective 6c discuss angl demonstrate the methods of removing forms,
filling dsvol, finishini concrete surfaces, and.cleaning and storing forms.
Divide the class into two group's and have each group remove, clean and store
concrete forms and finish the concrete surface. Make-the follówini ontside:
.assignments:' For day 17 have the -students stuay SO
For day 18 have the students review chapter 1 in CDC 55233.
For day 19 have the students review all the' material covered hi this block'

/and be prepared for a test.
The following referencee should be used when preparing the lesson: CDC 55233,
Apprentice Mason, and AFP 88-27, Civil Engineer Handbook.

-

MIR: The class will be divided into two grow for the performance and
each group w4.1 require one instructor.

7. Measurement Test and'

s. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

Critique , 2

PLAN OF DISTRUCTION..NO,

3AB55233
_OATE

I2November 1975
PACE HO,
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SAFETY

OBJECTIVE

_.,To_present informationpn some-Of the hazards-present in accomplishing your
duties ii-a-meniber of the Air Forte and the prescribed safety prosedures you should
follow to avoid personal injury or equipment damage.

INTRODUCTION

As an Air Force specialist or technician, you should have two primary aims in life:
one, to do a first class job in your assigned duty; the other, to return to civilian life,
either by discharge or retirement, in as good a physical condition as possible. A
thorough knowledge of the hazards confronting you, the established safety rules to pro-

...) tect you, and your observance of these safety rules, may determine what condition you
will be in when you return to civilian life. In fact, it could determine whether or not
you live long enough to become a civilian again.

The object of this study guide is to help you prevent injury or death to yourself or
to your fellow_workers, and to prevent damage or destrxtion of Air Force equipment.

Information on general safety 'practices is in M AFS 54, 55, and 56, Safety. The
safety practices pertinent to your specific job are covered here.

Job Safety

Safety is a business. Accidents are costly. Money spent on materials and' man-
, power for costly accidents is wasted. It cannot be redeemed. Even if no personal

irrjury is involved, materials damaged by unsafe acts are costly to the Air Force.

Injury and material loss are only two of the many factors which are involved when
an accident happens. dther factors are that the efficiency of the organization is affected,
morale is affected, and if enough abcidents happen it could impair the good relations
between an organization and the community,

A standard dictionary defines the word "accident" as "an event that-takes place
without foresight or expectation." This definition means that with adequate foresight
most accidents can be prevented. Only 2 percent of all accidents are caused by natural
phenomena sUth as lightning, f0 perd-erit a-re caused by physical hazards, and 98 per-
cent are caused by unsafe acts of people. This is illustrated in figure 6.

You will-be-working-with-tools, equipment,--and-materials-that-you-are-not
with: Listed below are some of the safety precautions you should take while performing
your job. If you are not familiar with the equipment or procedure you are to perform,
check Air Force Manual 127-101, Accident Prevention Handbook, before proceeding.

TOOLS AND EQ13IPMENT. Poor maintenance and the improper use of common
hand and power tools result in many accidents which can be avoided if proper safety
procedures are followed. -One of the most abused rules in the use of tools is:

19
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Use the right tool for the right job.. Some additional rules that will help you be a
.safer workman are listed b'elow:

. tKeepltools sharp.

b. Keep tools in their proper place.

c. Replace handles ihat become splintered or loose.'

.d. Dress mushroonied heads on cold chisels, punches, drift pins, etc. Figure
2A shows a chisel with a mushroomed head, and figure 7B, shows a chisel
after the mushroomed head has been dressed.

Leo ACCIDENT CAUSES

7.
Figure 6. Accident Causes Figure 7, Dressing a Cold Chisel Head

e. Protect the edges of putting tools with a sheath or by storing-them separately
from other tools.

f. Select a box-end-wrench or_a_socket_in-pre.ference-to-an-open-end-o-F-an-acliust----
able wrench as they are less likely to slip. To help prevent slippage, always
pull the wrench tOWard you.

Cr Wear goggles or face shields when there is.possibility of flying chips, sparks,
etc. Figure 8 shows a workman.wearing eye protection properly.

h Hold small items that are being worked on in,a vise.
.

i. Never use a tool for anything othet than what it is intended for: i. e., using a
hammer handle for pry bar, using a wrench for a hammer, using a knife for
a screwdriver, or using a screwdriver for pry bar, as shown in figure 9.

4 7
S.
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Figure 8. Correct Eye PLotection

1.

WRONG R GMT

p
WRONG RIGHT

:ACK.
r'r,*

WRONG

Figure 9. Use Screw-drivers Correctly

Use screwdrivers for what they are designed--to drive and.remove screws.
Note the right azd wrong uses in figure 9. Keep the blades ground and shaped
properly it all times. Select the proper type and.size of screwdriver for the
job., Never hold an ohject i&one hand while working o# it with a screwdriver.
Place it in a vise.

-
k. Use files and rasps with handles that are designed for them.. Without the proper

handle, a file or raSP is dangerous because it is eas7 for the tang to injure the
palm of your hand.

alteep chisels ind.punches Clean and sharp because it is easy for a.dull tool or
dirty tOol to slip-and--itjurc you.

LADDERS AND SCAFFOLD'S. As a mason you will be required to work frequently
froin ladders and scaffolds. Working from a ladder or scaffold is much more hazardous
than when yOu have both feet firmly on the ground 9r the floor of a blinding.

-
Laddersp There are many precautions that you must know to make it safer for

you to be on ladders.

a. Always Inspect ladders before use. Do not use a ladder that has a knot, check,
split, or, broken side rail or rung--condemii if!

21
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b. Never stand on a ladder 'that is.not placed on firm.fOoting.

c. Be sure that the ladder is placed at a safe angle from the walls. A good rule
s, to follow is to place the base of the ladder one-fourth *far, out from the upper
support as the length of the ladcler, as el-own-1n figure 10.

1/4 LENGTH OF LADDER

4-

Figure 10. dorrect Ladder Placement

Alb

-SAFETY SHOES

Figure U. Ladder Safety Shoes

.%

Figure 12. Pretesting Scaffoldhig

d. Never splice ladders together with wire, ropes, etc; uSe an extension ladder. '

e. Pretest all ladders before 'Using by placing horizontally :with blocks under both

ends and bouncing in the center.

When using extension ladders be sure they,have a minimum overlap of at least
1 5 percent of their length for each section.

g. Rope off all doorways in front of a ladder and place warning signs. If any

danger exists from slipping, tie the top of the ladder to the structure.

h. Us'e handlines'e raise and lower tools and materials.

i. Do not overreach when working from a ladder. Move the ladder.

j. Never use metal ladders in areas where contact with electric powerlines is

possible.,

k. Do nOt use stepladders over 10-feet high. Nev er use one as a oral t ladder.,

never stand on'the top platform.
22
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1.. Safety shoes', as shown in figure 11, or spikes should-be installed on the ends
of ladders to keip them from. s4pping. -

Sc af f olds . Scaffolds, if erected properly, are considered safer and lesstiring
to work fromthan ladders. Listed below are some of the precautions you should be
aware of while working from scaffolds.

a. Inspect all parts of a scaffold before use. Do not u4e it if the metal is damaged,
by corrosion'or the wood parts have defects, such as checks, splits, unsound
knots, or decay.

b. Before getting on a scaffold, check to make sure it is plumb and level. Com-
pensate for unevenness of the ground by blocking or using adjusting screws.

twor
. If the scaffold is over' 10 feet in 'height, anchor it to the wall. Be sure the

braces fit and run diagonally.'

d. Check the lumber and make sufe the grain is straight. Be sure that no nail=
heads are protruding as you could trip over,them or catch your clothes on them.

e. Provide guardrails, regardless of height, on the full length of the scaffold and
also at the ends.

I. Use ladders when climbing scaffolds. Be sure they are erected with the ladders
lined up from top to bottom.

g. Planking should have at least a 2-footwverlap. Never use planking for other
purposes. Do not paint planking excepe on ends for identification.

h. Pretest all planking before using by placing it horizontally With blocks under
both ends and bouncing in the center, as shown,in figure 12.

HANDLING MATERIALS. The weight of a mason's tools and ,various materials
often requires more than one man to lift., The Accident Prevention Handbook, AFM
127-101, recommends that objects weighing more than 50 pounds NOT be lifted by
one person.

, When liftinglitems uSe the proper lifting position, as shown in figure 13. This 50-
potmd maximum is only a suggestion; when it is necessary to lift an object and it "feels"
heavy to you, use'a mechanical lifting device or ask for help. Save your back!

ELECTIfICAL HAZARDS AND PRECAUTIONS. ,Yott must be especially careful when
working in an area where there is 'the possibility of contacting an electrical circuit. If
an electric wire or cable is near your work ate_a,Atinust_le_assumted_that-it-is-ae"
wire. Treat it with extrenie care.

Electric tools and equipment will' save you valuable time and make the job much
easier for you. However, there is a hidden danger involved if the tool should develop
a short circuit.

23
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.
Frequently a newspaper somewhere tells of a workman being electrocuted while

Using a`drill motor,. powersaw, or other piece of electrical equipment. ,These deaths
would probably not have happened if the workman had made sure the electrical tool was
grounded properly.

"r-L-
t*,

. Figure 13. Proper Lifting Position

gure 14. Electric DrillWith.Polarized Plig

Before you use a.power tool, be sure i
is equipped with a polarized (grounding)pl g,
as shown in figure 14, aixi a three-wire cord
containing 'a gromxiing conductor (green).
When-you-plug-it-in, a-receptacle, be-certain-
that the receptacle isaiso grounded properly.

,

If a short develops in a tool and the
. cord is connected into a grotmded re-.

ceptacle, you will be safe.

If you use an extension cord,. handle .
it so that the insulation does not become
damaged. Dragging extension cords over
sharp edges or rolling heavy trucks or
materialà over them, as shown in Fig. 15,
damages the insulation and causes an un-
s e con on. o no p ion e co
remove the plug/from the outlet as it will
loosen the connections and fray ttie wires,
which could cause an unsafe condition.

-Figure 15. Do Not Damage Power Extension
24 Cord



LADDERS

Ladders are used to gain access to work which cannot be reached from the ground
orWoi levee You should use a ladder only in places where they, can be used safely.
This enables you to accoraplish your work raster ang knuch more comfortably than
by using scaffolds.

Types of Ladders

There are various types of ladders. Your job requires the use of single ladders,
extension ladders, stepladders and trestle ladders. k.

SINGLE LADDERS. This type of
ladler consists of two side rails ranging
from 8 to 30 feet in length and joined by
steps (rungs) at 12-inch intervals. Singh
ladders may be constiucted of wood or
metal. A typical single ladder is shown
in figure 16. The selection and use of a
single ladder depends on_the height at
which you must work.

SINGLE LADDEIr

Figure 18. A Single Ladder

-EXTENSION LADUERS. These
ladders, as *shown In figure Ti, consist
of two single ladders one of which slides
in rail guides: This arrangement perrnits
the ladder to be adjusted to different
heightS. They are equipped with two-
automatic locks, a metal shackle, pulley,
and rope.

STEPLADDER. Figure 18 illustrates
a stepladder which is intended to be used
as a working'platform at any one of its
steps. Each-step snould afford a safe
footing for the worker. Each step s uld
be secured to the 'side rails. The locking
device or spreader which holds the front
and'back sections apart should be of a
positive action locking type.

TRESTLE LADDERS. Trestle ladders consist of two single ladders hinged at
the ton to form equal angles with the base. When two of these-ladders are erected
with a plank or extension platform extending between the rungs of thetwo ladders,
the combination forms a painter's trestle as illustrated in figure 19. "this type
of ladder is useful on both interior or exterior work.

1
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Figure 11. An Extension Ladder

PLANK

A

Figure 1-8.. A Stepladder.

6

TRESTLE
LADDERS

Yt.;;Vi'it
ft.....,C.!,,;

=1:,t4-.

N-1

Figure 16. A Painter's Trestle

1
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Safety Precautioni When Using Ladders

4.

The folloiving safely precautions should be adhered to when using ladders.

1. Never use a single ladder over 30 ft long.

2. Extension ladders shouldnenr exceed 60 ft in length.

. Stepladders should not be more than 2.0,ft high. .

4. Store ladderi in dry, warm areas.
/

5. Protect wooden ladders with clear coatingS..;.4.1..s.L

6.. Straight arxi extension ladders must.have safety shoes like those shOwn 'I'll,
.4"figure 111,

3

Never use a ladder that Ils been splieed.i 7.

4
8.

'71

) 9.

,10.

11.

t 12.

13.

Neve on top platform of a stepladder.
_ . .

Never use m 1 ladders around,i electrical powerlines.

Never climb be ond the third rung from the top of a single or extemiion'ladder. .

. ..
Never slide do a ladder.

'Do not climb, der with greasy or'slippery shoes.
8 .

Never work more thin one, nian at a lime on a ladder.
,

Erection Prop edures for Ladders .

he arg many steps to remember when erecting ladders. Some of the most
impo are listed below.

1

1. Alwtys perforth a close inspection of the ladder before you use it.

11. Insure that the top of the ladder is against a firm support.

Insure that the base is on firm and level.footing.

Nevef_place a_ladde; in_iront of_a_door, aisle, or exitoimless someone is at the
bottom of the ladder Yo warn people.

5. The foot of a single or extension ladder should be a distance of about one-fouith
(1/4) the length of the ladder tr o m the structure (EMS figure 20).

4
,

4-
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WALL OF STRUCTURE,

GROIND

e..
1/4 LENGTH

1 OF LADDER
1

11.-ei CON -043.

/ Figure 20. Ladder Stability
- -

Types of Scaffplds

Our discussion 1411 cover aluminum
stairway scaffolds, adjustable metal
scaffolds, ladder jack _scaffolds, and
swing stage 'scaffolds.

ALUthINUM STAIRWAY SCAFFOLDS.
These scaffolds, as- shown in figure 21,
are strong, light in weig*, and easy to
handle. It can be set unby one man; no
special tools are necessary. They are
handy for-exterior and interior work.
They roll ihrough doorways and fold for
cornpact storage. This type of scaffolding
conies in several septions.

The base (figure 21, section B) may
be equipped with either one or two plat-
form boards,' usually two...when only the
base is used. The be-is--eqtariped with
adjustable legs, as shown in figure 22,

SCAFFOLLIS

Any frmev orJ4hich supports one
or ,more platfor for workmen to stand
or sit on whe orking at heightS above
floor or ground level is a.scaffold.

ScaffoldS'nlade from dimensional
lumber and uSually constructed at the job
site by carpenters are expensive to build,

-they are combersorire and they are hard to
move. They are generally out-dated and
have been replaced by manufactured tubu-
lar steel br aluminum scaffolding.

Scaffolds are either fixed, portable,
or suspended. The fixed and portable type
scaffoldp are self-supported. Suspended
scaffolding is 'usually designed and used
to reach very high surfaces.

37"

-r

811

Cll. 00

4 /2

Figure 21. Aluminum Stairway Scaffold
28
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'
and locking casters, as shown in figure 23. Rolling outriggers can be installed
when needed, see figure 24.

The hall sections (figure 21, section C) may be used separately with the base
section or in combination with a base section and an upper section (figure 21, sectionD)
as the need arises. Install the guardrail (figure 21, section E) on the top Section.

THREADED NUT OPENS

WHEEL
FREE

TO ROLL

TWIST AND RAISE
COLLAR PAST
SAFETY LOCKS

THREADED LEG
SLIDES TO
POSITION

Figure 22. Adjusting the Legs

fot-11
- WHEEL IS

OFF CENTER

FREE TO SWIVEL

LOWER THE
COLLAR PAST
SAFETY LOCKS

WEIGHT OF
SCAFFOLD

THREADED NUT CLOSES

THREADED LEG
LOCKS IN POSITION

ENERGIZES
BRAKE

HERE ^

WHEEL ON CENTER
NeSWIVEL NO ROLLING

UNLOCKED LOCKlD,

Figure 23. Locking the Wheels

ADJUSTABLE METAL SCAFFOLW. Adjustable iffelal scaffolds made from
tubular steel are strong, light in weight' and have a low ,wind resistance, (see figure 25).
These scaffolds are designed primarily for outside use. Assembly and dismantling is
quicker and less hazardous than working with wooden scaffolding.. Erect and dismantle
these scaffolds according to the manufacturer's instructions.

29
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Figure 24. Installingbutriggers
Figure 25. Adjustable

Metal Scaffolds

SWING STAGE SCAFFOLD. The swing stage scaffold is different froi3vither of
the previous types discussed. It is used to r,each upper surfaces of very high struc-tures by suspending a platform from, the roof or cornice as illustrated, in figure 26.This scaffold is made up of several parts. They are named and pictured in figure 26.
sThese units should be kept 'inpez4ect working dondition at all times.

LADDER JACK ktrkeekIsS. i".,adder jack scaffolds is a fprm of scaffold that
,

enables you to work oiva platforin with safety, speed and comfort. By using two ladders,
an extension plank, and two ladder brackets, like the one shown in figure 27. A
scaffold can be erected .quickly.

Scaffolds-of various types are used in construction, repair, and maintenance.of
buildings and other structures. It is practically irnpossible for a workman to dosatisfactory work at a height greater than 5 feet above the level on which he stands,
without the use of a scaffold. .

tyipes-ofSciffolds

There are many types of scaffolds in common use. The types include single pole
(where the wall supports 'one side), doubtle or independent pole (where the scaffold
stands by itself), rubular metal scaffold (commercially manufactured), suspended
w4dow jack, ladder rick, and horse scaffolds. Some of these are shown in
figures 28 thru 32.

'
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CORNICE NOOK

BLOCK II TACKLE

GUARD RAIL

TIE- BA X ROPE

i3Rite'\&\\"\&;"

STIRRUP

LAT NIX
TOE BOARDS

R BUMPER

Figure 26. A Swing Stagelliaffad
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Figure 27. A Ladder Jack
or Bracket

Figure 28. Window Jack

Figure 29. Hinged Frame Horse

32
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Figure 30. Carpenter's Portable Bracket

RAII.
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tit;*

1-44116_.Ira
I.ADDER JACK

Figure 31. Ladder Jack
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When Using Scaffolding

The following safety steps should be adhered to when using tubular type scaffolding:

1. All parts of any scaffold must be constructed or erected to provide an ample factor
of safety under, fullloads.

If

2. Scaffolds must be inspected and kept in iiafe condition at all times.

3. Each scaffold should be provided with a safe means of access, either by stairvay
or a prcperly secured ladder.

4. The casters on portable scaffolds should be locked when the scaffold is in its
proper position.

5. Never stancl under scaffolding when it is in use. \ ,f6. Use outriggers when the: scaffold exceeds three sectio .

7. If scaffold is over 40 feet, use properly anchored guy wires or tie the scaffold
to the structure.

The following safety precautios should be adhered to when using swing stage
scaffolds:

1. After erecting a swing stage scaffold, hoist it one foot off the grouixi and test it
with four times the working load.

2. Lash the swing stage to the building or structure after hoisting to' keep it from
swinging outward.

3. Useiwire cab,les for hoisting equipment when working with acid solutions.A-N.

4. Swing stage scaffolds not in use should be lowered V the ground for safety reasons.

5. When raising a swing stage scaffold, keep the weight on the outside of the platform
until the swing-stage is secured to the building.

6. Make it a rule never to,touch the wall next to a swing stage until it is .secured to
the building. -A light push against the wall may swing the stage out so that one or
more painters may lose their balance and fall.

7. Inspect and iierform necessary makignance on all hoisting equipment before using.

8. Tackle block rope will be stored in a dry place.

9. Tackle block rope should not, be permitted to scrape against sharp projections.

10. Rope under heavy loads must not be pinched becWeen hard surfaces.

Inspect all planks which are used as a part of a swing stage scaffold.

4.
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42; Safety belts and lifelines will be worn when a man is required to work on high
scaffolds. The-lifeline attached securely to the building should 6e only long enough to
permit the masonry speciaist to feich the working surface. Should he
fall, the lifeline will keep him from falling anyogreat distance, see figure 33.

1.

sumwfAtty

C es -0411

Figure 33. Safety Belt and Lifeline

Safety is your business. It means your career and, sometimes, your life.
Before starting your jobs, deteimine whether or not you can accomplish the specific
tasks safely.

QUESTIONS

I.. Name fourlypes of ladders.

2. When should a ladaer be used?

3. What is the rule for properly placing ailadder against a wall?

4. What type of finish.should be applied to wooden ladderd? :

. 5. What are the advantages of aluminum and steel tubular scaffolding over wood type?

6. -When should outrigkers be installed on aluminum scaffolds?

1. What is the purpose of a lifeline?

8. What are the two main reasons for accidentd with tools?

Wilat,ellould be done with a cold chisel that has a "mushroomed" head?,

34
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10. Which type of wrench is the safest to use?

11. How should you bold an object from which you are removing a screw?

12. What should you do with a ladder that has a broken rung in it?

13. How far from a building should the base of a ladder be placed?

14. 'Before you use a new ladder, what should you do with it?

15. If you must work on a ladder in front of a doorwa7' what precaution should you
take?

16. Which is the safest to work from, a scaffold or a ladder ?

17. What should you do to a scaffold that is 20-feet.high?,

18. What should you use to climb a scaffold?

5-3

, 19. If you are going to use a new plank,-- what should you do?

20: According to the Accident Prevention Handbook, you should have help when lifting
objects that weigh over how many pounds?

kft
21. What is the purpose of grounding a power tool?

22. What precaution should be taken prior tt? using any electrically powered drill
motor ?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 127-101; Industrial Safety Accident Prevention Handout

2. CDC 55253, Masonry Specialist
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OBJECTIVE

1/45SG 3ABR55233-I-5

MATHEMATICS AND ESTIMATING'

To present a review of simple math as used in the mvpnry field.

INTRODUCTION

This study guide covers arithmetic, the first branch of mathematics. Here you
will review the four basic operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. It includes the study of numbers and the methods used to compute or solve
problems with quantities expressed by numbers.

WHOLE NUMBERS

Whole numbers represent complete units. The whole number. 1, represents ore
complete unit; 2. represents two complete units; 3, represents three; and so on1).s
an example, the whole number, 6, 836, represents six thousand, eight hundred, apd
thirty-six complete units. ,

Commas separate the major groups when used in whole numbers.. The whole
number twenty-nine million, seven huixired forty-five thousand, one hundred sixty-
three is written as 29,745,163. .

FUNCTIONS INVOLVING WHOLE NUMBERS

Rounding Off

Rounding off a whole number expresses the number in a shortened or condensed
form to the nearest whole number. When rounding off a whole number, first determine
the place to which you want to round off. Then look at the rnimber directly to the right
of the desired place. If it is,5 or more, the place becomes a number ivith a value of \
1 more added to it. When the number to the right-of the place is less thab 5, then the
Value of the desired place number remains unchanged.

Examples:

(1) 475, rounded off to tens = 480
(2) 474, rounded off to tens = 470
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Math.Operation Signs

Math operation scigns az:e frequently used to indicate the desired operation on a set
of numbers. The signs of operation are: + (plus) for addition, (minus) for sub-.
traction. *x for multiplication, and for division.

Some problems may contain two or mor, different signs of operation. These are
solved by closely following a specified.order of operation:

First - Multiply
Second - Divide
Third - Add
Fourth Subtract

Example:
(Problem)

5 + 3 x 4 - 16 2

(Solution)

(1)

(2)

(3)

5

5

17

+ 12

+ 12

8

16

8

= 9

2

Addition

The addition of whole numbers is the operation of combining numbers to obtain an
equivalent simple quantity. The numbers that are being added are called addends. The
answer arrived at by the addition of numbers is called the sum. Columns of humbers
being added together must be properly lined up,from right to left; le, units must,be
under units, tens under tens, etc.

Example:

(1) 21,492 Addend (2) 673 + 158 = 831
1, '7, 618 Addend

537 Mdend (3) 16 + 21 + 3 = 40
+ 16 Addend
2, 663 Sum

Addition is used to compute the total quantity of material needed for the completion
of a work order or project.
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Subtraction

The subtraction of whole numbers is the operation of deducting or taking away one
number from another. The parts in a subtraction prcblem are the minuend, subtrahend,
and the remainder. The minuend is the larger number or the number you are'stib-
tracting from. The subtrahend is the smaller number that is being subtracted from the
larger number. The remainder is the number left, which is the answer to the problem.

Examples:

(1) 1,694
- 819

Minuend
Slubtrahend

(2)

(3)

975 - 714 =

1,694 - 81975 Remainder

1

= 875

Subtraction is used to compute the quantiiy of material remaining after completing
a work order. It can also be used to insure sufficient material is on hand to complete
a project.

Multiplication

aaMultiplication of whole numbers is the operateton t , at its simplest, is 431
abbreviated process of adding a-number to itself a specified number of times../ Multi-
plication problem parts are multiplicand, multiplier, and product. The multiplicanc
is a number that is to be multiplied by another number. The multiplier is the number
doing the multiplying. The product,is the anawer.

Examples:

(1) 6 Multiplicand (i) 37 (3) 6 x 3 = 18
x 3 Multiplier x 25

Product 1135 (4) 37 x 25 = .925
x 74
925

MultiplicatiOn is used to comptite thequantity of material needed for a job, the
area of a 'surface, the volume of material to be removed or placed, total man-hours

,Of labor, etc.

Division

The-division of whole numbers is the operation of finding how many times one
number or quantity is contained in another. In division, the name of the parts are
divisor, dividend, quotient. and remainder. The dividend is the number or quantity
that is being divided, and the divisor is the number that is divided into the dividend.
The quotient is the answer. The divisor and quotient are factors of the dividend. If
the division does not come out evenly and there is a quantity left over, that quantity
is called the remainder.
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Example:
(a) Fr tors

- (2) 24 6 = 4
28 Quotient

Divisor 1317n- Dividend (3) 144 12 = 12
26 ,

Trr
104
712- Remainder

Division is used whenever you need to know how many times a quantity is contained
;n another. One instance could be the number of cubic yards contained in a volume of
cubic feet when ordering ready-mix concrete. Here, you would divide'27 into the total
number of cubic feet and the answer would be the number of cubic yards of concrete-
needed for the job. One cubic yard contains 27 cubit feet.

Ad ition

PROBLEM SOLVING

Any problem in addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division must be set up
correctly in order' to solve it correctly. In addition, you must put like-units under
like-units. Example: To add 691 + 8 + 73 + 309:

WRONG
691

8

73
+ 309
15,319

Subtraz tion

RIGHT
. 691

8
73

+ 309
1,081

In subtraction, like units go under like ,units, but the smaller number is iiraced
under the larger number. Example: To subtract 837 from 984:

WRONG RIGHT
837 984

- 984 - 837
153 147

Multiplication

In niultiplication the smaller number should be placed on_the bottom. Examplp:
To multiply 1,298 by 42:

WRONG RIGHT
42 1,298

x 1,298 x 42
336 2596
378 5192

84 54,516.
42

840 . 40
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Division

In division, the dividend goes inside the division block-whileithe divisor is placed
outside. Example: To divide 1092 by 13:

WRONG RIGHT

1092 5-13 84
131 1092

COMMON TERMS

Com Mon terms must be used before any mathematical operation can be performe(
A prOblem involving feet and inches must be converted to inches only. Cubic yards (11
be required, in place of cubic -feet, square yards instead of square feet, etc. In other
words, common terms must be the same term applied to all factors (addends, divisdr.
subtrahends, multipliers, etc) involved in a problem.

FRACTIONS

, A fraction is a nuinerical representation of two numbers whose quotient is'io be
determined. A whole number that has been fractionalized is broken or divided up int(
separate parts or sections. One (1) divided into two equal parts becomes two halves
"(2/2). Each of these two parts is represented by the fraction 1/2. To prove this:
1/2 + 1/2 = 2/2 or 1. This principle can be applied to.all whdle numbers.

Examples: (Each part name, with Ilstbet))

(1) 1 = 1/1
(2) 2 = 2/2 (one-half. 1/2)
(3) 3 = 3/3 (one-third, 1/3)
(4) 4 = 4/4 (ope-quarter, 1/4)
(5) 5 = 5/5 (one4ifth, 1/5)
(6) 6 = 6/6 (one:93 xth, 1/6) . . . (etc)

TYPES OF FRACTIONS

There are four types of fractions: common, improper, mixed, and decimal. This,
section contains information on the first three (the decimal fraction will,follow`..

Common Fraction
1 o

The common fraction consists Of two numbers, one above the other, separated 1-y
a dividing line. The number above the line is the numerator and the number below tie
ling is the denominator. The numerator is a smaller nuinber than the denominator.

1 (numerator)'Example: (denominator)
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Improper Fraction 11/4,

An improper fraction Consists of two numbezit, one above the other, with .a

numerator larger than the denominator.

3
Examples: (1)

(2) 16
-11

Mixed Fraction

The mixed fraction consists of a whole numberan front of a common-fraction. Its
total value is the same than improper frat.on of equal value.

1. Examples: (1) 2 1/2-.;-- 5

(2) 1 2/3 = 5
,

(3) 7 5/ = 89
Pr

FUNCTIONS INVOLVING FRACTIONS
.60

, Preliminary Preparation

Preliminary preparation of fractions is the work done before a problsyn can be
solved. This is simflr to the use of common terms, which4nust be used in all
mathematical problerg s lying.

Reducing a fraction 4..
. Q V

Reducing a fraction means techange a large fraction to a smaller fraction with the
same value. ThiS is done by dividing a number equally into the numerator and .

denominator.. N
-,-..

Examples: (1) 5 1 (dividing.eaCh by 5)

. . ,
(2) 12 4 (dividing each by 3)

a problem. To change a,fraction to a common denominato vir, dide the denominator

's

).

.

c, A common denominator means that the denomftator is the same in all fractions in

- into the proposed oe desired common denominator anci, then multiply both numbers of the
fraction by this quotient.

.%"74-2

o 042
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Example:

BEFORE AFTER_
1 6 3 6 10 9

+ 12 +

The process of Cancellation .

The proeelii; of cancellation means to simplify all &actions in a multiplication
problem by all possibleslivision. Be extremely careful in this process because the
value of the frictions must not.be changed. It is possible and permissible to cancel
diagonally as well as straight up andllown.

xamples:
7 5

(1) 14" x 15. becomes 7 x 5

$ 1-7cf- ---- 4 _x 3
4 3

9 1

P2i
(2) _21- x becpmes 3 x 1 finally 3 x 1

x .1-5 becomes 1 x 5

3 5

Changing a Mixed Fraction

It is necessary to change a mixed fraction to an improper fraction in problems
involving multiplication and division. Multiply the whole number by the denominator
and add. the numerator to the product. This will be the numerator of the improper
fraction, while the denominator remains the same.

Examples: e(1) 'becomes 13
. r

(2) 3. becomes

. Addition

31,

The addition of fractions is similar to that of whole numbers. First, a common
denominator must be`Obtained. Thrn, add all numerators together, leaving the common
denominator. alone.

.

Examples: (1) 1 2 5 4 1_ 9 .

To 10 1O

(2) 3 1 3 9 8 18 = 35 =.1 11
+ Tti2T

4 3



Subt ractiori

Subtraction of fractions is similar to that of whole numbers. ...Just as in addition,
a common denominator must be selected. The smaller fraction is placed below the
minuend or after the minus signi-).

Examples:
1

(1) ' BEFORE

3

(2) 1 1 2 1, 1

2"-T=T--1=T
Multiplication

AFTER

'7

"$.

- 6

1

8

The multiplication of fractions requires a preliminary step before solving.
First, the process of cancellation must be carried out. The next step is to multiply
all numerators together and place the product as the numerator of the answer. Then,
multiply the denominators together and place this product as the denominator of the
ansyer._

Examples:
1 2(1)xØ 1 x

x

1 x 1 x 1

3 x.lex 0 1 x3x 3
1 3 3

Division

Division of fractions is the most complex of all operations involving fractions.
Actually, the process of division, as in whole numbers, is not carried out. Instead,
the divisor is inverted and the problem is solved by multiplication. Therefore, you
must besure that you invert the divisor and not the dividend.

Examples

(1) 3

8
1 3 2 6 3

8 _1 8 4
1

(2) 11 7 11 0, 11 1 11

1-6"+13-=,1Z'xT=1-x7=
2

44

44-

11,
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DCIMALS 2
A decimal is a numbWr that rei:Iresents a fraction with a denominator that is a power

bf ten. Being a-paver of tell means that you can divide ten into the -number- evenly. The
fraction 63/100 has a denominator ci one hundred and ten will divide evenly into it.

All decimatisSaiiZsent fractions and in every case the denominator is a power of
ten. The decimal .1 represents the fraction 1/10; the decimal .39 represents 39/100.

Eacji digit in a decimal has a place value and is read in a specific way. The example
shown' below is read nine thousand, six hundred fifty-two ten thousanths.

.9652

9 6 5 2

Tenths Hundredths Thousandths Ten Thousandths

When there is a whole number and a decimal, the decimal point is read "and."
Example: 9.21 is read "nine and twenty-one hundredths. "

The place value of dedirnale is very important. This indicates the number ci digits
needed to the right of the decimal point. Six thousandths requires three digits because
it is to the thousandths place.and is written as .006.

A fraction can be changed into a decimal.' The numerator is divided by the:denomi-
nator after placing the decimal point immediately to the right of the numerator. Add as
many zeroes to the right of the decimal as needed. Place a decimal point in the quotient,
directly over the decimal point in the dividend.

Examples: (1) Change 5/8 to a decimal

.625
8 ) 5.000

(2) Change 8/5 to a decimal

1.6
5 T-17)-

A decimal can be changed into a fraction. The digits of the decimal become.the
numerator of the fraction. The denominator of the fraction will have a one, followed by
the same number of zeroes as the digits in.the decimal.

Examples:

. (1) .31 becomes 31/1.0V
(2) . 979 becomes' 979/1000
(3) 2.3 becomes 2 3/10 4

(4) .035 becomes 35/1000 of 7/200

A large, cumbersome decimal may be made smaller and easier to use. In cams
where a great amount of accuracy is not important, you may round off the clocinal.
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7

L9ok at the digit directly to the right of the desired place. If that digit L 5 or more,
adOne to the desired place and drop the remainder of the numbers. When the number

_is/less than 5, leave the pla6e value as is and drop the remainder of the numbers.

Examples: (1) Round off .264 98 to nearest hundredth .26

(2), Round off 083 9 to nearest tenth .1

Addition of Decimals

The addition of decimals is almost the same as with whole numbers. The only
difference is that you must keep the decimal points lined up in a yertical column. The
decimal point is brought down vertically into the sum.

Examples:

(1) 6. 03 (2) 17.378
. 917 .00025

75.2 + 63 99.4
.008 6416.77825

82.155

§ubtraction of Decimals

The subtraction of decimals follows the seine rules as in whole numbers. The
smaller number always goes under the larger with the decimal points lined up vertically.

Examples: I-

(1) 3 67. 984 (2) 1 98.74
-249.26 - 82.657

n 8. 724

Multiplication of Decimals

11 6. 083

Decimals are multiplied just like4he whole numbers, with a deciriiäi point placed
in the product. Afker the multiplicatia operation is completed, count the total number
of digits to the right of the dedimal point in both tfii multiplicand and the multiplier.
Then, count off that man places from the right in the product and place a deCimal
point at that exact spot.

-Exiniles: 1.73
.32

'TM
-6519
6. 9536

4

4.25,

4'4

(2) 6. 001
x 1. 9
54009
6001

11 4019
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Division of Decimals (pq
The division of decimal numbers is more difficult. The most important rule/to

remember IS that the divisor must be made a whole number before starting to divide.
Move the decimal point all the way to the right. Then move the decimal in the dividend
the same number of places tct the right, adding zeroes if necessary, to obtain the
-correct number of places. '

Examples:

(1) BEFORE AFTER
. 05 ) 896.427.

4
65d ) 89642 7%A

(2) BEFORE AFTER
2.5 ) 75 25 ) 750%I .1 vms,

When the divisor is a whole number, and the dividend is a decimal, do not move the
- decirail point. In all cases of division, place (he decinial point in the quotient directly

above the decimil point in the dividend and then proceed to divide as you did with whole
numbers

Examples: "' 12. 98
16 ) 2 07. 68

'PERCENTAGE

Percentage is defined as a part of a whole expressed in hundredths. Percent is
reckoned on the basis of a whole aivided into one hundred parts. Each.of these parts
is identified as one percent (I%) of the whole. The value of 1% is equal to 1/100 or. 01
of the whole; 78% is equallo 78/100 or .78; etc.

A decimal number can be changed to percent. First, move the decimal point
two places to the right. Then add the percent sign (%) after the number.

Examples:
(1) . 67 = 67%
(2) .03 =
(3) .25 9 = 2 5. 9%
(4) . 8 = 80%
(5) . 93 = I 93%

Percent 4n be c anged to a decimal. Drop the percent sign and move the decimal
point two places to th@ left.

Examples: (I) 2 9%, .29
(2) 13.7% = .137
(3) 2. 68% . 02 68
(4) . 5% . 005
(5) 1/4% = . 0025
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BASIC-MEASUREMENTS.

Linear

What is linear measurement? Linear means "in a straight line. "
So'linear measurement means measuring something straight. If you
measure the length of a board or width of a cut or depth of a basement,
you are making a linear measurement.

The procedure to change a percent to a common. fraction is more complex. First.
change the percent to a decimal. Second, change the decimal to a fraction. Third,
reduce the fraction to its lowest terms.

EJmniple: 50"rc = .50 = 50/100 = 1/2

Reverse the above procedure to change a fraction to a percent. First, change the
fraction to a decimal. Then change the decimal to percent.

Exarnples:

(1) 1/2 = .50 = 50%'

(2) 3 fa = .375 = 37.5%

Percentage problems can be solved by substituting given information into a
formula. The formula is given oelow:

SMALL NUMBER
LARGE NUMBER 100%

When using this formula, be sure to set up the numbers correctly. Percentage numbers
all go on the r1t side of the equal sign-and all other information numbers are placed
on the left si

Example:
(Problem) Out of 80 sacks-of cement used last week,

'7 sacks were torn. What was the percent
of torn sacks?

.(Formula set-up)

'7 x c

lovic

After the formula has been set up, continue then solve the problem.

(Solution)
7 .0875 = 8.75%
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To measure a rectangle , you would need to make only two
linear measurements: one short side and one long side. How many linear
tifeasurdnientg do you need to make on a.square?

Linear measurements are made to find length, width and height.

'Square

.. Much mason,ry work is estimated on square footage of material: A
sqUare foot is the area that is one fooi long and one foot wide. An area that
is one foot wide and two feet long contains two square feet.

Squar t of an-area can be found by multiplying length times width.
How many_square _feet are there in an area 6 feet wide and 8 feet long?

Your answer should always contain an abbreviation of the type of
measure you are using. For instance, in the probleni above, 6 feet by 8
feet, the answer is 48 but now we must also include the abbreviation sq. ft
which means square feet. Your answer should be 48-stf.

Below are some of the formulas that you can be used to work problem.;
to find square footage.

To find the area of a rectangle, multiply the length by the width.

W A = LW

L
To ffnd the area of a square, multiplrone side by another side.

3

= S2

To find the area of a triangle, take 1/2 of the base times the height.

A = F1/2 H

49
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To find the area of a circle, multiply 22/7 times the radius squared.

:A = 22/7 R2

Cubic

,t To find a cubic 'measurement is very easy. It i xactly like findind
the square area as done in the section above but this time you multiply the
length x width by the height. The formula is LxWx H.

A box 2 feet long, 3 feet wide and 4 feet high, Would contain 2 x 3 x 4 =
24 cubic feet. How many cubic feet would there be in a room 10 feet wide,
10 feet long and 8 feet high?

Again, your answer Should contain an abbreviation of your measure-
ments.. If yoUr measurements are in feet, you will use cu. ft. , if you are
using inches, you will use cu. in. What is the abbreviation if your measure-
ment is in yards?

SUMMARY

As a mason, you will be doing a lot of measuring.

Whole-numbers are the easiest numbers ttztinThecause they require
very little skill in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

Common fractions are representative of a quantity less. than a whole.
They can be added or subtracted, multiplied or divided by performing
certain steps to aid in finding the answer.

Decimal fractions are represented by a decimal point. Math operations
using the decimal is easy by following certain rules that govern the place-
ment of the decimal.

Basic measurements include linear measurement, computing area and
volume. Each measuremeht shduld indicate the type of Measuré you uge,
such as feet, inches, or yards.
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QUESTIONS

1. What is the smallest whole number ?

2. 'List three numbers that are not;whole iumbers
C:t47.;

3. When adding fractions,' what must you 'do to the bottom number of
each fraction?

4. What do fractions being multiplied or divided have in common?

5. What must be done to.decimals when you are adding?

6. What are you doing when you have to count pie numbers to the right
of the decimal?

7. Measuring off a board 14-feet long is what iype measurement ?

8. If you measure the floor area of a room, your answer would be
written down in what units ?

9. What is the formula for finding area?

'10. How many cubiefeet would be in a house 38-feet long, 24-feet wide
with 8-foot ceilings?

11. How are the numbers arranged when subtracting?

12. What operation is performed to determine how many times a quan-
tity is contained in another ?

13. What must be done before solving problems with mixed terms?

14. What is an improper fraction?

15. :.Reduce 18/27 to the smallest possible',fraction.

16. How do you divide fractions 7
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PROJECT PLANNING

OBJECTIVES

SG 3ABR55233-I4

Each student will be able to read and know construction drawing and blueprints;
the purposes of plans;and how to interpret construction specifications, symbols, and
abbreviations.

INTRODUCTION

A drawing is a picture, sketch, or diagram. It can be a simple outline of a project
to be done, or it can be a very complicated drawing from which blueprints are made.

Planning is a very important part of every Air Force activity. Since all projects
, with which masonry specialist personnel are concerned involve the 'expenditure of con-.

siderable sums of money, the importance of planning cannot be overemphasized. With
normal progression within your career field, there will come a time when you will be a
member of a cohference where plans are made and specifications are written. From these

n:r
plans and specifications, blueprints will be made. As a member of a Base Civil Engineer
Emergency Force (Prime BEEF) Team, you may be called upon to plan a project that
requires repairing or constructing. First write the specifications and then draw the blue-
prints. Yours would not lie expected to be the finished product with which we work in

C) the States, but with a knowledge of planning, type of information included in specifica-
.P- tions, and the correct use of symbols and lines on drawings, you could convey to others

your ideas and thoughts. Abbreviations used in a drawing are a shortened form of a
word or a phrase.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS

Architectural. drawings -are divided into two general classes: primary drawings,
which consist of design sketches and drawings for display purpoSes; and working draw-
ings (blueprints), which consist.of views (flat surface line drawings) giving detailed
information necessAry for actUal construction of the building. The construction of a
building is described by a set of drawings Which give a thorough graphic description of

each part o,f,..the operation. Usually, a set of plans begins by showing the boundaries,
contours, Ind outstanding features of the construction site. S14cceeding drawings give
instructions for erecting the foundation and superstructure; installation'of lighting,
heating,..and plumbing; and details of construction required to complete the building.
Although these drawings.are prepared in licordance with the general principle§, right-
angle projections (projections in which the ojecting lines are perpendicular to the
plane of projection), they differ from other drawings in certain practices. Therefore,
as an approach, let's take a bilef look at the various types of drawings.
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Working Drawings for _Buildings

This section will teach you how tO interpret and identify-the different types of work-
ing drawings that you may encounter on the job. Items to be covered are:

Piot plans,

Youndation-

Framing plans

Floor plans

Blevations

Sections and details

'Drawing details

Syrnbols and terms

Common abbrevialtions

- Specificatibns

The working drawings of a structur are presented in general and,detail drawings.
General arawings Consist of plans and el vations;,detail drawings are made up of sec-
tional and detail tertevis. Since it is the pur. :orking drawings to.be exact about
shape and size, working drawings are generally scale-si projects. In sotne instances.
a proportional-size detail drawing may be included to show parts rook when they
are assembled, -

r_

In architectu al drawing, "plan" views are'obtained looking sown on'the object with
a vertical line of sight. Plan views correspond to top views and involve only horizontal
dimensions of width and depth. ,Any view involving vertical dimensions is an "elevation. "
This could be a'frantview, -side view, or any other elevation view* as shown in figure 34.
Different elevations âe indicated as front, right, etc.,, or according to the direction
from which the view is taken. Note the writing op figure 34 which gives the type and size ,

of .materials used in construction. Thiswriting is called constrpátion motes and is
usually found at the bottom of the print. The graphic scale is uSually located in the
lower right corner of, prints. In this drawing it is located in the bottom center, and the
scale shows that 1/4" in this drawing is equal to 1 - 0".

Because of the size of the object being represented, different Scales are iised for
general and detail drawings. In general, plan views and elevation views are drawn on
separate sheets in order to make the view large enough for practical use. Detail views,
drawn to a larger scale, furnish information not provided on generil vjews. They are
strategiallyplaced on the main views and =additional sheets as needed to giVe the -
worker complete picture of the structure.
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PLOT PLAN. A plot or site plan shows the boundaries of the construct\ion site and
tile location of the building in relation to thellboundaries. It also shows the ground con-
tour, roads, and walks, and locates utility lines, such as sewer, water, gas, etc.
These plans are drawn to scale from sketches and notes based on a survey of the area.
By locating the corners of the buildhig at specific distances from the,established refer-
ence points, the plot plan gives.the builder a definite starting point. A plot pfan is
shown in figure 35. The legend in the upper left corner af figure 35shows the symbols

ater, sewer, gas, and property lines. The arrow (25' - 0"), located at the bottom
e plan, indicates that the distance from the curb, next to the sidewalk, to the center-
af Kirk St. is 25' - 0", The tile block in the lower right corner af the print tells

you what is to be constructed and gives the meaning of different symbols used throughout
the plan. 'The names of the persons responsible for drawing, tracing, checking, and
submitting the plan are also in the title block, along with the signature of the engineer
responsible for the job and the date. The scale for this plot plan is 5/32" = 1 0".
(See figure 35.)

),

ll'OUNDATION PLAN. The foundation is the starting point in the actual constru-c-
tion, and a completely dimensioned plan is furnished. When a "post arid wall" type
fcundation is used, the foundation plan may be combined with a floor-framing plan.
Figure 3 shows a concrete slab foundation which has warm air ducts imbedded in the
slab. Detail B of figuee 36illustrates a cross-sectional view of the duct, extending from
the heating unit, under the concrete floor. The broken lines indicate the ducts and the
cross (+) shows thQduct opening. Attached to the foundation plan there will be a detail
sheet, which consists of the necessary details or specifications needed to complete any
given job.

DETA I L
*CALF I l'O'

FOUNDATBON PLAN
CCALE >V 14 0"
PLAN) 1JO. 55 II

Figure 36. Foundation Plan
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'.FRAMING PLANS. Framing plans show the Size, number, and location of struc-
turai members,which form the building framework. Separate plans may be furnished
fatqloors, walls, and roofs. The floor-framing plan agown in figure 37 specifies the

.,.size and spacing cif joists, girders, and columns used to support the floor. Detailed
,views are usually added to shovithe method of anchoring jOists and girders to the founda-
tion, as shown in the detail view on the right side of figure37. Wall-framing plans show
the size and location of wall Openings, ceiling heights, and other details. Rodf-framing
plans show the construction of the rafters or trusses which span the bUilding and support
the roof.

Figure 37. Floor "Erami Plan

FLOOR PLAN. A floor plan, shown in,fi e 38 is a cross-sectconal vie* of the
building. This view is obtained by'assuming that a building is cut in half4grizontall;.,
exposing every room in the btfilding. If the binding haS mire than one flOo?;-'a plan
for each floor is drawn. The floor plan show* fthe outside.shape of the-building: the
'arrangement and size of rooms; the type of maAerial; arid pie type, size, and,location
of doors and windows. In addition, it shows the heating, lighting,- and plumbing fixt res.

'

Floor.plans are usually.drawn to small scales s as-1/4v.= V-- 0", or
3/16" = - 0". -This scale is shown at the bottom 1.9 38. Fcij" (Os reasbn, cgt.-
ventional symbols are used to indicate fixhires and Tateriala. Fo complex structui es
it may be neceSsary to supply separate utilities plans to show electrical, heating, and
plumbing layouis. A plumbing plan is shown in figure v. Some 9f the plumbing symbols
are illustrated under' the legend. A skmbol for a 401allon hot litter heater is also

1shown. (

KA N.
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S. re 38. Floor Plan
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40 getoN
-HOTAVA'TER HTR.,

NOTE THIS IS PAM' CFA
PLUMBING PLAN FOR A,
RESIDENCE

LEGEND
SOIL AND WASTE

COLD WATER.

HOT WATER,
H F. HOSE FAUCET
CO. CLEANOUT
V. VENI'STACK..,

Figure 39. Plunlbing Planre 5 8
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A floor plan sheet may also contain details of 9?nstruction, although these are
generally presented on a separate sheet. When a detail drawing is furnished to show
a particular construction, a refernice is noted on the-floor plan. Also shown on the
floor plan are "schedules" for doors and windows. A schedule is a method of present-
ing notes and other construction data in the form of a table, as shown -in the left lower
corner of figure 38. A door schedule specifies the type, size, description, and location
of each door, and a window schedule gives the same information for.a window. By
looking at the letter (B, for example) ab6ve the window symbol in figure 38, and then
locating the same letter in the window schedule, you come up with the correct site and
type ci wittilow--in this case 3' - 0" x - 6" awning vent. The correct sizes and types
of doors are located in the same manner. Throtigh the use of standard plumbing and
electrical symbols, (see f igure 39) it is easy to locate plumbing f ixturces, hot and cold water-
lines, electrisaYwall and ceiling outlets, switches, types of wire, etc. These symbols are
illustrated and explained later in this section. Each person having anything to do with
the construction of a htilding, runway, etc. , will have drawings, plans, specifications,
and notes pettaining tO his particular part of construction. Since all information can-
not be presented graphically, constructiownotes are extensively used. These notes ar
a vital part ct every conStruction drawing, and they must be carefully worded. There
are general notes pergining to the entire set of plans, and local notes that' are impo
tant only to certain sheets or certain parts of the drawing.

ELgwerlokis. ilevations are exlerior views of a structure and may be taken
from the,fi'ont, re'ar, right arrleft side. 'Being projections on a vertical plane, they

, show a pictunelike view qf the structure as it actually is and not as it would appear to
-the eye; Exterior matehals; height of doors,, windows, and rooms; and the surround-

-4 I ing ground level can be shown in elevation views. On an elevation view for ia sInglet
story lpuilding, the floor level is located, in reference to the surrounding grOund level

4r) or "grade," as shown in figure 40.14editional floors above the first floor are locatedJ-1

by dfmensioning between finished r surfaces. g the sides of g building are not
identical, an elevation for each side must be"drawn. If you had access to a plan, you

v could see that the dimensions given are practically all vertital measurements. However,
horizontal dimensions may be placed on an elevation 'view if it is not possible to show
timm on aplaft View.-

1111111 RI
ot,177,3 RIP WO/ 01111, flr rII11

-171r1791/ I tIIISTIt Slrrilra 11,7
"trif . ii,rrirriir

4., nmocri rug/on,
Vir'11115D 1:911711!..717372E2111711/ almvso

1

igure 40. Front Elevation
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Since plan and ektation views cannot be drawn as related views on one shebt (extept
for small structites),sbaleti measurements must be used for each view. However. a
completed plan view may be taped in the proper position on the drawing, and the main
dimensions and door and window locations may be projected to an elevation sheet.

Elevation views are made por; lifelike by accenting certain lines and adding straight
lines to represent the type alto-latex:1a' used on the exterior. These representations
are shown in limos 40. Lines whibil mly be accented must assume that light 4 coming
from a certain direction andthat accented-tines represrent-Shaded.areas. The -use of
straight lines to suggest the tbxturerof 'exterior materials is a form of architectural
"rendering." Rendering,.. as applied to architectural drawing, is the use of pencil, ink,
water color, or a combination of these to depict a structure and bring out its form or
shape. .

-SECTIONS AND DETAILS, A section and a detail are practica,Ily synonymous;
however, no view is called a detail unless it is drawn to an enlarged scale to show
construction features more clearly. A south wall detail of living room, a framing detail
of gable, and a shelf detail.gre shown in figurell, The sietailections shove partS of the
strubture wit greater exac,tsteedthan the smalI-scale -section taken through the Structure.
When the cutting plaiPcuts across Unarfbw part of a stricture orjxkilding1 the view is
called I transverse section. A tra0versa1 is a line intersecting any system Or

as indicated in figure42 (C). Sectfonal views taken lengthwise are called longitudinal
sections: Detail_ sectiTs which are usually shown are foundation, wail, door, window,
or any otheeseetloniatidtred necessary to explain the construêtions.
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Figur9-42. Sections

EXterior detail views like detail sectians are large-scale drawings designed to
show features which are tOo small or too complex to be shown in other views. They are -
usually developed in right-angle projection but i pictorial projection may be used if it
shows the construction to a better advantage. Important parts of detail and sectional
views are the notes and dimensions to show the size cf materials and the placement of..
parts in relation to each other. For instance, sectionAof figureqgives such details
as rafter sizes (2 x 6 rafters 18" on-center), slopfd ceiling in the living room and
kitchen, gravel-roof, etc. The specifications describing the length-of the rafters,
amount of -slope, and the thickness, of the gravel rixii would be included in the construc-
tion notes for the job.

Plan views. It is sometimes difficult to tell the exact shape of a building from the
elevation views alone. For this reason, we have a plan view which shows what the
structure looks like frov a point directly above. This-was illustrated on the floor plan
and the flooi-fraraing plan. plan views.are very simple and easy to understand, even
though they contain a great amount of information.

Detail Views. Elevation and plan views together show the major_constructIon of
the Wilding. Both af these views are too small to clearly show minor assemblies;
therefore, special drawings are made ihowing only a portion of the main structure.
These are called detail drawings-because they show the, mast minute detail pertaining
to the specific portion all the structure, as shown in fignre 41. Specifications ci materials,
dimensions, and other information relative to construction are usually included. These
drawingsAre made to a larger.scale.in carder to give clearer,detail. The impartance of
detail drawing is very easy to understand when you consider the information needed to
build kitchen cabinets or stairways.
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Sectional Views. To shosii hklden constrpction features, various items are often
drawn in sections, as shown in figure 42. Thls is done by cutting the item in the same
manner that /sze would cut a wooden box to show the floor plan. The box is shown first,
with a line marking the cutting plane.. A heavy dotted and dashed line is used to repre-
sent the place where the cut is to be-made. The line has arrows at right angles to it.
kepresenting the direction in which the section is viewed. The section line is usually
labeled "A-A," "B-` and so on through the alphabet if seyeral views are required.
The most im4ortant value ci a sectional view is that dimensions can be shown for parts
thaCare coMpletely hidden. ,

DRAWING DETAILS. The titles placed on drawings are very important. When
they are placed on a drawing, they will be strategically placed t6 clearly refer to the
nart, detail, or view which they identify. Titles for roof-11s fill stand out clearly near
the center of the area. Titles for detail views will be carefully placed for easy reading
and correctly identified according to the reference system being used throughout the
set of plane.

Dimensioning. Dimension lines are usually unbroken between extension lines, and
dimensions are given in feet and inches. The numerals are placed slightly above or in
the dimension linewith the reading position from the bottom and right-hand edge of the
sheet. The main requirement is that dimensions be clear, definite, and unmistakable.
Fikure43, shows how fractions, _inches, feet, and combinations of these are specified ,

on tpla.ns or drawins.

_used that ,plans of all types are now quite often c.c_i_bluepri ts.,__The blueprint is the
Components of Drawings. The blueprint method of has been so widely

Tuilder's gukle-. It is a:complete diagrammatic sketch, with dimensions, of a structure
to be built and contains most of the information needed bYthe builder. All.builders roust
know how to read blueprints and build by them. The blueprint, asIrsed by the buildee,
is made up of different types of lines showing variobs views with a scale and legend.
Figure44 shows some of these lines.

Working Lines. The lines which represent the edges of surfaces are somewhat
heavier than the other lines on the drawing and are known as working lines. These.
lines may be straight or curved, depending upon the shape and vier of the object.

Centerlines. Centerlines indicate the center of an object. They are also used to
show the center of holes or openings in objects and curved portions.

Extension Lines. It is sometimes necessary to lengthen or,extend working lines-
ofi a drawing. These lengthened lines are known as extension lines. The_end of an
extension line should never join the working line which it extends.

_ Dimension Lines. Dimerfsion lines are used to show the size of a structure or any
structural part. They are light lines drawn between working lines or extension lines to
shown the distance between two points,. Each end of the dimension line has an arrow-
head-to indicate thepoint where the measurement begins and ends. The points of the
akrow should just touch the line where the measurement starts and stops. Numerals
whieh give the exact distance between the arrow points are placed somewhere in the
length of the dimension line. When working lines are too near each other to place at
dimension line between them, two dimension lines are placed stitside the working lines
with the arrows pointing toward each other and the numerals placed outside one'ci the
dimension lines.
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W RKING LINES

4

EXTENSION LINgS

1

CENTER LINE

4
Figure 44.

Hidden,Lines. An ontline of ,a part which is invisible in the parhcultr view is
known as a hedden line and is represented by a series of short dashes approximately
1/8 inch in length. The gpace between dashes is about equal to the length of the dash.
This ia an example of a hidden line

Break Lines.. Two types of break lines are used. One kind indicates short breaks
and the other indicates long breaks. The short break line is drawn freehand. A ruled
line with occasional freehand zigzags is used for long breaks. Break lines indicate
that an object continues without change in detail. Only a short portion of the entire
object is repiesented when break lines are used.,

sit
Short Break Line ..

Long Break,Line
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SYMBOLS AND TERMS. Architectural symbols and terms are used to simplay the,
drawing. In order to read and understand blueprints, you must be able to recognize and,.
interpret these symbols and terms.- Some of the more common symbols are shOWn Iii
figure 45, 46, and 47. See how many of them look like What they represent. Now read
thrcugh the list of terms and definitions below.

Baseboard A board placed around a room at floor level to form a finish
between the floor and walls.

Base Shoe A molding placed arounki a room at floor level tNe...-n a
finish between the floor and baseboard.

Beam A horizontal wood, steel, or concrete member used to
provide support. .

Canopy

Casement

Casing

A projection over Windows, doors, or porches to afford
protection against weather.

A window in which the Sash opens upon hinges.

The wood trim on the vertical sides and top of an opening
in a plastered wall.

Chamfer A beveled surface cut upon the corner ci a piece of woOd.

Cornice The horizontal molding around the top of a building just
below the eaves

Deadening Felt

Dormer

Drip Cap

Eaves

,Flashing

Footing

Glazing

Header

- -An asphalt Impregnated felt used for waterproofing and
.,_ weatherproofing baildings.

--- A verticatwindovi-in a smill gable risini-from a Sloping roof

The projection above the exterior of a window or door to
,allow water to drain.

The portion of the rafters whiCh project from the lower -edge
of 'the rod.

Strips of sheetmetal or composition roofing material used
to waterproof roof intersections and other exposed place 3
on the outside of the house.

Tlie enlarged portion of Concrete located in the bottom of
fokmdation walls to spread the load and prevent settling.

The process of installing glass in window sashes.

A short joisThipporting tail beams.and framed between
trimming joists, the piece cf stud or finish ov,er ati opening,
or a lintel. -4*
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Jamb

Knee Wall

Laths

Lattice

Mullion

Mutin

Pur lid

Tile side pieces of a finished door or window opening.

The sloping portii of an interior wall which joints the
vertical wall and ceiling--used where the wall is less than
full room height-because it meets the slope of the roof.

Narrow strips to support plaster.

Crossed or inter ed wood, iron, strips, or, bars.

The constructio tween the Openings of two windows..

The small, wooden dividing strips which separate paneS
or lights of windows.

A timber supportbig several rafters atpne or more points.

Ridge The highest poiht of a roof.

Sash The franework which holds the glass in a window.

Shakes Hand, or ,machine split sheets of wopd used as waterproof
siding for exteriors, especially je walls.

-
Sleeper A timber laid on or near the kroUnd to support afloor joist;

also strinOf wood,'usually 2 x 2 laid over a rough.concrete
floor, to which the finighed wood floor is nailed.

6

-Wattr Table - The finish.at the bottom-of a building for ca.rrying the water
away from the foundation.

Fox more terms refer to back of this study guide for

ABBREVIATIONS: 'Because cif the lack of space
pra;tice to use abbreviations for many items. Some
itens are listed below:

APt
Bm
Bldg
B. R.
C. A.
Clg.
Clod. , Cl. , or C
Cern.

. Conc.
pet.
Diam.
D. R.
Dr.
D. S. G;
D. H.

saw

Apartment
Beam

Bedroom
Cold air
Ceiling
Closet
Cement
Concrete
Detail
Diameter
Dining Room
Door
Double strength glass
Double Hung
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Dn.
Drgs.
Ea
El.
Ent
Ext..,

Flash.
Fl.
Fu,r.

Galv.
- * G. 1.

Gl.
H.
ht.

. H. A.
Jb.
K. or Kt.
Lt.
Linol.
L. R.

gi Mldg.
Mull
Mor.,
0. c.
0. S.
Cr. S;Cas
R.
Rm.
Sec.
SpePs.
S. S. G.

*Wd.
Yd:

'sr

Dowii
Drawings
Each
Elevation
Entrance

, Exterior
Finish
Flashing
Flooring or Flush
Furring
Garal-67-
Galvanized
Galvanized Iron-
Glass
Hall-
He ight
Hot Air

- Jamb
Kitchen
Light
Linoleum
Living Room
Molding
Mullion
Mortar
On Center
Outside
-0/italde*Cas1ng
Riser or Radius
Room
SeCtion
Specifications
Singig4Strength Glass
WoOd - -a

Yard

"P

Each division of the-specifications will contain specific information about the
materials to be used on the Job. The material section of the carpentry division gives
all information related materials and methods cl installation as listed below:

The exact grade, species, size, and moistui4 content of w4d to be used for
various parts,of the building. ,

The spacing of various members, such as studs, ratters, joists, etc.

The placing of studs, trimmers, or headers around all openings.

The type Cif wood to be used for interior finish when this information is not
indicated on the drawings.

The erection of all merbers plumb, level, square, and true in accord with
details.

4
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The use of fastening devices, such as nails, bolts, screws, toggles, etc.

All other informat,ion necessary to assure that the materials used are of a
certain standard and the quality of workmanship is acceptable.

In addition to the other information included in theNpecifications, a complete
descrIption of the building site should be included. A diawing showing how the building
is to be placed on the specified,plot of grcund should be indlucied in the plans.

.7
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90* ELBOW

.VALVE

H

HOSE FAUCET

1

SYMBoLS FORPIPE AND FITTNGS

TEE

J.
CROSS LATERAL CAP

WALL

,

'1*DRAIN FLOCRDRA1N SHOWER.HEAD VENT PM
STACK,

I I I

.REDUCER, UNIONGAS OUTLET

DI2AIN" LINE

. I I

FLANGED JOINTS

,

COLD WATERLINE

-- 7--
HOT WATER L1N/E

0
, THREADED JOINTS SOLDERED \JOINTS \

SYMBCiS FOR. PLUMBING FIXTURES

WATER.,
HEATER,

,BATIITUB

=512=1=227=J_L

KITCHEN SINK./

2=n1= 71==
LAVATORY WATER. CLOSET URINAL DRINKING

FOUNTAIN'WALL TYPE

Figure . Plu biig Symbols'
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FRAME

CP;P:;:;::;:*:;:
Moo:+:44440:4
Vergga

- BATTS OR QUILT

ARICK,

SOLID
INSULATION INSULATION

wraraurrArr Z
TERRA GOTTA PLASTER

ON BRICK

0 a °

GYPSUM TICE HOLL6W- TILE

forfit7P77413,

rffeir A
1. \NM
BRICKNENSt ElgE BRICK OR

REFRACTORY
MATERIAL

"

A
LOOSE FILL
INSULATION

METAL STUDS FIRE BRICK ON FACE BRI.CK. ON
ANb PLASTER COMMON 9RICK COMMON BRICK

PLASTER WITH
METAL LATH

r
111111111

BRICK ON
HOLLOW TILE

"
1;

.1 '> 4.,

CONCRETE
W1TH/FOOTING

.,
/- /," . .

t. TERRAZZO, ", STUCCO

// k /
:1 °.fa g

*, .tv

CINDER
CONCRETE

.

COURSED ANb
UNCOURSED RUBBL.A

_

geolimmat
MENMEd
CUT wONE ON GLASS, CELLULO IT GLASS, 'SLAT

CONCRETE BLOCK ki TRANSPARENT MARBLE,
MATERIAL PORCELAIN ETC.

MARBLE

/..//////////,

COMCRETE
t BLOCK

DOUBLE HUNG WINDOW
IN FRAME WALL.'

GLASS eLock

CUT STONE cur STONE
ON CONCRETE

ROUGH
LUMBER

'GLAZED
AND TILE

FINISH
LUMBER

DOOR IN
- FRAME WALL

Figure 46. Materials Symbols
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OUTLETS

WALL CEI LIN G

--11D

ops
e

CUTLET

BLANKED OUTLET:

FAN OUTLET

LAMP HOLDER-WITH
PULL SWITCH

HEATER OUTLET

FLUORESCENT FIXTURE

=@ DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET

F3)3 TRIPLE CONVENIENCE OUTLET

=avr, WEATHERPROOF CONV OUTLET

=OR RARGE OUTLET

0 FLOOR...OUTLET

S2

S3

54

SRC

SWITCHES

SINGLE POLE SWITCH

DOUBLE POLE SWITCH

THREE WAY SWITCV

FOUR. WAY SWITCH

REMOTE CONTRCL SWITCH

PANEIS ETC..

+- Ems rezza
LIGHTING POWER,

PANEL PAN E,L,

TELEPHONE OUTLET,

PUSHBUTTON

BELL

WIPING 11

FEEDER BRANCH CIRCUIT
CONCEALED IN

WALL OR-CEILING.
. (HEAVY WIRE

BRANCH CIRCUIT WIRE HOME RUN
EXPOSED TO PANEL

bNE
2 WIRES

WIFE: NUMBER or ARROWS INDICATES
3 WIREs NUMBER. OF CIRCUITS

Jill
NUMBER. OF PERPENDICULARS
INDICATES NUMBER OF WIRES

4 WIRES ETC.

SPECIAL OUTLET
(DESIGNATE ;II SPECS.)

BRANdH CIRCUIT
CONCEALED IN '

. FLOOR,

3 WIRE HOME RUN
TO PANEL

TWO CIRCUITS

"ft,

L

Figure 47. Electric Symbols
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MASONfiY GLpSSARY OF TERMS

The following terms are associated with masonry work. Keep this list vith you
throughout this course.

ABUTMENT - Concrete ot masonry supports at end of a bridge or arch.

AGGREGATE, COARSE - Gravel or crushed rock.

AGGREGATE,, FINE - Sand.

AGGREVATE GR.ADATION - The arrangment of efzes.

AIR-ENTRAINING AGENT - A concrete additive that enables concrete-to resist freezing'
and to proçect pavements from adverse effects of salts during snow removal.

ALL-ROWLOC WALL - A wall built with two courses entirely of stretchers on edge,
alternating ith one course of headers on edge.,

AMERICAN BOND - A c mmon bond' in very general use as i4 is quickly laid and is as
strong as othet bon s. Every fifth or sixth course cons' ts of headers, while the
other courses ons t of stretchers.

ANCHOR BOLT - FasteAs steel or wood members to concrete or masonry.

ANCHORAGE HOOKS - Hooks bent in ends of reinforcing-steel bars for better bond in
concrete,

ANCHORS, or TIES - Metal Aapes used to secure masonry wall intersections ind to
fasten other, structural members to masonry walls.

ARCH - Any bow-like curve, structure, or object generally spanning an opening, and
producing horizontal and vertical reactions.

ARCH, JACK - A construction in which both the underside and outside are flat. -

ASHLAR - Dressed stone used fOr the ouiside facing of a wall.

BACKING-UP - The\using of brick of a cheaper grade for the inner face of a: wall.. .0,
BASEBOARD - Molding at the.bottom of a wall.

BASE COURSE - The first couise or foundation course on which the remainder rests.

BASE SCREED - Wooden strips or strips of plastir used for gag.ing the thickness Of
plaster coats. -

BAT, A broken brick or a.part of a brick.

BATTERIC.(CLEAT) - A strip of wood used for nailing aéross two other pieces to-hold
them together, or for covering a crack.
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BATTER - The sldpe of the face ci a wall that is ait of pluihb. The bacl7ahl and upward
slopect a retaining wall. .

,

BATTER BOARD - A temporary framev'iork used to assist in locating the corner *hbn
laying a foundation.

BE AM Horizontal member of a structural frame.

BEATMG IN r .The process of moving a small board over a, tiled surface and tapping it
lightly with a hammer to set the tile firmly into the mortar and in onp smooth plane.

0
BD - The horizontal surfaces on vhLJthe bricks.or stone of the wall lie in courses.

BEDDING - A filling of mortar, pUtty, or other stbstance in order to secure a firm
- bearing.

BED JOIII.TS - The horizontal mortar joints between counses of brick or, more simply,
the bed or mortar; on which bricks rest.

BELT - A projecting band course or courses, or a course of a different tind of brick.

BLOCKING COURSE - A course of stones placed on the top of a cornice crosyning the
walls.

BraNil - The appearance of a whitish IcoV;der on the surfac4' ara brick or stone wall.

BOND - The arrangement or placing of bricks in ; wall so as to tie together the face
.and backing. .

BOARD -Lumber less than 2 inches thick.'

BO4RD FOOT - *The equivalent of a board I-foot square and I-inch thick.

BOND - Refers to adherence of ope rditerial to another as coats of mortar, ete:
:

BOND COURSE - A. course of headers.

BOND STONE - Stone iunning throligh the thickness of a wall at right angles to its face,
serving to bind itylogether.

BRACEq - Preces fitted and fir mly fastened to two others af any angle in order to
strengthen the angle thus treated.,

BRICK - A hardened block of clay, usually-of rectangular shape, formed in a mold,
driled or burned in a kiln.

BRICKBAT A portion of-a brick.

BRICK SEt - A tool used to cut brick. \

BRICK VENEER L. The outside facing of brickwork uied td cover a wall constructed of
other material, The term generally refers to brick walls inclosing a-frame building.
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'BRIDGING - Pieces fitted in pairs from the bottom of one floor joist to the top of
. adjacent joists, and crossed to diStribute the floor load; sometimes pieces of width

equal to the joists and fitted neatly between them. .

'BROWN COAT - Second coat of plaster used to cover walls and Oilings. Never applied
less than 3/8-inch thick. 4

.
I,

BUILDING PAPER - Cheap, thick paper, usdrto insulate a building before 'the siding
or roofing is put on; sometimes placed between double floors. -

1311I.IL HEADER - A brick with one rounded corner usually placed with short face exposed.
Laid to-form the brick sill under and beyond the window frame; also used around
doorways.

BULLNOSE GAP - Tile trim used at the toP of finished tile surfaces.

*

BULL STRETCHER - A bull brIck laid with the long edge exposed.

,

BUTTERING' - The spreading of mortar on the edges of a brick before placing it in
position.

i
BUTTER:NO METHOD - The process of applying (drie neat coat of mortar to the back

of each tile: .
4

CALCIUM CHLORIDE - A crystalline compaind used in its anhydrous state (as a white
porous solid) as a drying agent, to lay dust, eta. Accelerates the hardening of
conrete. .

CASINO - The trimming around a doorior window opening, either outside or inside, or -
. the finished lumber'arotmd b. post or beam,, etc.

CEMENT - Product obtained by burning a mixture of limes and clays, and grinding to
. a f ine powder.

CERAMIC - An article made of baked clay. In the tile trade, the word is used to desig-
nate a tile made of compressed clay and silica.

CERAMIC MOSAIC TILE - Small pieces of tile, usually mounted on kraft paper, mounted
in various patternS: The glazed tiles are used to cover walls apd the unglazed tiles
are used to cover floors.

.,

CHASING OUT TH1E BOND - Laying out the' first tier or,course of masonry units, with-.
out mortar, the length of the wall to be constructed.,

CLAY - A common earth, compact and brittle when dry, but plastic when wet. Used
in the manufacture'of bricks. .

CLOSER,- A portion of a brick uied to close the end of a course.

CLOSURE JOINTS - The laSt two head joints in course of brick.
, r,

COMMON or AMERICAN BOND - The bond in which a header course, either full or
Flemish, usually occurs every seventh course, but may appear every fifth or sixth
dairse.
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COMMON gRICK - Brick such as is used for rough work, for filling in or backing.

COMPRESSIVE SITIENGTII - The ability Of i. concrete slab to resist crushing.

COPCRETE A proportioned mixtuie of cement, mineral aggregates and water, har-
. dened by hydraulic chemical reaction.,

,CONCRETE BLEEDING - The flow of cement paste out of a c,onozeternix.

CONCRACTION JOINT - Sometimes referred to at a dummy contraction joint; is used
to control cracks caused ty contraction.

CONTROL JOINTS - Joints used to control cracking in plaster surfaces.

COLUMNS - A support square, rectangular, or cylindrical in section, for roofs, ceil-
ings, etc. , composed of base, shaft, and capital.

CONSTRUCTION JOINTS - Jointsplaced at the start and end of a aay's pour, or those
joints used to separate areas of concrete placed at different times.

COPING - A layer of concrete or a ibw of brick, generally projecting, used to cap or .
finish the top of a wail and protect it from the weather.

CbRBEL - One or more ccurses of projecting briCks to form an overhang.
,

CORNING LEAD - The part of a wall; at the corneks or elsewhere, built in advance
of the rest of the wall as a guide to which the corner blocks and line are attached.

-CORNICE c- The molded projection which finishes the.top of a wall of a building.

COURSE - To'arrange in a row, as a row of briclfs laid in a wall.

COVE BASE - Wall tile having a curved upper edge wid a curvpd bottom Up, used as a
single wall ttle course above the floor tile.

4.

CRAZING - To break into pieces.

CRoSS JOINTS The vertical joints formed when laying a header course of brick.

DASH BOND COA.T - Mortar applied to a masonry surface by splattering if with a brush.
When the mortar hardens, it leaves a rough surface that Makes a good bond between
the masonry surface and tlip scratch coat of plaster.

DEFORMED BAR -'Steel reinforcing bars Made in irregular shapes to produce better
bond between the bars and the concrete.

DIAGONAL POND - Bricks laid horiZontally with ends staggered symmetrically with
respect tope diagonal running from corner to corner of the. wall.

DRY WALL METHOD - Applying tile adhesive to the back of each tile before setting
them. Sometimes, referred to,as the buttering method.
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DUTCH BOND - A bond in which the courses are alternately made up of headers and,
stretchers.

EMULSIFIED ASPHALTS - A mixture of asphalt cement and water which contains a
small amount -of an emulsifying agent.

ENGLISH BOND or ENGLISH CROSS BOND - Same as Dutch bond.

EVOLUTION OF HEAT - The heat that leaves the concrete as it hardens.

EXPANSION JOINT - Joints installed primarily to relieve compressive stresses by
expansion of concrete. They usually consist of some form of nonextruding filler
such as wood, asphalt, etc. which will permit horizontal expansion of tlie concrete.

EXTRADOS - The outside curve of an arch.

.FACE - Froneor exposed surface of a wall.

FACEBRICK - Exterior facing of a brick wall.

FILLING IN - The process of !minding in the center of the Wall between the face and brick.'

FINISH COAT - Third coat of plaster ulsed-to cover walls and ceilings. Never applied
less than 1/8-inch thick.

FIRE CLAY - Clay capable of withstanding high temperatures; its quality is due to the
large amount of silica and small amount of fluxing agents4

FLAT ARCH (or XACK4ARCH) - A construction in which both the soffits and extrados are
flat.

FLASHING - The material used and the process of making watertight the roof inter-
sections and other exposed places on the outside of the house.

FLASH SET or PREMATURE SETTING - Rapid hardening of concrete or mortar.

FLEMISH BOND - Consists of alternate headers and stretchers in every course, each
header centering on the stretchers in the courses above and below.

FLEMISH BOND, DOUBLE - When both the inner and outer surfaces of an exposeciwall
are laid in Flemish bond, all headers being truyr full headers, the bond is termed
"double Flemish bond." .

FLEMISTI GARDEN BOND - Consists of three stretchers followed by a header in each
course. The headers in each course center between the stretchers in the course
above and below.

FLEXURAL STRENGTH - The ability, of a concrete slab to resiSt bending.
,

FLOAT COAT - The second coat of mortar ap'plied to:walls that are to be tiled.

FLOATING METHOD - The process 6f applying the neat coat of mortar to the surface
that, is to be tiled.
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FLOATING TILE - The process of moving a beating block over the tiled surface to getthe tiles back in their proper position after they are beat in.
FLUE - The opening in a chimney throUgh which smoke passes.
FLUSH - Adjacent surfaces even, or in some plane (with reference to two structuralpieces).

a

FOOTING - An enlargement at the lower end af a wall, pier, or column, to distributethe load.

FOOTING FORM - Wooden or steel structural, placed around the footing that will holdthe concrete to the desired shape and size.

FORM - A temporary mold in which to cast concrete.

FOUNDATION - That part of a building or wall which supports the superstructure.
FRAME - The surrounding or inclosing woodwork of windows, doors, etc and the timberskeleton of a building.

FRAMING - The rough timber structure of a building, including interior and exteriorwalls, floor, roof, and ceilings.

FRIABLE - Soils that are easily crumbled or pulverized.

FURRING - Narrow sqips of board nailed upon the walls and ceilings to form a straightsurfice upon which to lay the laths or other finish.

GAGE STRIP or ROD - A wooden stick wit:h the height of each course (including bedjoints) marked on it. As the wall is being built, the height of each course is checkedwith the gage strip or rod.

GAGING - To cut bricks or stones to make them'uniform in size..
GARDEN BOND - Consists ct three stretchers iefeach course followed by a header,although this bond may have from two to five stretchers between headers.
GLAZE- - Melted silica or sand used to coat the tile body, giving it a transparent glassyfinish.

GLASED MASONRY UNITS - Masonry units finished with a glasslike coating.
GROUND - A strip of wood assisting the 'plasterer in making a straight wail and in givinga place to which the finish of the room may be nailed.

GROUT - A fluid cement mixture for filling crevices.

GROUTING - The process of finishing tile joints by filling them With mortar.
.7 GUT - A bricked or paved surface in the street adjoining the curb.

TI
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HAUNCH - The shoulder of an arch.

HEADER - A brick or stone placed with one end-toward the face of a wa1L,

HEADER COURSE ; A course of brick which haiie been laid flat ;nth their ends visible.
CP

HEAD FLASHINGS - Bent'metal strips placed over openings in brick walls as moisture
barriers. When the metal strips are used at the.bottom of- openings, they are
called. sill flashings.

,

HEAD JOINT - The joint between the ends of two bricks th the same course. It is also
called a vertical joint.

HERRINGBONE - Masonry or brick-work when laid up in a zigzai pattern.

HERRINGBONE BOND. A. zigzag arrangement of bricks or tile, in which the end of one
brick is laid at right inglet against the side of a second brick.

.HONEYCOMBING - An area in the concrete having voids or cavities that are sometimes
referred to as rock pockets.

HYDRATION - Reactions between cement and water, resulting in settling and hardening.

IMPERVIOUS TILE - A tile that will resist the absorption of moistUre.

JAMB - The side piece or post of an opening; sometimes applied to the door frame.

JOINT - The narrow space existing betvieen adjacent stones, liricks, and other masonry
-material.

KEEPING THE PER.PENDS The process of keeping vertical.joints,perpendicular.

KERF - The cut made by a saw.

KEYSTONE. The upperthost stone of a masonry arch, and which locks the ottier
members together,

KING - A brick trimmed for a miter fit at the inside of a corner.

KNEE BRACE - A corner brace, fastened at an angle, stiffening a wood or steel frame
to prevent angular movement.

,
LAMINATED - Formed or arranged in layers.

'LAP - The distance one bricklegielkis.Or projects over another.

LATHS - Narrow strips to support,plastering.

LEVEL - A term deScribing the position of a line or plane when parallel to the surface
of still water, an instAiment Zg. tool uSed in testing for horizontal and vertical
surfaces, and in determining differences of elevation.
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LIMESTONE - A rock consisting chiefly Of calcium'carbonate, usually allocumulation
of organic remains, such as.shells, that yield lime *hen burned. .

LINE - The string dr cord stretched tightly from leaf to lead as a-duidefor laying "the
top edge of a brick course.'

LINTELS- Usually strips of steel or precast concrete used t6 support'masonry unils
over openings.

LUMBER - Sawed parts of a log such as boards, planks, scagtling and timber.
...

MASONRY CEMENT - A mixture of portland cement and hydrated lima. 3

MASONRY Triers - Units of different shapes and sizes (brick, block, tile, and stone)
used with cement mortar to build structures. .

MASTIC CEMENT PLASTER - Any of varfous pasty cements made by toiling' tar with
lime.

MEMBER - A single piece in structu.re; complete in itself.

MEMBRANE WATERPROOFING - Layers of roofing felt anc . hot asphalt usea to water-
proof surfaces..

METAL LATH - Metal mesh used as a, baSe for the scratch coat of plaster.

MORTAR - A mixture of sand, slackedlimes, cement, and water to form a bond between
: brick, stones, etc.

MORTARBOARD - A board about 3 feet square used to receive mortar ready for use by
)the mason,

MOUNT SYSTEM - The process of shaping mortar on the bacic of quarry tiles
\
before

Setting them. J .
,

NEAT COAT - The finish (third) coat ZI? mortar applied to walls that are to be tiled. t-
,

NOGGING - The filling-in with brick of ihe spaces between studding.

NONVITR.EOUS TILE - A tile that will absorb more than 7 percent of 'its weight iri
moisture.

ORGANIC MATTER - Rocls or mineral Material formed by the activity of plants or
animals, or composed of their -remains, as' coal, chalk, etc:

PARTITION r A permanent Ulterior wall which serves to divide a building into rooms.
1

PERSPECTIVE DRAWING - A pictorial representation of an object on a plane surface
as it actually appears to the eye. .

PERPEND - A header brick extending through the wall go that one end appears on each
side of 'it.

. ;1::'
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PIER - Masonry units built up to supriort arches, beams, girders, and nonload-bearing
walls and partitions.

PILASTER - A right-angled columnar projection from a pier or wall.

PLANKS or LUMBER - Material 2 or 3 inches thick and more than 4 inches wide, such
as joists, flooring, etc.

PLAN VIE)/ - A top view Or a view of a horizontal section.

PLASTER - A facing material that is applied to walls and ceilings.

PLASTER METHOD -, Referred to setting ale. Applying mortar to the surface leing
, tiled, rather than the tile.

PLASTICIZERS - Materials, such as lime, used to make mortar and concrete more
workable,

PLUMB BOB - The pointed weight used to make a plumbline taut.
4

PLUMB CUT - Any cut made in a verticoal plane; the vertical cut at the top end af a

PLY A term used to denote a layer or thickness of building or roofing paper as two-
pl", three-ply, etc.

raf ter. ,

POINTiNG -.The finishing of.joints in a brick or masonry Wall.

. POROSITY -.State of beinepor&s.
OMINW

PORTLAND CEMENT - (Not a brand name but a type of cement.) A finely ground
material consisting principally of lime with silica, alumina, and iron oxide capable
of hardening into a dolid mass.

a

The building cement af common use, made by heating clay and lime substance.
The vitrifiedbroduct, when ground, forms a very strong hydraulic cement.

pRESSED BRICK - Bricks -which are pressed in a mold by mechanical power before
they are burned. -

.....1 ,
,.

PROJECTINO BELT COURSE - An elaboration of a plain band course of masonry or
cutstone'vork projecting several- inches.beyond the face'af the wall.

PUGGING - A coarse mortar laid between floor joists to prevent passage of sound.

QUARRY-FACED MASONRY - Stone with face left unfinished as quarried.

QUARRY TTLE - Generally, a dark reddish tile, very dense, made from natural clays,
and.used to pave floors.

QUEEN - A half-brick made by cutting a brick lengthwise.

eaCkill,
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1QUEEN CLOSER 2. A half brick made by cutting the brick lengthwise.
4

QUOINS - The solid exterior angle or tfie selected units by which the corner is marked.
RACKING - In approachfig a corner where two walls me4, "racking" is the making ofeach course shorter than the course below it, in order that the workmen on the'walls maY)ie in their courses in the easiest manner.

RACKING BOND - Brick laid in an angular or zigzag fashion. 1
REINFORCED CONCRETE - Concrete work increased in strength by iron or steel barsimbedded in it.

RETAINING WALL - A wall erected to prevent the sliding of earth or other material. tr.
RETURN - The continuation of masonry units of any kind in a different direction. 140
RETERMPERED - lite act of softening,mortar or coeete by remixing and adding water..
RIFFtING - The process of spreadingmortar od bricks with the troweb

'RISE - The vertical distance through which anything rises., as the rise of a roof or stair.
ROWLOCK-BACKWALL - Wall made with the bricks of the exterior face laid flat, ardthe bricks of the backing laid on edge.

/

ROWLOCK COURSE - A course of brick which have been placed on edge with their endsvisible.

" D RUBBLE - Field Or beach st'one, or rough sts)ne as it'comes from the quarry.

ft*

RUBBLE MASONRY - Uncut stone, .used for rough work, fclundations; backing, etc.
RUSTICATION - Ashlar Work with roughened surface and deeply sunk grooves at the.ottjoints.

SATURATED SURFACE DRY - Voids in the aggregate are filled with water and thesurface is dry.

- SCAFFOLD or STAGING A templary structure or platform enabling workmen to. reach high place's.

'SCALE -.A short measuretnent used as a proportionate part of a larger dimension. The,scale of a drawing is expressed as 1/4 inch = I foot.

SCALING - The chipping and breaking of the top protion of concrete Surface.-

SCRATCH COAT - The first coat of plaster used to cover walls and ceilings. Usually
. applied between 3/8- and 5/8-inch thick, Int in no case less than 1/4-inch thick.Also, the first coat of Mortar applied to surface that is to-be tiled.

SCREEDING - The_process of striking off the exceSs concrete toThring a surface to theproper elevation. ;110--ii
81* :
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SECTION - A drakving showing the kind, arrangement, and proportions of the various A'
parts of a structure. It is assumed that the structure:is cut by a plane, and the
section is:the view gained by looking in one direction.

SECTION VIEW - A drawing representing the internal parts of an object, building, etc. ,

as if it had been cut straight through vertically or horizontally.

SEGMENTAL -ARCH - An arch whose curve is an arc of a circle, but less than a
semicircle. 4

LAR ARCH - An aich whose intradoS is a semNircle.

SEMIVITREOUS TILE - &tile that will absorb more than 3 perdent, but less. than
7 percent, of its weight in moisture.'

SHALE - A rock capable of being split and forined by the consolidation of clay, mud,
or silt.

P.

Nesi

SILT - Loose sedimentary' mateal (rock particles less than 1/f6 millimeter in diameter)
suapended in water. Also, a deposit of this sediment.

SILLS - ThehoTizontal timbers of a house which either rest upon the masonry founda:
tions or, in the absence of such, form the foundations.

SKEWBACK - The surface of each end of an arch upon whicii the first bricks are laid,
'and'from which an arch springs.

Is
SKINTLED BRICKWORK - An irrelar arrangement of bricks with re pect to the normal

face of the wall, the bricks being set in and out to produce an unfren effect; aleo
the rough effect caused by mortar, squeezed out of the joints.

SLAB - Concrete 'flock. 6i-span.

SOFFIT underside of an ar.ch, corniceor staircase.

SOLDIER COURSE - A course In which the bricks Stand dn end with their edges visible.

I.

'soplum HYDRdXIDE - A white, brittle solid used in making soap, ray'on, and, paper.
r Also, used for bleaching.

,
SPAN - The distance between the bearings of points.

SPANDREL - The irregular triangular space, et3een an arch and the beam above, the
same, orrthe space between the shoulders 'err two adjoining arches.

SPECIFICATIONS - Tlie written or printed direrctions garding the details of a building
or other construction.

SPLICE -Wining or two" similar members in 'a straight line.

SPRINGER - The stone from which an arch springs.
.

*..7
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SQUARE - A tool used by mechanics to obtain accuracy; a term applied to a surface

- including foo square feet.

STORY POLE - A piece of wood with marks on it to indicate where the head or ctoss
joints are located, as well as'the marked locations and widths of ownings in the wall.

STRAIGHTEDGE - A board or tool having a true an straight edge used for leveling and
plumbing.purposes.

STRETCHER.- Brick or stone lying lengthwise in a courge.

STRETCHEIKOURSE - A course cif brick which have been laid flat with their edges or
faces visible.

STUCCO - Plaster or cement used for external surfacing of wall.

STUD.- lp upright beam in the framework Of a brding.
'

T-BEAM - Reinforced T-shaped concrete beam and floor slab poured as a unit withouts.
joints.

TENSILE STRENGTH - The greatest longitudinal stress a substance can bear without
tearing apart.

THRESHOLD - The beveled piece over which the door swings; sometimes called a
carpet strip.

TIER - One rtow of brick in a wail.

TILE - The desigilation for all glazed and unglazed tiles made exclusively from.clay,
with or without other ieramic materials, and burned in the process of manufacture.

TILE ADHESIVE - A plastict.type material used for setting 'tiles.,

TILE TRIM - Refer to various.kinds of tile moldings used to give a finished appearance
to floors, walls, and other types of work.'

JOOLING JOINTS - The process of compacting mortar in the Ants between masonry
units that leaves structures having,a uniform appearance.

TOOTHING - Leaving a section of brickwork toothed so tbat the brickwork to folldw can
be bonded into it. It consists'of allowing alternate courses to project a sufficient'
distance to assure a good bond with the portion to be built later.

TWIG - A tool installed with bricks laid in the middle of a wall between corner leads to
\.) hold the line and overcome sag.

VITREOUS TILE - A tiie that will absorb less than 3 pelicent of its v.jeight in moisture.

VITRIFIED TILE - A tile that will absorb less than 3 percent of its weight in moisture.

VITIRIFIED BRICK - A very hard paving brick burned to the paint of vitrification and
toughened by annealing.
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VOUSSOIR - One of the wedge-shaped blOcks of stone of whicl an arch is composed.

WAINSCOTING - Matched boarding or panel work covering.the lower portion of a wall.

WALE -A horizontal beam on form construction.

WOODEN BRICK - Piece of seasoned wood, made the size of a brick, and laid where
it is necessary to provide a nailing space in masonry walls.

WOOD LAtHS - Strips of wood with roughipurfaces, approximately 11 '2 inches in width,
used as a base Tr the-neratch coat of plaster.

WORKABILIri,- The conSistency of ayaix that determines the ease with which a mix--
-ture can be placed and worked. , .

f

1,4

SUIvIMARY (

Success in the 'Masonry Specialist career field is determined, to a certain extent, by
youenbility to make and carry out plans. Good planning incorporates the knowledge and
experience of others. Frain planning comesjie specifications and blueprints with
which you work. To successfully complete any project to which you, are assigned, it is
essential that you interpret specifiCations and read the lines, symbols, and abbreviations
used on bIueprintS.

QUESTIONS

What is the purpose of blueprints? ,

When would an invisible line be used on a blueprint?

.When are specifications for a project written?

Why are,symbols used on blueprints instead of words ?

Vtrhat type of information is given on blueprints?

What type of information is found on the first page of the specification?
-

RGEVENCES

AFM 85-1, Resources and Workforce Management

CDC 55253, Masonry Specialist
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MODIFICATIONS

13 6 6--- Ja of this palication has (haiie) been deleted in

t %

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." IDeleted material involves extensive use of
. ,

military forms, procedures,.systems, etc. and was not considered apprdpriate
-.

.

- for use in vocational and technical.education.
4
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MAINTENANCE OF TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVE

To help yOu learn to identify, use and maintain tools and equipment necessary for
...-the performance of masonry construction.

INTRODUCTION

Tools.and equipment are a specialist's'best friend, for without them he would be
helpless. Regardless of ihether you are assigned stateside or overseas, you must .
have available and be able to choose the proper tools and equipment to do your job.
You must also have the knowledge and skill to use them properly. Without this Itif 6i41-
edge your time is wasted, the efficiency of civil engineering is reduced, and you may
cause injury to yourself or to others and damage to expensive equipment.

To make'this study guide easier to understand, it is divided into two sections.

TOOLS

7
EQUIPMENT

This study guide does not cover all of the information ayailable on this subj ect;_therefore, it is recommended that you read some of the references listed at the end
of this study guide.

TOOLS

Few words have as mariy meanings as the word "tools." 'Each workman has certain
tools whicb he uses in his work. These tools cover a range.from such common things
as screwdrivers and hammers to such uncommon things as "Sky hooks" and tatbeads."
In this text-, only those tools you will be using in your career field will be discussed,
since these will be the most important to you.

Volumes have been written on the proper use of handtools but the feeling still
persists-that they e so simple that no one .need bother to point out the rj.ght- and the
wrong ways of them. This study guide Outlines the care, handling and use of
basic handtools or your guidance and information. The following -suggestions should
help you in your career as a Masonry Specialist. '

A mechanic uses the tools in his toolkit 'almost every day. One of the marks of a
good meChanic is the .care he gives his tools. He prolongs their life and increases his
efficiency and the quality of his work by keeping hiS toolbox organized.

109
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\ The checklist of a good mechanic looks like this:
...,.

1., Keep tooli as clean is possible when using them and be sure to clean them
before putting them away.

2. Use each tool only for the purpose intended.

3. Have a special place in the toolbox for each tool._

4. Keep every tool in excellent condition. Check tools regularly and replace all
broken tools promptly.

5. Make an inventory of tools after each job to prevent leaving tools on the job.

,.6. Keep junk and unnecessary tools out of the toolbox.

7. Keep toolboxes securely locked and in a iafe place'when not in use.

Open End Wrenches

" Solid nonadjustable-wrenches with openings in each end are called open end
wrenches.

il

411,

The size of the openings between the jaws determines the size of the wrench
(see figure 5)..fhis means the distance across the flats ancimpt the bolt diameter.

i f
As you lOok. at the open end,wrenches notice that the head and openings are at a '

15-degree angle to the shank. This offset makes it easier to work in close quarters-.

Ah elementary trick is that of
. " opping" the wrench after every stroke--

FLATS
urning it so the 'other face is down and

. t e angle of the head is reversed to fit
HEAD the ne two flats of the hex nut; figure 56.

. / This.m es it qiuch easier to loasenor
-, tighten nut. Be sure the wrench fits

the nu . A wrench that-is too large *ill
round off nut. Always pull on the wrench;

. SHANK never push it./ .0, ADJUSTABLE jAW. The adjustable
,jaw wrench is similar to the open end
wrench, eXcept that one jaw is movable.,
enabling a single wrench to be used on
several sizes, of nuts br bolts (see fig. 57).
The size of the wrench is determined by

Figure 55. 7/16" Open End Wrench the length of the handle. Always remem-
ber ta close the jaws tightly againsIllie

nut or bolt before starting work. If this is not done, the nut or bolt will be damaged
,

goo

by the jaws.
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Figure 56. Use of Open Ei:x1 Wietich

4

g

Figure 57. Adjustable Jaw Wrenches

-Pipe Wrenches

Figure 58. Pipe Wrench

Pipe wrenches are used for turning pipe, round rods, or smooth fittings which do
not offer-kgripping surface for cther types. of wrenches (see figure 58).. "
Allen Wrenches

Allen wreuches,are merely 0x-sided bars bent into the shape of an "L." They
are uged to turn internal wrenching bolts and screws (see figure 59)-

c.

In deciding which is the best wrench
to use, study, the job to be done and cwt-

.,

sider the working space. Space and con-
venience greatly dictate the type of wrench
You 1lltse. 13ox end or socket wrenches, are gene-rally considered first Choice
wrenches because they are less apt to slip.

T)-012111

Cleaning and Care of Wrenches

W.p.sh grease and dirt from wrenches
with cleaning solvent. Wipe dry with a

Figure 59. Allen Wrench Application clean dry cloth. Scbur.rust from wrenches

111
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with crocus cloth or aluminum oxide abrasive cloth. Apply a thin coat of oil to
handtools which show a tendency to rust.

Hammers

The ball-peen hammer (see figure60)is often used by the mechanic to shape
soft metal-with the peen end and hammer harder metals with the face (figure 61). Itis also used for driving chisels.

PEEN

F ACE _
Figure. 60. Ball-Peen Hammer

brick Hmmer

A brick hammer is used for both'
pounding and cutting. .It has both a cutting
blade and a square peen for pounding or
bieaking and splitting brick or block. A
brick hammer is shown in figure_62.

Tile Hammel:

A tile hammer looks like a brick
hammer, but it is much lighter in weight.
It weighs only 31 ounces. It has bOth a
cuding blade and a square peen for break-
ing or cutting ceramic tj.le. It is also

. used for cutting holes in tile. 'Figure 63
shows a tile hammer.

Claw Haminer

The claw hammer' is used for,driving
nails and tacks. The claws on the hammer
ar% for removing nails or tacks. Figure
64 shows a claw hammer.

112

Figure 61. Use of Hammer

- 2

'Figure 62. Brick Hammer
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Figure 63. Tile Hammer

Tr-021

figure 65. Stone Hammer

Figure 64. Claw Hammer

Stone Hammer

The stone hammer id used in stone-
work far-splitting, breaking, squaring, and
shaping all types of stone used in the ma-
sonry ,field. Figure 65 shows a stone
hammer'.

CoTmon Screwdriver

, The common screwdriver has -a flat
blade, the faces of the blade being almost
parallel at the point.

Screwdrivers are Usually identified
by sizeaccording to the combined length of
the shank and bladeleee -figure 66). Meas-
ure tlie screwdrivei from the base of the
handle o the tip of the-blade. This gi'ves
the screwdriver size. Common sizes are
X", 4", 5", 6", 8v, 10", and 12".

HANDLE

BLADE SHANK
HAND SCREWDRIVER

-Figure 66. Six-Inch Screwdriver
113
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Fi2,-ure firl. Exert Prensure Downward

CORRECT BLADE TOO
SIZE BE:AOE SMALL

tigure.68. Blade Size

When using a screwdriver, presure shoulcrbe exerted straight down on the handle
as shown in figure 67. When selecting a screwdriver for use, select the largest blade ,
that will fit the screw slot.

,
Too much emphasis cannot be placed on selecting a screwdriyer that fits the screw

slot. Figure 68 will aid you in selecting-the'correct sizescrewctriver. A screwdriver
of the correct size for the screw slot will prevept marking of the blade tip, prevent
breaking or bending the tip of the blade, reduce the force required to keep tke screw-
drivers in the slot, an&prevent danyge to sdrew slot. Rememberlthere is a properly
sized screwdriver for every job. .

There ire other types,of screwdrivers with which you may need t'o adjust your

7
equipme . These screwdrivers are cross point, offset, and.clutch. Figure 69 shows
these typ s of Screwdrivers..

Cross Pinnt Screwdriver .

The cross point screwdflver has a blade that forms a cross. 'There are two
kinds of cross point screwdrivers, the Phillips,and the Reed and 'Prince.. The Phillips
has a blad at tapers 'to a bludpoint. The Reed and,Prince has a blade that tapers
to a sharroint.

Figure In qhows the two typeS of cross point scrpwdrivgrs.

Offset Screwdrivers

Blades of offset screwdrivers are set 900 ,.from the shank and handle. , The
blades are at angles to one another so that, ,by alternating the use of the blades, a
screw can be tightened or lOosened with very little movement. Figure 69 shows offset
screwdrivers.

.

114
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OFFSET WITH
COMMON AND
CROSS POINT
BLADES

a

PHILLIPS REED AND
PRINCE4

CROSS POINT CLUTCH ,FD-025

Figure 69. Types of Screwdrivers

a

Figure70. CrOss Point Screwdrivers

Saws '

There re two types_of saws with
whiCh you y011 work..-One type is the
handsaws, 'the Other type is the hacksaw.Handsaw

Handsaws a.re used to cut wood tor making fo9ns and for cutting plyWood forbackirg for tile. .
e There a.re two types of handsaws, the ripsaw. and the crosscut saw. The ripsaw isused for cutting with the grain of the wood. The crosscut siw is used for cutting aciossthe grain of the wood. Figure 71 shows the difference between the two saws.-

.

,CROSS CUT SAW
TK-0114Figure 71. The Two Kinds or Handsaws
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Types of ,Hacksaws

Hacksaws are made in different/shapes and sizes, depending upon the purpose forwhich they are to be used. Hacksaws may have a- rigid frame in which only a blade of
one certain length will fit. Others have adjustable frames that will hold blades fromeight to sixteen inches long.

a

HACKSAW BLADES. Hacksaw blades are made of high-grade steel, hardened and
tempered. T.hey are placed in ihe fraxne and the tWi pointing forward. Hacksawblades may have 14, 18,,24, br 32 teeth per inch. The number of teeth per inch indi-cates the pitch of the blade. Low pitch blades have coarse teeth, and high pitch bladeshave fine teeth.

Correct Use of Hacksaw

The 'hacksaw should be held firmly to prevent blade from "chattering" and twisting.It must also be held at such an angle that at least two teeth will be cutting at all times(see figure 72). The cut should be released and the blade drawn straight back. Afterthe first few strokes, the strokes should be as long as the hacksaw frame will perinit,
and no pressure applied on the backstroke. Speed should be held down to 40 or 50
strokes per minute, and never, be more than 60 per minute. Just before the cut is
finithed pressure should.be,reneved from the.hacksaw and the rapidity'of strokesdecreased. .

so A WRONG

TOO GREAT PRESSURE

BLADE BREAKS

B. RIGHT

, 'CORRECT PRESSURE

BLADE CUTS ON STROKE
rc..oaaa

Figure12. Correct Use of Hacksaiv

Files are used for cutting, smoothing
and/or removing small amounts of metal.

TYPES OF FILES. Files ate made
with single-cq or double-cut te.eth. Singleg
cut files have only one set of teeth in
paralleled rows. Double-cut files have two
gets of teeth cut at an angle to each other,
'forming diamond-shaped teeth, which cut
faster than single-cut files (see Fig. 73).

116

r- TANG LENGTH OF FILE

J

\
DOUBLE:CUT FILE

\IN\ \\\\

SINGLE-CUT FILE

Figure 73. Single-Cut and-Double-Cut Files
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TANG

Figure 74. 1C-0.13

Cutters

In the masonry Reid you will have to
cut certain types of metal and wire.
Some of the tools you will use are diag-
onal-cutting pliers, side-cutting pliers,
bolt cutters, and metal shears.

Diagonad-cutting pliers, are used
for cutting wire; removing cotter pins,
and spreading split ends,of cotter pins
aftei the pin his beep insprted. When
cuttingtotter pins, cup your hand or lay
a rag over the pins to ptlevent the loose .

ends from flying into your,face. Figure
77 shows diagonal-cutting 'pliers. ",

The next.typft of cutting tool is the
side-cutting pliers. The jaws of side-.
cutting pliers have gripping surfaces and
cutting edges.. Figure 77 shoWs side-
cutting pliers.

Cuttftigieth on a file are on the face
and edge. Th re are some files that do_ not
have teeth 'on their .edges. See figure 74.

The names of files depend upon their
shape, size, and type of cut. Some cross-
section vieWs of file shapes are shown in
figure 75.

'File size is its length from point to
heel. See figure 76.
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Figure 75.
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Figure 76.
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GRIPPING
SURFACES

,CUTTING EDGES

STRAIGHT
BLADE

e TINNIER'S
SHEARS

ea.

CURVED
MADE

TWINER'S
SHEARS

eV

4

-410
D1AGONALCUTTING

Figure 77, Cutting,Tools

Sheare'

Shears are used for cutting sheet metal of varia2s kinds. Straight blade firmer's
shears are used fOr making straight cuts. Shears with curved blades are convenient,
for making curved cuts. Bolt cutteis are used for cutting bolts and small bars of metaI.

) 'Measuring Tapes and Rules
fr

Measuring tools hre used by the Masonry Specialist to measure such things as
forms and.,11ying out masorily corners.

Tapes and rules are usually graduated in 1/4, 1/81 and 1/16 inch; Some instru-
ments are graduated so that y2M may even read 1/32 and 1/64 inch (see figure ,78).
Note' the graduations in figure78 have been exaggerated so that you cari gee them better.
The carpenter square ha:s similar markings. tbu will use the ,s9uaren making forms.

,
,-,K Cement Trbw. el 4 '

r.' ;
,

Cement trowels are made of steel and are used ta produce a dense hard, smooth
finish on concrete. They come in sizes threrange from 3", 4", _4" and 4 3/4" wide.
To 10", 101-", 11", 111 " 12", 14", 16", 18", and 20" long. 1Fignre79 straws D.
cement trowel.

118*
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Figure 78. Graduations on Rules and Tape
(Notto,Scale)

Brick Trowel
1

, ,

.14-oS.

Figure 79. cynent Trowel

t

b rick trowels are used by the masortjto spread mortar, to cut block and brick, and
to strikijoints. Figure 80 shows bricli trowels.

,PHILADELr.HIA LONDON LONDON
MEDIUM HEEL NARROW HEEL lk WIDE HEEL

e

Figufe 80. .13rick Trowel
,

Concrete Mixer,

Although most concrete is, bought
locally and delivered by Transit Mixers,
you should know how to operate a coric'rete
mixing Concrete for large jobs,- Yigu're 81,

Concrete Saw

The concrete saw is used for cu
ed tor ni.Wnt jointS in ,cdncretei.

( .

(

Oft

in

1,HANO WHEEL AN:, ,dyr,SKIP LOADER
',SKIP,. SHAFT "ir- OR HOPPER
2.-Af ATER DIAL

3 WATER DIAL ARM
&WATER TANK

Figure 81. Conckete Mixef

miXer. A concrete mixer is best suited ;or
shows a concrete mixer.

6. MIXING Opt&
DISCHAtRGE CHUTE

I STABILIZING STAND

1410.

ing out concrete for special purposes. is also
Figure 82 shows a concrete sa4,.
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.4"

4.
4

Figure 82. Caicrete Saw

CJR-037

Air Compressor

The air coinpressor is a piece of equipMent that supplies air for operating'
Pneumatic tOols, such ai the Pneuinatic,amper and the pavement.breaker.

Pairement Breaker
,

The pavement breaker or "jackhammer, " as it is sometimes called,. Is one type
of pneumatic tool. It is operated by air supplied from the air compressor. The pave-
ment breaker is used for breaking up concrete that has to be removed.

PneUMatid Taniper

The pneumatic tamper is another tool that nuisf have compyessed iir to operate.
Th16 toons_used for compacting the base materials used under concrete. Figure 83
zhows.a pneumatic tamPer. .

s
Vibrator Tamper 4

. The vibrator tamper is a nother that is used for, compacting base material used
!tinder concrete. 'Instead of using air to operate on, the vibrator tamper operates by
laueins of a gasoline engine, ;Which makes the foot of the michine vibrate. Figure 84
showa a vibrator tamper.'

4 dr
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Figuie 83. Pneumatic Tamper;

wer Trowel

Figure 84. Vibrator Tamper

Tile power tro;vel is a tool ysed for finishing concrete. It has three or four steel
bled . It does the same job as a cement-trowel bUt much faster, thus allowing more
concr e to be finished. Figure 85 shows a power trowel.

Mor Mixer

The mortar Mixer is used by the block amok er to prepare.mgrtar and it is
also used by the plasterer to mix plaster. Thertigita.r,e ixer comes equipped with a
gaSoline or electrie motbr. Figure 86 shows a mortii mixer.

Electric Drill

The electric drill is used by the mason for drilling holes in concrete block and
brick and tile. The mason also uses the electric drill to install anchor bolts or to put
up bathroom fixtures. Figure 81 shows an electric drill.

Electric Saw

Electric saws are used by the mason for cuttiag lumber for fornis and fok cutting
blocks and brick and tile. Electric saws save time and molre-y. You will be taught to
+operate these saws by your instructor.
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-Figure 86. Mortar Mixer

Safety

The safe lise of tools and equipment
is an important part of your job. Poor
maintenance and the improper use of
common ha.nd and power tools result in many accidents which can be avoided if proper
safety procedures are folyowed. One of the most abused rules in the use of tools is: .

failure to use the right tOol for the right job. If you are not famiiiii---1/1tIthe equipment
or procedure youare to perform, check Air Force Manual 127-Ilk, Accidnt Prevention
Handbook, before proceeding

CHUCK

KY

//7

Figure 87. Electric Drill

SUMMARY

There are many types of hand and measuring tools with which you will perform
your job. Some of these tools are the screwdriver, hammer, wrenches, chisels, and
pliers. Each tool has its own particular application and must.be used for that purpose
only.

Modern equipment would be useless if accurate measurement and adjustment could'
not be made. Several types of measuring tools are used for this purpose. In your
career field, frequent use of tools such as rules, tapes and wrenches will be necessary.

Toots and equipment must be clean and prope adjusted. Care must be taken to
use the proper type and size tool for a. particular jo . Tools should be stored proporly
so they will not be damaged while in storage.

Remember, t!egarilless of the type of job to be done, you must,select and correctly
use the proper tools add equipment in order to do your work quickly and accurately.

h.%

'0
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QUESTIONS

1. 'What type otpliers are usually used for cutting wire?

2. Why must a screwdriver be held firmly against the scre% slot?

3. Why is a pipe wrendh suitable for turning pipe or round rods and not suitab
for use on nuts and bolts?

How are tckols cared for?

5. What should be done with broken tool's?

'6. Name one wrench that 'can be used on several sizes of nuts.

7. What Is an Allen wrench?

8. How is grease removed from wrenches?

9. What is the peen enct of a ball peen hammer Used for?

REFERENCES -3,

TO. 32 -1-101, Maintenance'and Care of Handtools

TO. 32 -1-151, Hand 1,4asuring ancOower Tools

TO-324-171, Engineering Handtools

TO 32A9.-2-6-14, Tamper, Bickfill, Pneumatic Worthington IVVidel W-8
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OBJECTIVE .

CONFRUCTION LAYOUT

3ABR55233
4.

To aid the student in understandizig the importance of construction layout in the
masonry field.

INTRODUCTION

Construction layout is an important part of goVmasonry construction. If buildings
are noelaid out properly the end product will not be of the proper shape or grade to
serve the purposes required by the blueprints. It is important that all layouts be
square and level.

Hub 'Stakes

Hub stakes are set by the surveyor and serve as a reference for setting up the
batter boards.

Batter 'Boards

Batter boards are set about:three (3) feet from each corner of the project. They
hold, thestr\ings that determine the exact boundary of the project. If the project is to
be a' fl000r a building, the tops of the batter boards should be even with the level of
the loor..

pre 8 Shows batter'boards set up.
-

2

SECOND BATTER BOARD,

CORNER BRICK

CONCRETE FOOTING.

CHALKLINE

CORNER BRICK
FIRST BATTER BOARD

COO-441,f

Figure88. Batter Boards
125
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Layout Lines

The layout lines are aqached to the batter boards. They form the exact dimensions
of,the project. Figure 88 shows layout lines.

Plumb Bob

The plumb bob is used to locate exactly the starting point for the corners. The
plumb bobs are hung from the strings that are attached to the batter boards where the
strings cross to form the-corners. Figure 88.shows the location of the plumb bobs.

Square

The layout lines can be squaxed by the right-triangle method. This method
consists of first measuring 6' from one side of a corner; second, measuring 8 from
the other side of the same corner, and third, adjusting the lines until there is 10'
between the ttio points. Figure 89 shows the right-triangle method.

-Figure 89. Right-Triangle Method

Diagonal Checking

C130-0418

Another method of squaring the project is by the diagonal method. When using the
diagonal method, use a 50' or 100' tape. Measure diagonally from one corner to the
opposite corner on the other end. So the same with the other corners. Adjust the
strings until both measurements read the same. Figure 90 shows this method.

Level

4,The, battbr boards must all be set at the same level. One method of leveling the
batter boards is to have it done by a surveyor. Another method that can be used is a
water level.

, $ Figure 9,1 shows hdw to use the water level.

126
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THE PROJEC'T IS SQUARE WHEN THESE
TWO MEASUREMENTS ARE THE SAME

C60-042

Figure 90, Diagonal Checking

WATER LEVEL

HOSE

Figure 91: Water Level

CIO-041C

A. Level one set Of batter bbards first.
13.- Place ;woe as shown in figure.
C. Fill hose with water until water level is up to the top, of batter board "A".
D. mark the water level at other end of hose "B" and set batter boards to

. this mark..
a I
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SUMMA-RY

Square and levelbatter boards are important to good construction. It is your
responsibility to insure that all forms are square and level. It is better to spend a
few minutes checking to insure that all batter boardd and layout lines are level and
square than to spend hours or days in redoing a jarthat Was not done properly..

QUESTIONS

1. What is a hub stake?'

2. What are batter boards used for?

3. 'Why is a plumb bob used?

4. What is one method of squaring a projsct?

5. What is the water level used for?

REFEREiTCES

AFM 854, Resource and Wonk Force Management
CDC 55253, 'Masonry Specialist

N.
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.PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES AND WORKBOOKS

Study Guides and Workbooks are training pub4cations authorized by Air
Training Command (ATC) for student use in ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete the
anit of instruction, ,or makes assignments for you to read in other publications_
which contain the required information

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unit of instruclion. Knowledge
.acquired from using the student study gUide will help you perform the missions
or exercises; solve the Problems, or.ariswer ctuestions presented in the
workbook. ,

THE STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SG/WB) contains both SG and WB
material under one cover. The twO training publications may be combined
when the WB is not designed for you to write i or when both SG and WB
are issued for yo4 to keep.

Training publications are designed for ATC u e only. They are updated asf,
necessary fin* training purposes, but are NO to be used on the job as '
authoritative references in preference to Tec nical Orders or other official
publications.

133
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MODIFICATIONS

1- iO of.this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a.

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material invplves extensi4 use of,

military forms, procedures, systems, etc, and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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SAFETY
OBJECTIVE

-7.

At311bO24.3-11.3

Given a picture containing safety hazards that may be encountered when using
or maintaining masanry-tools and equipment, identify these hazards and explain
how to eliminate them. AlL.'hazards musebe identified...

. Using given procedures, erect a ladder and Scaffold so that it complies withall safety regulations. a

Exercise safety preCautions while lifting a heavy object from the floor toa fullupright position. The correct body position must be used and all safety precautions,observed.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233-I-3
WB 3ABR55233-I-2-P1
Ladder
Scaffold

Mission 1

Basis of IssUe
-1/stb-de-fit
1/student
1/6 students
1/6 student's

PROCEDURE

1. Identify eaA of the following safety hazards. Write your answer in the spaceproyided betweenthe pictures.

2. Egp lain how to eliminate each safety hazard. Write your answer in thespace provided.

\ 1,

.

4

11
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Mission 2

1

,

ERECTION OF, LADDERS

1. Select a stepladder from the.storage area and perform the following:

a. Visual inspection

-(1)- Parallel rails for cracks'

(2) Rungs for cracks, breaks

(3) Bracejs,and locking devices for security_

b. Erec4on
'N

(1) Spread front and back seccons apart

(2) Secure locking device or spreader by pushing it down until it is seated.
(3) II pure that ladder is on level surface

.
dfc.

Store ladder by hanging it on rack in a vertical position,
2. Select an extension ladder and perform the following:

a. Visual inspection

(1) ' Parallel rails for cracks

(2) Rungs for cracks and breaks

(3) Locking deviceslor security .;

(4) Condition of rope andpuUey

b. Erection .

(1) Keep the base frotn slipping, have someone hold it,or spcure it with rope.
(2) Placethe base on a firm, level footing, never on movable objects, 1/4of height of ladder from building.

(3) Secure top of tall ladder to structure whenever, possible.,
(4) Insure thatIhe ladder is not in front of a door, busy aisle or street unlesssomeone is attending the bottom footing.

c. S tor e ladder by hanging it on rack horiiontally.

14



ERECTION-OF STAIRWAY SCAFFOLD

Get base section, 6 platform sections, 2 upper sections, and 1 safety rail section
from the storage area. The instructor will designate an area forerecting the scaffold.
Before starting the erection procedures, read the spefal safety rules carefully..

Erect the scaffold according to the'instructions and illustrations that follows.

Special Safety Rules - Stairway Scaffolds .

1. Never use stairways to work from, but only for personnel to walk up alid itovrn. .

between platforms; Stairways-are designed bitake the weitht b(a200=pound man
with a factor` of safety of 4. However, therareliot designed to take severe loads orabuse.

.

2. Never climb up the outside of a stairwaiscaffold. Alviays use the stairway for
access.

3. The platform of the stairway scaffold must always be located on the floor braces by
means of four locating,pins. When b ing used outdoors, or wherever the scaffold
is_exposed to wind or updrafts, latforms must be tied down and the scaffold
secured to the-building.

4. The platform-of-tile stairwa scaffold is designed to carry a maximum distributed
load of '750 pounds with a f tor of safety of 4. Do not exceed this 750.lpound load.

5. When bridging"between s ffolds with planks or ladder stages, place the ends of such
planks or stages on the s affold platform across both floor braces to distribute the
load. The other braces f the scaffold are not designed to take heavy loids.. The
floor braces are the thicker tubeS (approximately 1 8" wall) and have vertical
pins for locating plywoodlilatforms.

6. When erecting or taking down an upper section of the scaffold, always stand in the
center of the,platfOrm below, and keep a firm hold on the section. (See the
instrudtional illustrations.)

1. Place adjustable section on ground
with stairway treads facing up. Swing
top end frame over.

15

2. Swing end frame through 270° until
lower crossbar snaps into hooks at
bottom of stairway.

139
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3. Lift opposite end until end frame is
vertical and fading V-braced have opened
irito locking position. Check locking
hinges on both V-braces to make sure
they are locked.

_5.-1.tock_the_cadters.- Place upper-
section against tOp of stairway on bottOm
section. Stairway on bottom section.
Stairway treads should face out.

1

16

A. utiocKED

55"e :'' ::::::::::::::"

S. LOCKED

4. Make sure spring-actuated latches
have moved into full locking position
before using the scaffold. Do not use the
scafiold if any of the latches are not
working properly.

. 6. Place_upper section on top of lower
section as shown with stairway treads
facing up. Sviing top end frame over.

140.



7. Swing end fratne through 2700 until lower crossbar passes under stairway and
straddles floor braces of lower section.

100

.

,

'1r
8. Raise floor braces until opposite end frame becomes vertidal. Slip-frame intosockets.

17
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9. Slip other end frame into sockets ,

and lock stairway hoOks into position.
Place plywood platform over locating
pins on suppOrthig tubes. As each
section is instailed, move interlock clips
tiP to locking holes

18

10. Place folded half sectionor safety
,rairifig with its longer frame on top at pie
stairway end. Unfold longer end frame
through 270° and slip into sockets.

142
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--'

0

11. Place opposite end in sockets and
snap diagonal brace into ponition as
shown. Place an additional platform
over the stairway opening if desired:.

,

12. Before addinga thlid section, install
-Joutboard supports attaching bottom hooks

onto scaffold columns beloW joints. Install
diagonal braces as shown.

NOTE: To dismantle the- scaffold, reverse the erection procedures.

01%

ssion UI

LIFTING A HEAVX LOAD

NOTE: The instructor will provide you with a heavy load to lift.

1. Go to the object to be picked up:

-2. Assume the, correct position to lift the load..

3. Lift the load to a full Up

4. Lower the-load td its Original position.

19
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MODIFICATIONS

/
of this publication has (have) been/deleted in, .

/

adap;idg this material for,inclusion in the "Trial.ImplemeUtation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for,Dse in Vocational

,and'TeChnical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, syStems, etic. and vas not cOnsidered appropriate

for use in vocational,and technical education.

1
4
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WB 3ABR55233-I-5-P1

ArlITHMETIC 1ROBLEMS AND ESTIMATZTG PaOCEDURES

OBJECTIVE
Go,

0

Solve arithmetic problems cdnsisting of whole numbers, fractions, and decimals.

All giveh prdblems must be solved correctly.

Given .a simple sketch of a masonry project, estimate the types and amount o

materials and the man-hours required. Estimates must be within -0% 10% of thckse

found'by the instructor.

EQUIPMENT

SG3ABR55233 -5

WB 3ABR55233 -5 -P1

INSTRUCTIONS

I Complete the following exercises using either ,the study guide or class

/ notes as reference.

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/Atudent

Mission 1

AIMMTION

2 4 5 1 9479 67856 2.18 45.56. 62.2
8 7 9 4 6364 22851 34.35 31.87 86.4
9 6 9 3 4269 44238 0.14 13.89 27.5
6 7 4 8 9785 97156 .16 10.0
3 5 9 2.

_1.90

18 4- 93 - 51 42 = 1/2 1/4 =

73,- 83 - 96 - 32 = 3;8 - 5/16 =

129 + 959 787 436 = 1/2 - 1'32 =

162.4. 47 - 391 + 64.=

r

26

1 45

1./64 3/.8 =

4



Misgion 3

MULTIPLiCATION

38 x-23 =

42 x 51-=- -

' 67 x 105 .=

21 x 176 =

4 00'
--

5/8 x 12

2/3 x 6 =

- 1/3'x 2/3 =

1-4-1/6-x .13 =

312 x 1769 = 10-1/2 x 3-1./3 =

191 x 1801 = 7/12 X73/5

9 x 531 =.

2153 x 2867 = is

5.5 0.0073 ,

3.3 5. 4
5

66

0.01' .

6.5

28

146

4



1.1)3TRACTION

5 - 2 =

Mission 2

27 - 14 =, 390 - 169 =,

639 378 = 109 594-=:

3457 8752 5392 75158
2498 4658 2807 28089

1/2- 1/3= 45.56-31.24=

1/4 - 1/8= 34..82- 19.99 =

9/16- 1/2= 78.32- 51:73 =

3/4 - 2/3 = 41.78 - 12.61 =

2-7/8 - 1-1/16 = 36.47 - 9.08 =

3-1/4 - 2-1/2 .= 397.09-283.51 =

28-1/3 - 19-1/4 =

1

147.

27

77.77 - 111=



I

*OP

1/4.

DIVISION

21 4-0,:z.
;3.

-108 4- 21 =

,93 ÷ 3

107+ 12 =

2953+ 92 =

3687+ 51 =

Mission 4

3/8+ 2/3 =

'5/8 5/16 =

3-3/4 + 5/8 =

4/9 + 1//6

2-b3 + = 1

9 + 2/7 =

16) 3 .1U.02958

3.5/ 30 625 .36/7-6TS-

29

.6/ 5.368848

4

Att

3



AREA

Mission '5

Find the square footage of each of the following ptoblems:

1. A circle with a radius of 21".

2. A square with a 21/2' side.

3. A rectangle that measures 10' 6" x 8'.

4. A-triangle with a base of 6' and a height of 9'.

5. A cirdle wi,th a radius-of 6' 3".

6. A triangle-with a base of 12' and height-of 15.

7. A square with a sip 173' long.

8. A tectangle that is 123' long and 107' wide.

9. A triangle with a base of 42'-and a height of 86'.

30

149
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i
Below is a:sketch o a patio to be constructe'd.

3...,
_ w 0 ' , -

1. : Disregarding airy loss of water or of material, how Maziy,cubic,
yards of concrete would be reeerired to complete this project? ..

. , ..

2. Ifan airman can handmix 2 cubic yards in 8 hou'is,-16-w,;many
hours wotrld be required to accomplish.this project? , -.,. , . -,' -,

1, Ios

.4`

, 91 0"

/r-

1

;\

150
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WB 3ABR55233-I-6-P1
"-PLANNING A MASONRY PROJECT

OBJECTIVE
--

6 Using the aisigned engineering drawing, interpret a list of given items. Each
item must be interpreted correctly.

Givan the types of lines, symbols, and required scales, prepare a sketch of a
masonry project. Finished sketch must be complete enough to use as a working
drawing.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233-I-6
1,Vt 3ABR55233-I-6-P1
Engineering Drawings

LNSTRUCTI6NS

1/4

,

I.

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student

Mission 1

le your study guide, class notes, and some engineering drawings
given to you by your instructor to complete the,following:

1. Plot Plans
ag

Whaf infornttion is given in plot plans?'

a.

a'

d,

1-
32



(1)

(2)

(3) ..
2. Foundation Plans (Use iira;ing number 25-074/3)

.a. K-3 - What is the size of tlie footing?

c. Latrine 44 - What is the size of the concrete slab?

(1) Thicluiess

(2) Length

(3) Width

3. Framing Plans (Use drawing.number 25-074/3)
4. 144 - What is the size of the floor joist?

What is the center ;pacing?
b. K-3 - What type of floor covering will be used?

c. E-3 - What is the size of the blocking?



..,

,

.,,

4. Fioor Plans (Use.drawing number 119-58),

a. What is the building dimensions?

b. How many sets of double doors are there?

c. What is the width of the sliding door?

d. What is the width of the double doors?

(1) East

(2): West

5. Elevations (Use drawing numberAW 21-01-03, plate 27)
_

a. What is the elevation of the kitchen floor? ft.

b. What is the height of the ceiling of the dishwashing room?
'Ma

I.

Window spacing for court A, what type glass is used?

. .
d. Using elevation number 3, what type of materials are used for...

. the facing?
. . .

6. Selections, and detaiLs (Drawing number AW 21-01-03, plate 28)-

a. Section 2 - What are the different sizes of concrete masonry
units used? .

(1)

--

, (2)

b. Section 2 - Horizontal reinforcement will be tied on
,

centers.

34

153
,
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-

c. Section '7 What type of windows are used?

d. Section,11 - How far apart are weep holes drilled?
1

ft

'7. Drawing Techniques Details)

a.

b .

C.

d.

e.

! f
g.

154 \
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8. Symbols and Terms

Use your study guide and class notes to fill. in the blanks.

a. Symbols:

( )
Al VA VA r4

k

. (5)

.' ',..V.Vor.,:.,',...; ' :;...

.3

36
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HODZFICATIONS'

610 37--6.;1 of this publication has (have) been deleied in

dapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials fdr Use in Vocational

and Techni, Education." Deleted maierial involves extensive use of

military forms,1 procedures, systems, etc. and was not considere apftopriate

for use in vocational and technical education.

1

,.
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OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABIt55233' -I-8-P1

-4 MAINTENANCE OF TOOLS AND-EQUIPMENT
,

Work Ing as a member of a six-man team and using a school technical order
file, cleans sharpen, repair, and maintain,masonry tools and equipment.. All work

. must comply with TO 32-1-101.
A

Working as a meinber of a six-man team and using course equipment and
instrUctions provided by technical orders and check lists, perform preoperational
inspections on various types of masonry tools and equipmeTit. All work must be
conducted in a safe manner and comply with the equipment's technical order.

0

-EQUIPMENT ii
SG 55233-1-8
VB 552334-8-P1
.,TO 3'2-1-101
TO 32-1-151
TO 32-1-171
TO 3=9-2-6-14

'Pencils
Concrete Mixer
Mortar Mixer
Concrete Saw
Tile Saw
Air Coppressor

. Paving Breaker
Pneumatic Breaker
Electric Drill
Vibrator
.Pr er Trowel
Bolt Cutter
Cfosscut, Hands=
Electric 4aw
Tin Snips-/ Hand Axe
Brick Set
Brick Haminer
Tile Nipper
Pick

a

53

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student

- 1/student
1/12 students
1/12 students
1 /12 students
1/12 students

. 1/12 students
1/12 students
1/12 students
1/12 students
1/12 stude,nts
1/12 students
1/6 students
1/6 'tudents
1/6 students
1/6 students
1/6 students
1/6 students
1/6 students
1/6 students
1/6 students

(



EQUIPM2NT icontinued)

Space
Star Drill
Bra.Ce ana Bit
Level
Plumb Bob f

PROCEDURE

6

Basis of Issue

1/6 students
1/6 students
1/6 students
I/6 students
1/6 studehts

Mission 1

1. Use TO 32-1-101, your Study Guiae-or class notes; complete the
following:

CHISELS:

(3)

a. The three chisels -pictured above are:

(1),

'(3)

b. If you wanted to cut a piece of flat metal, which one of the

chisels would you select?

C. Before chisels are stored, apply

protect the cutting edge from

and

54
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d. When chisels are removed from storage, rust-preventive
compound should be-removed with

2. SAWS:

a. A crosicut -saw is used to cut , the grain, and

a rip saw is used to cut the grain.

b. After using a saw, always oil the blade .with a

c. If rust appears on the blade, remove with a

and apply a

d..

I I

I IIIMI6 .NH11111111

RIP SAW CROSS CUT SAW

Flip saw teeth are shaped and filed to cut like

while the teeth of a crosscut saw cut like

e. The two types of hacksaw frames are:

(1)

(2)

.11 1r
TH-Olf

55

159
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g.

and a

blade is used for cuttiiig hard metal,

blade Would be used for

cutting soft metal.

T.:.0114

In the drawing above, the blade in the hacksaw on the

is installed correctly since it will cut on the

stroke.

h. When using a hacksaw, there should always be at least

teeth in contact with the metal.

i. In the drawing below indicate which blade selection' is correct
and which is wrong.

(1) (2)

6

(3) (4)

56
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3. SCREWDRIVERS:

4. The screwdrivers shown below are:

(2) .

b. The parts of a screwdriver are:

(3)

c. The size of a screwdriver is deterntined by measuring the

and the



d.

(1) Shows

(2) ,Show's

1

FILES:

(1Y .(2)

a. Files are used to

b. Files should\never be used Without a

C.

Correct use of a file is shoWn in the drawing on the

58

1 62
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d. Excessive pressure while.filing.resulta in
and

e.

\
'File Card

c

1.2
File

teeth.

The drawing on the left above shows how a file is cleaned with
a

. Metal
particles are also removed from a file aststiptilo in the drawing

. on the right with a

59
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HAMMERSir

a.

1

(i) (2)

the hammers shown above are:

(1) Purp(Ac

(3) 1

(2) Purpose,

(3) - 'urpose

60

161 'N.-

2t-

s.

.0,

0



-

Name Purpose

(8) Name Purpose

Give the purpose ofeach of the following:

(1)
-

(2,

BOX ENO thENCh

OREN END ARE1.CH

ALLEN WRENCH

Purpose

-Purpose

Pu rpose

r'

- (1)

The typeS of wrenches shoWn above are:

(2)

(2)

41

62

165
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6.

6

WEZNCHES:

Mitt, .

-of

.fT4

(5)

a . From,the drawing above, give the name and purpose of the
'following:

.

(6) (8)

(I)
(4)

(1) Nam

.(2) Name .

(3) Name

Purpose

Purpose

Purpose

(4) Name Purpose

(S)' Name Purpose

(6) Name Purpose

61

ok.

S.

,

,,,



.#

d. Dirt and grease should be removed from wrenches with

Scour rust from wrenches with

or

7. PLIERS:

/ a. In the space provided for each illustration below, give the pur-
pose of each tool:

Long-Nose Pliers

Purpose

Diagonal Pliers

Purpose

Purpose

Combination Slip-Joint

8. Use and Storage of Handtools:

NOTE: Test your knowledge on the use and storage'of landtpols
by writing RIGHT or WRONG under each illustration.

a.

63

b.
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WB,3ABR552,33-I-9-P1-

LAYING OUT A BUILDING FOR MASONRY CONSTRUCTION.

OBjECTIVE:

Working as a member of a six-man team and using the assigned materials, area;
hand tools, and workbook lay out a building within a tolerance plus or minus 1/4 inch.

Basis of IssueEquipment

SG 3ABR55233-I-9
lAtB 3ABR55233-Ir9-P1
5'er-foot steel tape
6-foot rule
2 x 4 and Lx 4
Sledge hammer
Electric saw

PROCEDURES

1/student
1/student
1/4 student
1/student
1/4 student
1/4 student
1/4 student

1., Lay out a rectangular Wilding (see figure 5) 20-feet long and 10-feet wide.

2. Procure necessary tools and equipment.

3. Go to the area designated by-the instructor:

4. Position the hub stakes.

5. Set the batter boards as shown in figure 91, SG 3ABR55233-1,-9.

6. Level the batter boards. _Use either the water hose br the 4-foot level method,

7. String the layoutilines.

8. Cheek the layout lines for accuracy. tse the diagonal checking method,

9. Use a plumb.bob to transfer the hub stake points.

10. Have the instructor check your work,

11., Follow the same procedures ind lay out a building with an offset (see figure 6).

Follow the sampe procedures and-lay out a U-shaped building (see figure 7).. -

45-1.

;,

64
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e..

20

CONCRETE FOUNdA !ION

Figure 5. Rectangular aiilding

20

11.

10:

10

4110

CONCRETE FOUNDATION WITH AN OFFSET

14

_

Figure 6 Building with Offset

65
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Amsv.F.as TO 8n4FM5T

DECIMALS

1. A decimal is a number that represents a fraction with a ,denómi-

riator that is power of ten.

.2. a. (30.04 t irty and four hundredths)

(379 three hundred seventy-nine tholusandths)0

c. (1.46 one d forty-six hundredths)

d. (90.001,ninety and oue thousandths)

3. a. 9,75 b. 323 c-. 7.123 d. -.0073\
a, .3 b. .8 c. .75 d. 2.5

4 10
J1

200 20

a. 1 b. 2 c. 21

6. a. .6 b. 13.85 c. .057 d. 1.6001

7. a. 25.886 b. 180.553 c. 19.3125

8. a. 10.18 b. .6298 c. 446.37

9. a. .3093 b. .00284 c. .32012

10. a. 20 b.- .001 c. .3 '

p. 171
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INSTRUCTIONS

DECIMALS

This is a programmedilesson on DECIMALS. It is not a test as one

might think, but an easy way to learn at ybur aan rate of speed.

The two types of programming used in this lesson:are:

a. Linear-- InformItigsn, in small amouns, will be p sented in

sequence. jou will advance from frame to frame,using a provided

cardboard to.cover upcomdng frames. Do not look ahead at answers.

IF YOU NAAE AN ERROR, strike out the incorrect answer and correct

it.

b. Branching-- The information given in these frames will be greater

and you will be given a list of possible answers. Directions to

turn to a page for each answer will be found next to the answers.

FOLTZ,/ THESE DIRECTIONS. Circle the answer,you think is correct.

If you have selected an incorrect answer, put an X through the

incorrect respbn6e and circle another answeno....

.READ ALL INFORMATION CAREFULLY. Be Sure you understand what is said

before You attempt an.answer.

If you wish, you may turn back to any part of the program to,dlarify

some vague point.

ahile working problems in the program, if you are instructed to

SHOW ALL WOR14, you must wbrk in the program. Otherwiselyou may do

the work EITHER on scratch paper or in the program.

{

172

Continue to page iii



DECIMALS

OBJECTIVES:

1. Write,in his own words, the definition of a decimal. 4

2. Demonstrate ability to read decimals by matching numerical

decimals with the appropria)e word decimals. °

3. Urite the numerical form of given word decimals.

4. CSange given fractions tosdecimals. . --

5. Change given decimals to fractions. Reduce the fractions to

lowest terms.

6. Round off given decimals.

7. Add given decimals.

8. l'iubtract given decimals.

9. Lultiply given decimals.

10. 'Divide given decimals,:

NA: E

SUGGEUED READIM TIMEr-62 MINUTEd

CLASS

iii Continue to page 1.

17 3



,

1. The definition of a decimal is: A numberthat

represents a fraction with a denominator that is

a power often, The definition of a decimal is.:

a.number that

represents a-
fraCtion with a
denaninator that
is a power of ten

2. Being s power of ten simply means that you can

divide ten into the number evenly. The fraction

_AZ
100 has a denominator of one hundred and of course,

ten will divide evenly into it. We know that 100.

is a power of
,

10 or test

,

.

3. All decimals represent fractions and in every case

the denominator is a power of ten. The decimal,

1
.1, represents the fraction r, The denondnator

is a of .
,

power

ten

4. The definition of a decimal is: A nmmber that
,

represents a-fraction with a . that is
,

a of .

denominator

power

ten

.

\

,

4A. Key words often help you remenber hard to learn

definitions. In the definition of DECIMAL, the

words to remember as keys,are: .FRACTION,
1

DENOMINATOR, and POWER OF TEN. .

Write the key words that will help you remember

the definition of decimal.
.

..ahd - -----....,
1

174

COntinue to ge 2.



fraction

denomdAator

power of ten

5. A decimal is a number that represents a

with a that is

.

fraction -6.

denominator

r 4

a power of ten

Write, in your own words, the definition of a decimal.

.

a nuliber that
represents a
fraction with
a denominator
that is a power
of ten (or a rea-
sonable facsimile).

..

,

7. Each digit in a decimal has a place value and, is
readsiii a certain way. The places are as follows:

.

,

345\

\
5

1

ThouSandths Ten Thousandths Hundred Thousandths
,

place, the 5 is in the hlndrei thousandths

in the

;
Tenths Hundredths

The 3 is in the .thousandths

place,and the 1 is .place.

r
tenths

.
.

t,

8. As you probably have noticedy the -places to .the

right of the pAcimal point end in "ths. In

the,decimal 246, the 6 is ih the

..

place. .

Q

hundredths

.
.

.

_

9. A decimal is read like this: (Example)
. .

35.362-- "Thirty-five AND three hundred _

sixty-two thousandTHS"..
, _

The 2 in this decimal is in th

1

,

pLace.
. .

.

,

2

1 70
Continue to page 3.



thousandthS ,

4

10. When there is

decimal -point

read,"six AND

When there is

ia whole nurber and a deciral, the

is read ."AND". For-eXample: 6,02 is

,two hundredths".

only.a decimal. (lo whole nuMber),

it is read-without using the word, "and". For

_ example:. .06 is read'"six hundreths".

How would "thixty-three THOUSAN

as a decimal?

be written

:033 WORpER-- When you are reading decimals, the

decimal point is read "and",exceot, when th

is NO Whole number. For example: .5 is read

"five tenths". 3.22 is read "three AND twenty-two

hundredths".

Match tile decimal in column A with the,correct

ward decimal in column Boplacing the qorrect

letter by the'Word dectnal.

A

b. ,006

c. 25.01

Six hundreds

Twenty-five arlid One
-hundredth

Six hundredths

45, Four and three tenths

Twenty-five and,one
tenth

Six thousandths

.1

3

176
0,

Oontinue to page 5.



4A
A

Very good! You should be ready for a more difficult problem, so

let's do this one:

Change la to a decimal.
23

If your answer is: Go:to page:

I.
.0052 6A

.52 8B

;a-

4B

Wrong:: You add only the number of zeros that there gre digits
*

in the decimal. There is only one digitin the decimal .7, so there

wall be only One zero in the fraction. The decimal .679 has three
;

digitsrso the denominator will have three zeros and look like:

If your answer is;

679/1000

679/000

Go to page:

16A

8C

coi



7

a. 4.3

(four and
thkee tenths)

.066

(sJA t.housand-
ths)

(twenty-five
and
dre

12. Ndw, match column A with column B in the ame
manner.

"t A

a. .25 .

b. .002

c. 20.05

d. 1,222'

1undredt)1S

One and two hundred

twenty-two thousandths

Twenty-five hundredths

TWQ thousandths

Nenty and five
hundredths

Twenty-five hundred,

Cne and two hundred

twenty-tuv thousands

r-

five hun-
drephs)

b. .002 (two

tLousandths)

20.05
(twenty and
five hundred,-,

tns)

1.222 (one
and two hurl-

Nared twenty
two thou-
sandths)

%

Be certain the
word decirlal
ends with "thsr

When writing,a decimal, FIRT and MOST.IMPORTANT%

determine the "place" vale (thousandths, tenths

etc.). This will give you the number of digits
-

you need to the right of the decimal point. For

example: twenty-Iwo thou4andths will_require three

digits because it is to thethousandths place. It

would be written: .022. Five 'and five tenths.would

be Written:'5.5(Remember,'with "a whole hum%er, the

°decimal point 'is read Alb.)

How would twenty-five and four thousandths be

wr44-fr

AIMINen.

.....

5

178

Cont4nue to page 7.



: . 6h
Wrong. You set your division up incorrectly. The, problem should have)

been' set up like this: 23 17-2.(T-00 .

jeturn to page 4A and. do the' division again and place the decimal
. _

point in, the right position; then select the right ansWer and io to the
.

.

page indicated. . ,

'68
3/4 isnot correct'', .75=3/4i -z:Return/to page 10 and \roit the

1 ,. . --a,_....
%

,t
problem again. Then,_S-elect the correct arkSer and continue with the

/ _ . . - .program.

'
.. ,

: .,
. You, haVe "aisplaced the decimal pbint . The-, decimal poi,nt, TIAYS, A'

4
, - ' 'J.::

6

itoed to the extreme riglitt of the dividend. -F4AEPT.E.,.: 5-2, not
\)'. .. . -..,

32 . ,

frqm ...F7 . Return td page 8B; rework the problem and contin eitwith the
\\

pro ram.\ , . .
! ,. - ,

. f
' t

: r

.
,

61".)
'-\\ ,

4 . , '
4 , 0 AO

Tour envision is right, but it is IllneCessary to put the 94t tEe end
4

of \the dedimal. Turn to \page 4.A. and continue the priogrAM . N ,

$ 0:
, - , 44C. ,

11 \
, .

.. . .
,

... ..

'

' r

I,r
, ,s .

r
- . t
., ..

.
... -

.

-

-

6,
79,

/

.



-25.004- _
.

_

. ,Thirt

.

n.ind lOur tentherwould appesr as 13.4 .

NMe And fortyl-four hundredths appear as:
_ , . . .

9.44

/

15. Four ten thousandths looks like- --

4004 \ _ 16. Alrite the numerical form of twenty-nine thousandths.-

...... _.

.029

.

.

,,

)

1

?No

.

.

-

,

.

. _

17.

.,

C)

6

Writesthe numerical form of each ofethe following
.

,

,

word decimals. . ,

a. Sixty-five hundredths

% J.

a
.

b. Sixty and ninety -Igeven thousandths
,

.,,

4

. .
..

c. Three hundred and four tenths 'A

.r

d. Seventyive ten thousandths
.

.

,,. .

e. Fifty-eight and sixty-six hundredths -..

-/
.

f.. Forty -nine'thousandths '

v

.

.

.

..

. 1
J

. ,

Continue to page 9.



8A

45
rou is correct for the first step, but each fraction must 6 in its

lowest terms.* 5 divides into 45 and 1000-- thus it can be reduced.

Go back to page 16A and_xeduce the fraction, choose the

answer,and go to thL page indicated.

correct

8B

.52 is correct, You0ave been changing

so now let's change an IMPROPE)FRACTION

the same'manner, but NOW the answer will
1

h
For-example:

proper fractions to decimals,

to a decimal. It is done in

include a whole number.

3
.2 changed to a decimal is 2/3.0. As you Scan see, an

improper fraction will become. a whole

12Change to a dedimal.

If your answer is:

.17

1.7

1 0
1 0

numben and a deciaal (1.5).

Go to page:

6C

18A

8C4 4

YOu have the 3 Wros but what happened to the.-1? The decinal .679

is ie.t.c "six hundred seventy-nine thousandthq so the denaninator

becomes.1000. Return to page 48 and seect the correct anSwIrik.

1

I

,as

.,



3
3 _

a. .65
b. 60.097

c. 300.4
d. .0075
e. 58.66
f. .ä49

1.8.i4 All .fractions be chahged to a dec by'
dividing the numerator by the denomina or. The
decimaLzmay be carried out .34 many places as the
problem indicatei. Example: 2 to a decimal is *

.875

8777055- now INTO STEn

a. Divide the numerator (7) by the
denominator (8).

b., Pl eace thdecir-Al. point to the right
of the numerator.

c. Add zeros to the right of the decinial
point as needed.

di Place a decimal point in the quotient
DIRZCTLY over the decimal point in
the division bracket.

e. Carpi, the quotient out as far as
necessary.

Changd it to a decimal.

If your answer IS: Ga to page:-
....

2,0 16B

.5 ' 201

5.0 418C

I.

If you are reading this par4raph, then you,are riot following directions.

From he on, yori'must follow the directions given in eaCh frame0

VERY CAREFULLY. Return to the frame above and follow the directions

. given there.

4

AN,

9

-
,

-...\.
.

.

..4"

.,-
.1

. ,

. , .. . .4-
1"- ;!

-- 7

,
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.4

AN:AERS TO PAGE 18A: a. .8 b. 5.2 c. .8 d. 1.2
r-

You have learned-how to change a fraction to a decimal, so let's change

a decimal into a fraction. The FIRST thing to do is to make the digits

of the decimal the NUMERATOR OF THE FRACTION. The denominator,of the

,

fraction will have a one (1) followed by the same number of zeros as

there a its in the decimal. For example, the decimal .27 becones

the fraction 1' Noticellow the digitsc'27 become -the numerator and00

the denominator begins with a 1 anl two zeros follow,, There Were two

digits'in the decimal, thus there are two asrodi in the denominato4.,

Change .7 to a fraction.

.....

If your aftswera is

100

4 Go to page:.,

4B'

2 16A
10 -

4

t,...N4

6B

ce

10

,,



-^

1

Fine, As you have, done on this prah make- sur that any fraction

you are working with is ikuits lowe t terms. Chane the f ing

decimals--to fraCItions. Remembe REDUCE each'to-its lowest terms.

If you still are'not
certain ofjust hair 'to change decimals ta frac-

-tionsj ga baek-to-page 10 and-raPlAy reView.

--Change -these ta- fractions

a. .7000

01'

-b. .009--

c.

d. .2--

Turn to page 12 for answers.

.01

You neglected the decimal point. You must place decimal points

.DIRECTLY UNDER EACH OMER. The sum will have the decimal poi.20

carried right down into it from the colt= being added, ,Return to

page 17A and 1 the priblem again. Rdmember to put tne decimal points

under each other. EXAMPLE; 18.6
.015

0056.11 d.

4 14/f
207.825



ANSWERS TO PA(E I1A:

Continue_your

a...2_, b. 9 c. 2 d. 1

...

-10 2-000 4 5 ,

lesson in frame 19 below.
.

. .

*

,

19.

.

In many cases, a large cumbersome decimal is not=
_

necessary: In those cases where a smaller dlcimal

will do, you may ROUND OFF the decimal. To make

a Large decimal smaller and easier to use without

losing a great deal of accuracA you will

, the large decimal.

1

.

round off

.

_

H.

.

.

-

.

-

,

.

.

20.

.

.

:

*

Rounding off involves THREE steps. The FIRST3TWO

are: . ..;

a. Determine the PLACE you want to round off'to.

(Tenths, hundredths, etc.)
,-

b. Look'FIRST at the number (digit) DIRECTLY to

the rigAt of that place.
.

.

Exmnple: .176

To round to hundredths: First look at the\

.

.

-number to the right of the hUndredths place.
,

.

In this caselit is a 6.
.

_

The EIR5T number that you will look at when

. _

rounding .265 to TENMS is

\ (number)

..

A

' _ . I t

( . s

12 , Continue to page,l3..

ea.

4



6
.

.

.

21. You have the,decimal .27364, and you want to
round it off to tenths. What number would you
look at_first? .(Circle your choice.)

a 2 .

b. 7 \

c. 3 .
i

.

d. 6 .

.e. 4
,

7 ,

,

,

.

,

.

22,

..

.,

The THIRD ST..is:

I

,
,

If the number to the right of the place you itre '

rounding off is 5 OR M0RE you ADD (+1) One to

I

the place and drop the remainder of numbers.
.1,

for-example: .176

This decimal rounded to tenths becomes .2
because the number to the right of the tenths ,

place (7) is 5 or greater. Also note Lthat the .

7 and 6 were dropped.

Round .0074 to the liearest HURD-Doi . (Circle your
. answer.) I-

.01
'''''.

.. .
,...,...._

b. .007 .-

,

c. .1
, .

-. .08
.

,

.01

.

.

,

.

23. When the mmber to the right is LEtS THEN 5,

laave the place value as is andIDROf TdE REMAINDER
,

OF THE:NUMBERS.

Round the decimal.7848 to hundredths.
.

(Circle your answer.)
.

a. \78 b. .79 c. .785 , d. .7800

,

4

186

Continue to page 14.



24. RIM:BER:

a. FIRST, look at-thenumber to the right of

-the place you are roUnding off.

Ilthe-numher-is--5-Or-mOreadd 1 to the place.

d: -II less'then 5; &-rio.E. add:anything.
-

d. Always drop the remainder of digits to the

right of the rounded off place.

,

Round these decimals to the indicated Places:

Tenths: .408062

Hundredths: s.408062

Thousandtilst .408062

Ten Thousandths: .408062

Hundred Thousandths: 408062

.4

.41

.,408
4081 .

.40806

25. Round off the following decimals:

To Hundredths: To Tenths:

41.1145-- .6419--

.98509-,

To Ten Thous;ndths:

.29826-- 0

4,

1.11181--

Continue'to page,15.

1 e

,.,
=or.' 0

..



Hundredths

41.11
.99

Tenths.
.6

Ten Thousandths
.2983

26..I1 you are NCT having troilble with rounding off,

proceed to frame 27. 'If you are and your trouble,__

is mainly knowing the 4p1acee, turn to page 21

frame 71 and review. If you do not understand

how to round off, review or raise your hand for

assistance., c-

Othen you have correctea your trouble, continue

to frame 27.

1- * RESPONSE REQUIRED. *

27. Round off each of the following_decipals to

the indicated' place..

.To the nearest tenth: To the nearest hundredth

a. .329-- c.' .10909--

b. .05-- d. 8.3434--

To the nearest thousandth:

e. .2551--

f.5.9238--

To the nearest ten'thousandth:

g. 7.777774--

h. .000891--

To the nearest hundred thousanath:

1. .098063--

5. 3.000051--

Turn to page 17A for answers.

;

188



16A
Very good. The next thing to remember is: Make iure the fraction

is in its lowest terms. For example, changing the decimal .5 to a

fraction, it first becomes ) Is this in the lowest terms possible?
MIL

1
Of course,the answer is no, In its lowest terms,it would be -f .

Alwayecheck the fraction and be sure it is in its lowest terms.

Try this One now: Change .045 to a fraction.

If your answer is: Go to page:

2
200 ,

1000

100

31A

SA

21B

16B
_ -la oiler to change a fraction to a decimal, you divide the numeratir

1by4pe'denominator. .You did not do this. In the case of 0 the

denominator (2) is dividedinto tbe hilmerator (1) like this:7>

2/i
1 0 ,

1 ;

"2- changed to a decimal is therefore .5 . ALL fractions axe changed
:64slf

to decimals in the same manngr.

Chage to,a

If your answer is:

.75
4

Go to page:-...

6D

4A

1,9
a.

-06-07

s.
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17A ANSWERS TO PAGE-15 FRAME 27:

a. .3 b. .1 c. .11 d. 8.34 e.-.255 5.974

g. 7..7778 h. .0009 1 i. .09807 j. 3.00665

You will now learn tte last four objectives.- Hoiq to ADD, VBTRACT,

MULApLyrkND DIVIDE decimals, Continue below'.

Adding decimals is much the same as simple whole number addition.

The airference is tilat there is d decimal point to keep in mind.

The decimAls are put in a column and deCimal points are under decimal

points (sec example). The decimal-point is brought down k EXAMPLE:

.to the sum and the addition i4 carried on just as it is in 6.3
3 .01'whole number.addition.
22.22

28.53

Add these decimals. 33.79 +.97 + 2.2 =

.,If your answer is:.

36.96

3498

' 'Go to pager

19A .

11B

14.

178

:Irong. The number to the right df tie division sigi is<always the
,4,*

divisor.

.064 =3.2 (3.2 isttie divisor, nt .064) '

Return to page 26 and select the correct answer.

1



_

=-.

18A

Right. If you want to review before you do the problems below,

return to page 9, frame 18, read the rules, and then come back and solve

the problems. If you fhink you are ready now, then change each of the-
.

fractions below to decimals.

4. Lt
5

b.

C.

cr.
10

Turn to page 10 to check answers and continue from there.,

-rtre

18B

Move the decima). point in the dividend the same number Of placest,,

.as you did in the divisor. Example: 3.2/7564 because 32./6764.
.

Return'torage 26 and select,the correct answer.

I.

s

18C
4

You set up your prohlam inorrectly-and had the ecimal in the
r

wrong T1ace4 'This is what you should 'have $ t up for yoUr diVision:

2/1.7.0*. Return tp page 9; frame 18, and dete ine t correct answer. .

Then turn to the correct answer pkge.

1

A
-6

,

4.
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.4

7 a

-,19A

_

Right. The main-thing to remember is to, eep pie decimal points 4

lined up under each other, ilow lettg subtraci decimals. The rules

are the same as theyare in__the_subtraction of whole numbers, Just-

ai in thefiddition of decimals, the-decimal pOints must be lined:

up under each other. You must also remember that the smaller of,
.

the numbers must go under the larger.

Solve this problem: 729'.75308 .0077=

If yoUr answer is:

729.75231

729.74538

I

Go to-page:

2013 ,

,ANSIEBS TO 4GE 2: a. 66.42- b. .825 If your answers are no.t
correct, maka the corrections and continue below.'

NOW let's divide decimals. The most important tactOr is that the
.04

divisor mmst be °made" a whole rpgber before division\ta...,Z#Lted.

This is done by moving the decimal in the divisor all the way,-to the

right.'

Ex: .25/--" becomes . Then move' the decimal in ti,We

-diVidend the sane number of places to -the right. .Ex: .25/175

.

becoMes 25./1757, Move the decimal point p....ure rollowing
spit

division prOblen and solve-.

3.3/.66

Turn to page 248,

,

a

19

19

a

-.1

\



116ral 1=0'

Right. REMEMBER: The divisor is to the right of the diviV.ion sign:

Solve these problems and show your work,

a. 4.9 + .007=

WORK HERE 7 -

a.

ge b. 1179 + 13.1= C. .02925 + 2.25=

b. C.

Cso to pate Z33 Por answers.

20E
,

Remember when you wdre told that decimal points must go under decimaf

kints? Well, the error you made was because of the decimal placement.;

A good way to remember the decimal points is put them on the paper

first (in a column) and then put themumbers down. Also remember

to put the decimal in the flSer DIRECTLY under those in the column.

Go back to page I9A and,do the problem again.

Z(..0

0/
, .

No. DO NOT ADD an extra zero on the right of any answer. If you need

zeros to make your digit count correot, they must go to thv left of

the answers. For example: .2 x .002 will equake0004,'not .4000.

Return to page 23A and select the correct ariswer.

20

193
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r



2

Yo Ur decimal point should have been placed like this:
A

*

30217
X .471

3217
22519

12e;60

1.515207

If you.had _it any place else, return to page 22 and read the rules
again.

If yoU did it correctly, do the- follouing problems by placing the

uecii al points correctly in the produdt.

a. .0035

x 3.28
280
70

-10,
11480

b. 22.222

x
22222

22222

244442

Turn to page 23Ao.

2111

lbere are more than two digits in the .decimal .045. -Zero IS a digit.

That makes. three digits in this decimal. YOU should use the saMe

number of zeros as there areOtigits and male the denominator 1000.

Return -4o page 16A anci: select the correct answer.

*It

21

194



ow,

"Ma

sr,

Right. You are now ready for multiplication. Jecimal,s are multiplied
. .

. . ,

just as whole.Atmbers are, except you have a decfmal Point to put

te final answer (product). DIgEGARD the ,decimal point in the first

two steps. A sample problem is broken into steps to clarify the _process.
.

. x
. ,

0,..

PrOBT21: .15 x 1.10

a. PL-Ice the larger number OVER the 'smaller. Ex. 1.10
x .15

' .

b. Multiply just. as. you do in whole numbers. Ex. 1.10
. 15

'550

1650

c." Count the nuAber of digits to the right of the decimal points in
the factors .of Zhe problem. Ex. 1.10 and .15 = -4 diEits to the
right in thii case.

-

. 4 . . ., .

d. Count off 4 places FR0M THE RIGHT in the F2ODUCT, and place a
decimal point. Ex: 1659 (product' of this proLlem) .-

'

^' -

Arother example: I? .1 x 10.21 (would be set up en c. solved like this);

10.21 ,

1021
3063,

.31.651, product
fr----/ I

J.s

Place the b£0.1.1:AL I-03= in 'the product of this

3 .217

x .471
3217

22519 ,

12868
575-TTfe

nroblem:
-

iurn to page..21A.

22

195
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23A

ANSWERS TO PAGE 21A:

Let's try another .to

placement down pat.

If your answer

.01650

.00165

a. 011480 or . oug 1).4 2 .1i!4!Lka

make sure that you have the decimal poiht

5:olve this ongi .55 x .010 =

is:

4,-

a'

Go Ito page:

20C

24A

23B

ANSWERS TO PAGE 20A: ai 700 b 90 c 011

Solve these problems:.

a 289.0038 + 992763 =

c. .42 x 3.7 =

1,1)RK ON SCRATCH PAPER..

(SHOW ANSWERS.)

b. .3928 -..02867 =

d. 4.32 .0036 =

Turn to page 25,

,

23

196



24A

'ee Very good. ,Care must be taken with your arithmetic. It-is always

a good.idea to CHECK your multiplication and addition. This is Ithere

moit of the errors gre bade, with a few being made on the placement

_of the decimal.poimt.

Let's try two more. After completing them, dheck your arithmetic

and decimal placement.

a. 332.1 x .2 = b. .55 x 1.5 =

TURN TO PAGE 19B.
0

t,

3.3/.06 bedOnes 3200X5E- by moving 'the decimal point one place.

When the divisor IS a whole number and the dividend .is a.decimall

such as 33/7.77You do not move the decimal point. Simply place the
4q-

decimal point up in the quotient directly over the decimal point in

the dividend; then divit. For example': 2755.17

Solve this: 26/;778

The answer to the problem above is: (Circle your answer.)

a: 3

b. .3

c. .(sD3

Turn'to page 26.

24

197
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A1Ii.S TO PAGE 23B

a. 26.003800 < b. .39280
+ .99276

- 2867
289.996563 .36413

C. .42

x 3:7
294

126-
1.554

1200
d. 36/45255:

21).-

72,

-2a

If-you missed any of these problems., go to the

that teaches that type.of problem and read the

correct your error. The pages'tha-i, teach each

-

ADDITION (Page.17A)

SUBTRACTION (Page 10A)

MULTIPLICATION (Page 22)

-.DIVISIpN XPages 19B & 26)

part of the program

rules agal.n. THEN

function are listed

This completes your lesson in decimals. Working partial numbers is

,eaSier when you use decimals rather than fractions, so this lesson

is very *portant.

A Self-Test begins on page 27.

25

198



26/77 solVed is: 26/7.8

If the dividend IS.a Whole number, Ex: 1.32/25.' ., add zeros and move

the 'decimal point. Ex: "l.32/f3175 When the decirhal has been moved

as appropriate, then place a decimal point in the quotient directly

over the point in the dividend, Ex: 2.5/71Tbb and solve.

'.04

Example: 2tV.nro

NOTICE HOW THE QUOTIENT IS .04 AND NCT .4. THIS IS BECAUSE 25 GOES INTO

10 ZERO TIES, AND INTO 100 FOUR TIMES.

Solve the problem ,below:

.064 + 3.2 =

7 Note: + is the.sigi for division
and the number on the right
is always the divisor. .

If your answer is: Go to page:

50.

.064/3.200. 17B

.2

-3.2/745-61.7 18B

.02 -

3.2/776T 20A

51

26

199



SELF-TEST'

DECIMALS

. Urite,in your own words, the definition of a decimal.

4

2. Match the numerical decimals in Column A with the apPropridte

word decimals in Column B. Place the letter from Column A in 4

the blank next to the correct word decimal in Column B.

-A

a. 30.C4

b. .379,

c. 1.46'

d. 90.001

One hundred forty-six
.

Thred hundred,seventy-nine
thousandths

Thirty and four hundredths

Ninety-one thousands

Thrift!, hundred seventy-nine

Ofteand forty-six hundredths

Thirty-four hundredthe

Ninety and one thousandths

, 3. 'Write the numerical form of the following word decimals:

a. Nine and seventy-five hundredths

b. Twelve and three tenths'

c. Seven and one hundred tWenty4hree thousandths

d. Seventy-three ten thOusandths
-

27,

200
t

f



4.

' '

4. Change the fractions below to decimals.

a. 2 = /c. 2 =
lo 4

lq A = d. =

- 5 A 2

5. 'Change tht'decimals below to fp_actions. REDUCE TO LO'dE3T TERMS.

a. '.5 = c. .105 = a

b. .9 .= ci. .35 =

6. Round off the following decimals as directed.

NEAREST 'MTH:

a. .6354

,

NEAREST HUNDREDTH':

b. 13.8467

7. Add the follwing decimals:

, a. 9.37 + 15.756 + .76 =

b. 69.333 + .1.21+ 111.1 =,

*c. .OG55 + 7.02 + 12.367
,

NEAREST THOUSANEM

C. .05671 =f

NEAREST TEN THOUSANDTH:

d. 1.60006
-

28

.
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8, Subtract the followIng decimals:

a. 13.14 - 2.96 =

b. - *.077 =

c.. 447.3 - .(j3 =

9. Multiply ti.c following decimals:

a. ,03 x 10.31 =

b. .71 x .004 =

c. 1.51 x .212 =v,

le. Divide the following decinals:

a. .ce .004 =

i

b. .001344 + 3.44 =

c. .04 + .08 =

a

END

a

/fg

Answers to the Self-Test are found on page i in the
front of the text.

4 '

2.9
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9.

AilSWERS TO SELF-,t6ST

DECIMALS

1. A decimal is a number that represqlts a fraction with a 'denomi

nator that is a power of ten. :

2. a. (30.04 thirty and foUl. hundredths) /

b, (.379 th're% hundred seventy-nine thousandths)

C. , (1:46 one and Torty-six,hundreaths)

d. (90.001 ninety and one thousandths)

Ste

3. a. 9.75 b. 12:3 c. 7.123 d.. .0073

4. a. b. .8' c. '.75 d..2.5

. 5. '.a.v1 c. 21 d.
7 4 10 200 20

6. a. .6 b. 13.85 c. .057 d. 1.6001

7.' a. 25.886 b. 180.553 c. 19.3925

8.
i

a. 10.18 b. .6298 c. 446.37

a. .3093 b..00284 c. .32012

10. .a. 20 b. .001 c. .5

I

,

4

4114,

4

..,` 4

r. ; .

29 4



INSTRUCTIONS

DECIIIALS

This is a programed lesson on DECIKALS., It is not a test as one
. ,

might,think, but an easy waY to learn at y/ler own rate of_speed.

The two types of programming.used in this lesson.are:

a. Linear-- Information'in small amounts, wil1e presented in

sequence. You WIll advance from frame to tramy,using a provided

cardboard to- cover upcoming.frames. Do not look ahead at answers.
,

IF YOU MAKS .414 ERROR, strike out the ±ncorrect answer and correct

it ;

b. Branching-7 The infOrmation given,in-tohese frames will,be greater

and'you will be given a list of possible answers. Directions to

turn to a page for each answer will be fouod next to the answers.

FOLLOW THESE DIRECTIUUS. Circle the answer you tihnk is correct.

;

you have selected an inabtilect answer, put an X throUgh the

incorrect response and circle another angwer.

READ ALL IIIFOIZIATION CAREFULLY. Be.sure you incerstand what is said

before you attempt an,answer;

If you wish, you ray turn.back to any part of th4 program to clarify

uome vague point.

While working prlems in the program, if you are instructed to'
4

'SHOW AtL WORE; you must workqn the progrmn. Ctherwise,you may do

he Work EIMER, on scratch paper or the program. ,

4

Oontinue to page iii

001,
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Pa e

v

.

: .

1.
.

A fraction is a part Of-a whole. 2. is a fraction
._ 4

ilanethersfors is a parof a
.

.
/

whole 2.
_

.

Part of,yhole is the definition of a
.

.
.

. ,

,

fraction

.

r 3. The definition of a fraction is stated as:
.

,

Par,
.

whole

.

-

4.
I,

.

Define a fraction.

.
,

.

i

part of a
whole

,

.

,

.

5.

, . .
s.

Fractions have two parts-- a numerator (above the

line) and a denominator (below the line).
,

., 1
.

2. --numerator ,. &ample:
._ 8 --denominator

2In the fraction
3
,the number 3 below the line is

.

,the and the number 2 abgve the line

is the

denominator
numerator,

.

. .0

6.

...

,

Ali fractions have denoMiriators and numerators,

2 11 .
.In the fractions and --xthe 3 and 12 are

3 12

and the 2 and 11 are
,

.
.

.

......A

AINIIIMIM MEMO

^1.

_208

ontinue to pagu
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,

Page 2

2A '*

Wrong! 12 x 3 = 36,but you must now do step 2. Add this produet (36)

to the numerator; retain the denominator to get:the improper fraction.

Go back to page 11, Prarde .291and select another answer.

2B

,:r--
Nope: You will _still have to.-go-to lower--terms.=-You-mduced by

dividing two into the numerator,and denominator but you must now find

a number to further reduee and then youJlr have it., Return to page

1, select the other answer,and continue.

2 .

-5- is the 'correct answer.

New try another problem.

If your answer is:

1

4

4 or t

/ =
8 3

Go to page:

180

26B

28B

2 07

41.



denominators

.numerators .. .

,

,

7.

.

The denoninaVor tel.ls hOw many

wholehas been divided into. In

the denominator indicates the whole
. ..

divided into equal parts.

.

equal,parts the '

the fraction
10

has
/
been

.

.

10
).

,

,

,

8.
.

Under the figures below, mrite

would be used as the denoninstor
_

.

a, b. C.

the number

of a fraction.

d.

that

...--:

.

.

a 4
.

-b. 2

c. 3

9.

.

In the fractiOn below, cicle the denoninator and
.

explain what it.indicates.
.

...11

16
. ,

--d. 4.,

16 denomiziator-

Tells (indi
cates) how many
parts the whole
has been divid
ed into,

4.7.1

10. The numerator (number above the

shows nhow many parts of the whole

comidered."Inthefractionthe

indicates that parts of

line) of a fricti:on

are being

2
numerator

3' .

the whole are being

indicates that the
: '

equal parts.
.

considered.and the denominator

yhole has divided into
,

21.
. In the fraction 12,,the number of

14

considered is and the part

parts being

.

of the fraction

.
that tells'us this is Called the

,

,

.

,

208

Cont.-Inn. TnOM C

..



PAge 4

.10
4A

lirrong! Mu1t1plication and addition are correct but you Must place

this sum over the denominator of the fraction. Return to page 11,

Frame 29,and select another Answer.

4B

Right! Now try:this. Reduce to its lowest term.

Ifiyour answer is:

1

28

Go to page:

8B

4C

Not You forgot to obtain' the r,ciorocal of the divisor

(invert the divisor), befor. vou multiplied. Go back to

paqe 27, frame 57; review the procedure again, then rework

the prbblem .from frame 59 again and select the correct

answer.

209



13

numerator

Ptige

12. The number of parts being considered is indicated
-(

by the of a fraction.

numerator 13. Under the figures below, write the fractions.

The number of parts being considered are shaded.

1:

a, b. c. d.

14. In the fraction belowr, write what each number is

called and what it indicates:' 6

7

6)

7 --

6 numerator.

Indicates how
many pkrtqof
the whOle'are
being consid-
ered

7 denominator.

Indicates how.many
equal parts the
whole has been
divided into.-

There are three types of common fractions--,

Preptirl. improperpand-mixed numbers:- The three

types of common fractions are mixed numbers,.

and fraCtions.

proper

improper

(either order)

1 . The difference between-proper and improper l'actions.

is the size.of the numerator. The numerator of an
1 '
improper fraction is alwavt the same as or larger

than the denominator; thereforse,in a proper frac-

tion,the numeratoris than the

denominator.
'WIMP+

210

Continue 'to -pace .7
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mIt

pace 6

1
Correct. Now change 15 3. to an improper fraction.

'If your answer is:

Ig!
5

240

Go mto pa.ge:

8A

1

645

Good! You might have started with dividing by two (2) and doing

several steps,but 14 diVides Into 14 and 56 even17. ,To reduce an

improper fraction such as 1347 or you simply divide the denominator

into the numerator. Reduce 2 to its lowest terms.
5

4.

If your answer is: Go to Taget

2

1
5

1

s

10B

12B

4

)

,,.



Page 7

smaller
(less than)

17.

.

.-

13. is a proper fraction'becauSe the

is than the denominator.

numerator

smaller (less)

18.
,8

.1.'and are'improper fractions because the7 8

are

,than the denominators.

numerators

are same as or
greater (are
the same as or
larger)

19. In the list below, place a "PH by the proper
.

fractions and illn by the improper fractions.

...
12

. ...... c... 17 5

b. 2- A 32
,A. --

,7 12

a. P c. P

b. I d. I`

,

20. A mixed number is a whole number combined with

a proper fraction. 3 i- is a whole number (3) and.

_a Rroper fraction therefore ,3 lis a
) 6

mixed number

...

_

.

.

.
,

21.

A

,

TO review definitions, match.the following types of

fractions with the correct statement or statements

by writing,the,letter of the statement by the

numb6r cf the fraction. AyL letters are to be used,

,..

1. Proper fraction A. Numerator greater
than the denominator

2. Eixed number/ /...

, B. Numerator less than
3. Improper fraction the denominator-

C. Whole number and a
gisaper fraction

,

.

D. Numerator equal to
denominator

.

.

212

Continue to page 9,

O



8

-8A

A061

Right! I is corred. Yott can check your answers by changing

the improper fraction bask to the mixed number. Change 7,4 to

mproper fraction and check your answer.

1 =

2,. 4 (iMproper fraction)

-1 ,

raixed number)

Go to par:e 131 Frame 30,to check answer and'continue from there..

fr

8B
"

You reducedbut not ti the lowest te,rms. Retu4to page 4 and
.

-

find the number that willreduce the iand then you'll have the

correctT.nswer that will allow you to continue.

t.

At,

21 3

k



.Page 9
cs

.,

1.

.

C. 2.

A 3.,/

.

.

.

'N

.

.

. .

-

-22.. In the list below,-place a "P" by tile proper,

.

' frActions, an "I" 'ay the improper fractions,and1

.. .

4 "Hu by the mixed: numbers. ,

11 22a.

' 24-

b. Z . . .
f 1 .5

.
t 7,,e.

.

2c. 12 g. 12
75

.

.

d. 2
.

.

a. 1. e. P

b. I f. I

c. K g. I

d. P
,

.

23.
-

An improper fraction can be changed-to a mixed
*

number by diyiding the.denominator into the

numerator. The fraction 21 can be changed to a
. 10
.' dmixed number by dividing the numerator

r'.."7--....thernul)' eby the denominator..

___,---,--------11...___2_

21

10
.,

.

.

.

,

,

-1-

24.

'.'

,

21'To change the improper fraction-- to a-mixed.
''. 4:

-

10 .

.

numberjollow twp.stepsi' (1) Divide the numerator.

bi the denominatdr to get.the whole numbeA:
. ,

2 the whole nu;ber
. ., 10/773. .

. . 20.

1 the remainder
.

(2) Place the remainder over the denominator to
..

Iget the proper fractions. the proper fractpn-.10
21_

. ) ` :

Then
.

,10
(mixed number)

25.
/

.

26Now change' the improper fraction --'to a mixed'.
5 .

number. Show'your work. 7-7.,
57.iaimumber)

.
,

r

214
1

Continue to ?Ise 11
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a

Page 10

a

4

/
,

,

loA

wrong! You forgot to add the'numerator to the product of-the whole number

times the denominator. If.you noW see yodr.error, go back to page 6A and

'..../.

select the other answer and follow direCtions. If you need the rule aga'in,

return to page 11, Frame 28,and start again.from there. ' .,

.

4116. .

.

,

A._
.

.. .

.

.

.

.

.
.

,

,

.

,
. .

.10B
,. .

.

.

_

.
.

No.... To reduce an improper fraction,you simply change it to'a wholee,
number or to a whole number and*,a fraction (mixed number) by dividing

"the numerator by the deØinator. Novigo back to page 6B and reduce

properly.
..

.
.

. .

I .
10 ..

.

.

..

4.

.

,

,

, .. .

s. ..
.. ,

.10c
.

Negative. You have simply added numerators, retained higllest denominator;
,

and, reduced. You must change to equivalent fractions. Re-read rule 6n

page y, Fr:ame 401 and rework ptem from page 19, Frame 43,again.

,

.
,

.,

,
.

. .

,

.

.
.

. 4 .
iswomor,



(

5r2i

1
.

1

26. fry knother, dhange to a mixed number.,

v
.

.

,

(mixed number)

4 R.

missed this one,

re-read and re-
work Frames 22
thru 26, then,

continue,

..,

27.

,

An improper fraction can be changed to a mixed

number. So can a mixed number be chanted to an

improper fraction. Therefore, an improper
.

fraction is, interchangeable with a .

number.

mixed
...-

.40

.,

,

28.

,

Changing mixed numbers to improper fractions

q 0
requires three steps : Eboample: Change 4 4 to an

5

improper-fraction.

..t.S.P.

,

.

(1) Mnitiply the whole number by the denomlnator
,

of the fraction. . 4 x 5 =,20

(2) Add tir product to the. numerator. 20 + 3 = 23.
(3) Place the -sum over the denominator of the'.

fraction, ,. ,

,

'(improper fraction) ,

5 ,
,

..

29.

-,

Change 12 - to an improper fraction.,
3

If your answer is: Go to page:

a .

3 2A
a.I 't

. 2 , 4Aa .

z . 6A '-



4

Pare 12

12A

Ho! 2can be reduced to 1
bv dividinr; two (2) into-both the numeratar-

4 2,

and denominator. Remember the rule, a fractionis in it's lowest ierms

oniy when the number one (1) is the only number that,divides evenly into

both the nunerator and denominator. Return to page 13, Frame 31,and select

the correct answer.

0

12E

4 81 is correct. If we ask you to r
,oduce the fraction would yolianswer

5 44

2? You would have been correct'theie,too.' Now turn-to top of page

Frame 32,and continue fhe program.

12C

Ho. fatve added nundrators but have not changed tractions to

eauivalent fractions. Read rule again on pags 171:Frame40, then

rework problem bn page 19, Frame 43. Select anather.ansWer.

.

217



:

,

.

Tif you-dame tk; this

A

-folldked the directions
..

(Unless Otherwise

,

scrambled Method.

Selecting an answer,
,

Return to page 11,
C

.

as-directed.- .,,:

,.. s ...,..,' ;, ,..

page directly from the previous ptagelyou have not ,-
. I .

given in the orrevious frame. Fran this point.-
:

-1

.

directed) in the lesson,yot will proceed by the-
,

.
K.

Do Not tead the frames in'sequence, but after '
,.1 ,

refer to the proper page '6-t frame as directed.
.

.
.

..Frame'29, check your-answer, andrrefer to the page

14 7-
2

.
.

7

4 = 4
_1 ,a

. ,
4 4 .

:

, .

'

.

A 'Change each of the following,imProper'fractiens o
% .

mixed numbers and'the mixed numbers to improper,

fractions: ,

:

. 1 k 'A ila

,

Co Ltd '''''''

b; . d.8
.

a. ,

b.. 2 i

c: 121
. 12,

1
,

d.. 16 -
3

,

. .

4

. .%

,

,

.

.-

r

.

.
,

;

7 ,,

jl. A fraction is-in---4 s,içest terns when the number

one (l) is the bnly,numb r that divides evenly,int.

( . ,

both,the numer4or and-denominator. ,(NOT4 :avid-IT

4 /.-N
,

ing both-the numerator and denominator Ihe sam. . ,

.

'number does not '''illirlange the value'of the raction)
4

SelcOt the;.iraction below that is in,its lowest.,
.

... ...,
.

- erms.4t
, '

o

' If your answer is: Go to page;,
. ,

E' _.
,-. 32R

6i 7

--;
.

t

' .

,

16A
4 .

A

/:

. /



Page 14

-Wrong!
6
-.can be further reduced. Three (3Y is the largest nun4;-that9

-
divides evenly into both the numerator (6) and ihe'denOminator (9).

then,t.educed to lowest possible-termsl is 5,

Frame,32,and*telect the correct.answer.

-1

Nowe'return to page13,

.-.

6

Right! 1 - is the correct answer. Try another, reduce to lowest terns.

Add'. + + h. +
.2 2 5 20

1

If your answer is: Go to page:

-2 18B10

1 3-42
20 ,

20B

At

a

. 4

,,



-

Page 3S*

...

You oame,fran
page 12B.

,

.

.

32. Reduce,each of the following frabtions to lowest

terms: .

-.0.

12 _ g. =a. .
4

c
72

,

23. = 2.7. ,.....

- b. 4-- d.§
51

.

8.,, or i

b. 2 '

7
8c. -
9

d. 1-
3

.

, .

.

33. To add or subtract fractions,they must be like

fractions. Like fractions have the same number,

-
r. -Z + - or -Z -5.for a denominato

12
1

_ 12
_.

are like fractions-bebause they have the same
.

.

,
number far a .

dentbinator
.

34. Fractions must have like.(common) denominators
-).

before you'can or' th
. .

, .

add
.

subt.ract

. (any order)'

_

,

35, Phen fraction6 have common denominatorsavu add,-
.

or subtract numerators and retain the common

denoadnatOr.

. Example: y2Zj--3-1= li reduced =1, . *. ..

Then -Z - .1 = reduced = ,.

2
12

I3 .._

.

.

.

.

. ,

.

.

,

Before fractions with unlike denominators can be...36.'

.
added T'aubtracted,they must be Changed to

their lowest common denominator (LCD). LCD is -
, ...

. _

the lowest number that isr-divisiblaby each

a. -a .
denominator. 1116.mple: 4. a or - J-5 20 . 5 20

The lowest number divisible by each denominator is.

.

a.20; therefore,20 is the'
1

4

,t

_ . 2 2,a
.... : ,

-: ..- 4. , , .
.: ,... , , ... .... e

Conti ue to Page
-

-

;--

7



Page 16

16A

2is correct. One (1)eis'the only number that divides.evenly into both7

3 and 7.

Lees try a larger fraction. Reduce to its lowest terms
54

.

if your answer is: Go to page:

2

21

27

. 9

2B

16B -

'No. 'Not quite. YOur addition is'correct but you must have overlooked

the "reduce answers to lowest terms." Go back to page 19, Frame 43,

reduce,and'pick the Oorrect answer.
.Go

16O

6
is wrong. You borrowed one (1) from 16,which gave you the fraction

11,but now you must add 12+ --L3

,
then do your'subtraction. Return to

15 15 15

page 20A, rework the problemland select another answer.

4

I.



least or
lowest conraon

denominator cr
(LCD) .

-

37. Again, the lowest number divisible by each denora-
..

inator of fractions to be ackded or subtracted is. 1

cailed the

LCD

_

_

38. Determine the lowest common denomihator (LCD) for

1 1these fractions: 1- + , the LCD is -_..
2 1

the LCD is .

4

42

.

39. Find the LCD for the fractions below: -

.
a. 5. + '1 + 1 the LCD A.."8 37 11-

b. & - -1- the ICD is .7 49'

a. 36

b. 49 .

-.
.

.

.

,

1413. After the LCD has beeh deterMined, change ail

fractions to, equivalent fractions, of the stme

denominator; then add or subtract. Exampla:

a + _I-Ithel,CD is 42. To change -a to LCD
.7 42 7

42: Divide 7 into 42; the quotient is 6.
.

Multiply 6 by the numerator 2 and place tip prod-

uct (12) over.tke LCD. f :=-- 3427-2. Now we can

add. 1-2- + a =D. reduced is lel

Change the fractioris below so they have tip

same LCD.

1. + 1+ _1 + + .

N.

3 6 12

b. 4. - 1 .. ,..
5 3

.< ,

.

Continue to page
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Page 18

18k

4
You-have the correct fraction but made a mistake in the addition of

whole numbers. Now return to page 22B and ;fork the problem again.°

Do not just pick the other answer without first re-working the'

problem to find your error.

V '

188

IncorreCt. Youlva\made a mistake someplace in changing fractions

rv-r"to equivalent fractions of the same denominator. Return to page.

17,, Frame 40, re-read the rule, then go back to page,14b and choose

the other answer.

18C

1
is wrong. You did not obtain the reciprocal of the divisor.

3inverted is and the reciprocal of 2 is also 3.2

ac back to page 2C, rework the.problem,and seleot the

Correct answer.

9 r)



. .

a.i + a + 1
12 12 12

b. la. -5.
15 15

,

( & .

41. Find the LCD and change the fractions below to
equivalent fractions.

1 1 + 2 ... + + -

"5, 9 81

. ,-5 8 -

_2.a. + ---+
81 81

b. 2a a
40 40

81
42. e rule again far adding and subtracting frac-Thtions.

(1) Change fractions to common denominatorg.
(2) Add or sdbtract numerators. (3) Keep common ,-
denominator. (4) Reduce answers to lowest terms:
At your left and below are the LCD problems from
the last frame. Complete the problems.

a. a+ 1 + a. reduced8 81 81

b.,32. 25.= /
reduced .

.,

40 40
(

6A reduced
81
is

81

.

reduced .

40

40

, .

S

.
.

43. Does it all come back to you nowl Solve this
problem and reduce answer to lowest terms.

.,

1 4. 6 4;1 =
7 14

If your answer is: Go to page:

1 4.:

4
. 14B

1 a .--- ,. 28 , Us' .

12-

Tg 12C .

2
10C7

You eame,from
page 24A.
a. 1 4.

b. 1 F3-

c 13. 32.-6

d. 1 1
4

,

4A.A....bhen Multiplying two or more fraetions, multip17
S

.

.

numewators of the fractions to obtain numerator

of the product. Tb obtain the numerator of the
.

Q

product in the problem il x 2: multiiply ,..:____
3 3', (numbs-2.Y

times
,

.
0 ,.

tiran
,

.

Continue to page 21



Page 20

20A

Very good. WorIç the following problem by subtracting mixed numbers.

Aeduce answer tq lowest term. 16 41- 15 2=
15 5

If yourl'answer is: Go to page:

1 22A
15

15

6

175

canIt be solved

24A

16c

26C

'.20B
. . N

12. .'Good, 1 ?..s correct. Now try one on subtraction and reduce answer

to lowest terms.. ..14.1 _I .
13 39

If your anslier is: , Go to page:

39

22B

'31A

20C

No. 6 -1 is incorrect. Again you forgot to invert the divisor. The
3

6
divisqr 3 is changed to and inverted is 7, Now go foack to page

28B and select another answer.



Page 21

-

.

.

,

45. Like ihe numerator, the denominator of the product.

is obtained by multiplying the denominators of the

fractions. In the problem -ja x .t. 1 'the numerator

o'f tile product is obtained by multiplying

. times and the sdenom-

. inatcr is _obtained-by-multiplying --,
_

times
..

2 x 4

3 x 5

I

,

46. The rule,then,for iultiplying fractions is :

"Multiply numerators of the fractions to obtain

the of the product and multiply the

denominator:s to obtain the of the

product." Solve this problem:

2 x 2 = ,.

.3 5

numerator

denominator

- "_,...
15

,
?-47. The word "of" is sometimes used in place of the

r- multiplication sign "x". - cf 15 = 10 can be
.1

i

written as a x 2:5. = 22 = 10. Solve this probled
3 1 3

and recluce: 4 of 40 = reduced . ,, 8,

200 48. If the problem contains more than two fraCtions,

multiply all the numerators and multiply all the

denominators, Emmple:

8

reduced = 25

-5 x 3 x 7 x 4. - reduck 47

Solve this problem:

i x 4. x ,.i :
reduced =-..5 7 4

.

226 r

on inue to page
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Page 22

22A

8 8 aYou've forgotten the rule on borrowing. 16 6 1537-5 1 -13

15 = 15 -2 = 15 -2

You cannot subtract from -2 so you have to borrow a whole number

(1). 1 = 11,which you now add to the Don't forgei now that you15 15.

borrowed a whole number from-16. Go back to page 20A. Rework the

problem and select the correctansweic

22B

Good. Now for the rule for adding and subtracting mixed numbers:

1. Change fractions to like fractions (LCD). 2. Add/subtract the

fractions. 3. Add/subtract the whole numbers. 4. Reduce answers to

+ 3 and 7 43lowest terms. Example*: 1
1

1 =
3

11_

1 -4.
12

1112

= 4 1
12

= 5 1
4

3
12

4 11
12

Now add these fractions: 7 16+
9

If your answer is:

1 2

LI:211E

6 J. +

3

4

Go to page:

18A

2QA

ri
4 ..*

1



Page 23, :

12
70

reduced
35

49. "Cancellationhis a "short cut" Used in multiplying

fractions. The short cut in multiplying fractions

is called

cancellation 50. 'Cancellation is much the same as reducing. The

first 'step is to select a numerator and denominator

4that can be divided'evenly by the same number. The

4
problem -I x 2:x -A cal be reduced to: x

5 J. 5The next step is to multiply the nuilerators' and the

denominators. 1-x: 24 reduced is 2 Solve
5. a 5 25 25 :

the problem below by canceilation. Silo:xi work.

y I=
7 5

1 1

$ 7 -% 14
2 1

numerator

denominator
(either order)

divided

51, When you' use the cancellation method, the basic

principle is: Dividing both the numerator and the

denominator by the same number does not change the

value of afraction. The value of a fraction is-

not changed when the and the;

are . by the same number.

4.

52. In the problem x the 2 and 8 can be.cancelled

by dividing each.by and the 3 and 15

cancelled. by dividing each by
. The

answer to the problem.4n,is

Continue to page 25'

998
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Page .24.

2I4A

Very pod. The idea here was to see 'if you rem,iber how to borrow.

Solve the addition and subtraction problems below. Answers- must be

in lowest terms.

a.
23..

8

14 1
6

+
7

4

12

2 =
3

2 =12

Go to page 19, F;rame 44,to check answers and continue from there,

24B

5 is the correct answer. Thy one ,more.

5 4. 3 =

If your answer ié: Go to page:

61 29B
7

16
7 30A

7 2BA

229
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3.

1
27)

.
.

.

5 .

.

.

. .,

_26 _2,In the problem 2-9- ,:c
2

the 10 and 50 are13 50 23

cancelled by cliti:ding each by the

,

.13 and 26 are cancelled by dividing each by
.

-- and 7,7,- can be reduced to

Now sollte the proble4showing your cancellation..

13 50 21
.

.

10

1

1

ans.

)3fN .54: Solve the following prOblems,using cancellation
where applicable. Reduce answers to lowest terms.

. .

12 -8 8b. Txx2-7;xy5
, c

.

,
,

-g-
15

a.

1

b.

.,

..1
75

1
-5-.

55.

c.

In order to multiply fractions and mixed numbers,
4,the mixed numbers must be changed to improper
fractions,

1- 1 1Example: 2 - x x 1 - will be 'changed to2 8 3

1 1 .

1, x / x reduced is 11
2 $ 4 4

Z 1

Solve the.following problems,using cancellation
idlere applicable and reduce answers to lowest.
termss

)

.

a. j lx51x-1= ,.

3

1 1 2
b.. 4 - x 3 -x 2 - =2. 3

,
1 .

-4
Continue to page 27
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rage 26

26A

not quite. is'an improper fraction and for the answtr.to-be completely:7

correct (lowest terms),you must ngw change your answer to a mixed number.

Return to-page.28B, recheck your work,and reduce answer to lowest terms.

v

4,

26B -

,

4 or 4 is incorrect. 'You obtqined the reciprocal of the.
.

7
., . ( . 1

di-ridend. You're to obtain the-reciprocal of the divisor
,

and then-proceed as in mulAplication. Now go to Page 2C,

rework the problem4'and seledt the correct answer.

26C

You've forgotten the rule on borrowing; True,you can't subtract45 -2
15

from 16 8 unless you borrow. .Why not take one (1), from 16'and add the15

Xractiia.15. to La? Now you can subtract,Lut don't forget the one (1)15 15

you borroweld. Go loack to page. 20A, rework the problimoand select another

answer. V.

V.

231
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a. -16.;
2

b. 33 2
4

c. 60 .

-

,

.

so

,

d

,

,
, . . -.

56, Solve the i'loblerds below, canc Lling,where.,, ,
, .. .

.

,

applicrable,and reduce:Artswers to'lowest- terns. ,-*
a. 2.'" of 2 1 = :,

. 5 8 .

\),
(44%. 3 x 2 5- =

,
) '

c. of 24=
. .

_

1
.2 1 1 _ rd. 2 3 4x 5

a. 1 &de.
40

b. '5 1

,.

.c. 4'

d. 10 1

..

-,

,

,

.

,

.

57. Dividing conron fractions requires two steps:

Itcample: i A ii :."

Dividend f -' Divisor ,

(1) Obtain 'reciprocal of divisor 3.
(invert .divisor) T.

, °( 2) Multi y the dividend b'y the
_; 2 x- 3 :,.. 6.-reciti ocal of the divisor

\'77 1 Viheri 2 S._

.
i

,

6 '''

7 ,

.
.

, .

?'

1

.

,

5 .:' FLU in the ,steps to firxl. i, + i . r
.

."-(1) Obtain reciprocal or divisor
t(invert the' divisor). '.......4.....dj ,(2) 'Multiply the ,dividend by the_ ...:. , .
reciprocal of the divisgr.

; .4-...v.Theh I 4'2. -
.9 4 - . ,.

..

L .

3 '
9 ,3,---

20 .. .

' .
.

, ,

I. ,.,

.. 4
.,.

' f.../59., Solve this problem: --1 4 a- -,10 4
If your ansvT.s: ,.' CTO'f*:page:.

2 ..
.. __ 5- . , ,

2.
. , . -40 . ' , .: 49 ;,.' '':.-.;',,,,.;.,
... 4 H

. 12 '-,.
.

, .

, . .
- . . "'i

5,-.

a

4'

-

, , o.
",

; 4.
. ;

,a32 -7

,



Page 28

It!

28A,

7 unacceptable becSuse answers will always be reduced to their

lowest terms. Return)to'page 2413 and select the correct answer that

is in its lowest terms.

2pB

jj is correct.

Dividing with mixed numbers requires tl.iree steps: (1) Change the mixed

number or mixed numbers to improper fractions. (2rObtain the reip-
ocal

.

of the diVisor (invert divisor). (3) multiply the

ividend by the reciprodal of the_ divisor.
,

5 1Tx;y .this problem: z- 1
6

If your answer is: . Go to page:

200.

26A,

-233
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Page 29

.29A

.Not.quite rie;ht. you must no,t have concealed the 3'5 after'
.4

ohtaining.the reciprocal of the divisOr and you haven't

reduced to the lowest terms. Go back to .page

and ooirect.your mistake. Then select the correct adswer.

t

'N

'29B

6
1 is correct. Divide the following kractions and -reduce answers to

,
lowest termss

I + =
8 4

.70 PAGE 308 TO CHLCK YOUR AN5j1.2.

234
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Page 30

30A

No! Does it sound reasonable that 3 is contained in 5
7

16 and i times 2 You forgot to optain the reciProcal of the'
7

divisor before you 'multiplied. Go back to page 24B, invert

the-dtvisor, nultiply, and then select the, correct answer.

3bB

1 11Answers from page 29B: a. b. 3 0.
5 27

d.

4

If you had any- answers other than.those abovelyou must rework the problem(s

.on page 29B. When you've gotten all correct, solve these problems;

A

5 9 =
3 9

5 3-x2 lx
5 4

GO TO PAGE 32A TO CHECK YOUR Amums.



4

S.,

Fag.01

31A
_

Nev'er! The only way you could have arrived at this answer was to have

reduced the numerator and not the denominator.
Return to page 20B, work

the problem again,and select the correct answer.

.17



Flip; 32

e...

32A

Answers from page 30B:

ab. 56 c. 39 d. 1

If irou missed any problem,you must rework and recheck. After all

problems are correctoread the rules p.gain that are on the pages

listed belovr and then go.to page 32g.

,Problem: ,Go.to page:

a. (division) 2Big*

b. (multiplication) 25, Frame 55

c. (addition) 29R

d,. (subtraCtion and
borrowing) 22A

After you've'read the rules again,go to page 3213.

323

ip1eteci_theLPrograinme4 Lessnn on fractions. For s,me, the

program was just a review; for others0.it has been a process of

learning,

A SELF-TEST ON FRACTIONS COMMENCES ON PAGE 33.,



Page 33

SELFTeST ON FRACTIONS

3. Identify the proper fractions, the inproper fractions,and the mixednumbers in the faldwing list by placing a "P° by the proper fractions,an HIH by the improper fractions,and a Hflm,by the mixed numbei7.

Continue to page 34



. Page 34

, Reduce the followinc fractions to their lowest terms;

la
81

't.

f.

6. Solve the following ADDITION and SUBTRACTION problems. Reduce
answers to lowest terms.

0

1 1
7'+ 2

a

b.

c,

2

7 3

.f. =
8 4

a.,

7. Multiply the following fractions, cancelling where applicable.
Reduceolnswers to loumst terms.

a. x
4 .5

2 _
b. 4 x 5

3 4 3

d 8-.of 16 =
-1

Divide'the following fractions, cancelling where applicable. Reduce
answers to lowest terms.

.

a; =11'
8 1

b..

C. ,4 f4a2
Answers to Self-Test on
page i in front of text
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Department of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard.Air -Forcq Base, Texas

CONCRETE MIXTURES

OBJECTIVE

33
SG 3ABR55233 -II-1'

. 3 March 19'75
';`)

To help you in learning the properties of cement and concrete mixtures and the
importance of gbod materials and proper proportioning to obtain a finished product of
the highest quality.-

INTRODUCTION -

Concrete is one of the most useful building materials ever developed by man. It
is strong, long-lasting, fairly cheap to use, and easy to handle. Huge dams, bridges,
skyscrapers, roads and runways are Wile& concrete.

/ -

Each of us has an idea of what cement is. We also have an idea of what concrete
is. But do we know what the properties of cemept are? Also, do we know how to mix
quality concrete &obtain a finished product of the highest quality that will present the
least amount of maintenance.

This study guide covers the following main topics:

CONCRETE INGREDIENTS

WATER-CEMENT RATIO

CONCRETE ADDITIVES
14,

FACTORS AFFECTING COliCRETE STRENGTH

INGREDIENTS OF STANDARD MIXES

METHODS OF PREPARING A STANDARD CONCRETE MIX
SLUMP TEST

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

INFORMATION r%

CONCRETE INGREDIENTS

Concrete is a mixturi of Portland cement and water mixed to a paste that' coats
and binds the fine and coirse (aggregates) materials together, in a rocklike mass.

Cement

What is cement? A definition of cementis a inateriaLlbat_binds_two_or_more_
things together.

What is Portland cement? We know it is the material used in miadng concrete.
In 1824, Joseph Adpdin took out a patent in Portland, England for the manufacture of

242 '
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b.n improved cement. To this he gave the name portland cement. In 1875,, D. 0.
Saylor, here in the United States, and after many experiments and trials, produced . .

true Portland cement, as we know it today.

TYpES OF CEMENT. Portland cement.(nlanufactured in the United States) derives #
.

its name from Portland, England,_ where the process for making it originated.._This_ _..........
ei... cement is available in five different types, ranging from Type I to Type V. Cement is

available by the barrel, weighing 376 pounds and is equal to 4 sacks in volume, one
sack weighing 94 pounds.

Type I

Type

Type III

Normal Portland cement is most generally used for pavements, side-
walks, buildings, ridges, and masonry-units. When used for pave-
ments, a total of 28 days must elapse before it is opened_to traffic.

Modified Portland cement generates less heat during hydration than
Type I and is used for structures of considerable size.

High-early-strength Portland cement is used when high strength is
desired, at a'very early period. In cold weather construction the time
required for protection against freezing is reduced. Type III cement
is manufactured so it attains normal 3-day strength in 1 day,
strength in 3 days, and 28-day strength in 7 days. This is illustrated
in figure 1. The evolution of heat during hydratio% is also accelerated.
Ndrmally, this cement is not used in large-scale operations since it
is more expensive than ordinary Portland cement.

Type IV Low-heat Portland cement generates a relatively small amount of
heat while hydrathig. It is intended for use in lint masses of con-
crete such as large dams.

Type V Sulphate-resistant Portland cement is intended for use where the con-
crete will be in contact with soil or water of high alkali content.

STORAGE OF CEMENT.' The
method by which cement is stored can
be an important factor in maintaining
concrete of consistent mixtures. There-
fore, store the material according to
specifications. Sacked cement which is
to be stored for a long period of time
should be placed in a near airtight
warehouse or shed. The floor of the
shed-shotdd-be-above-the-dbund-and-all
cracks in the wall séaIsStlld
be stacked close together to reduce air
circulation. 'The sacks of cement
should be stored on a raised floor away
from the walls. A suitable temporary
storage shed is shown in figure 1. Note
that the tarpaulin extends over the
edge of the platform to prevent rain
from collecting on the platform and

^

Figure 1. Cement Stored Under a.
Tarpaulin
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, thereby reaching the bottom sacks. Cement which does not Arne 4nto contact with
moist air will retain its quality indetinitely. Cement which has been stored for a long
period of tithe may develop what is known as warehouse pack. This condition results
from tight packing;-however, the cement retains its quality. Warehouse pack can be
corrected.,by rolling the sack on the floor. At the time of use, cement ehould be free-fbwingand free of lumps. If the lumps are hard to break up, the cement should be
tested to determine its suitability.

-Water for Concrete

Wale whiChis see foi 6' :nikiiiiis siteWiiiii iiiiicie0. Hbwever, water
which is not potable (fit for drinking) may still be satisfactory for making concrete.
If there is a reason to suspect the suitability of the water supply, tests may be runon mortar made with the suspected water., Normally, the tests are made on the
mortar at the age of 28-days but in emergenties a test may be run after 24 hours,
with a confirming test made at 7 days. If the engineer finds that the mortar madewith the test water is at least 90 percent a's strong as mortar made with water knownto be practically re, the water is considered usable. Water containingstrong acid oralkaline inorganic lts are not acceptable. Seawateris sometimes used for mixing

''-<concrete and with sat sfactory results.. Tests have shown that seawater gives com-pressive strengths from 10 to 20 percent lower than fresh water. This reduction in-strength may be' corrected by using-somewhat less mixing water and somewhat more
c'l

cement. There is no evidence available indicating that the use of seawater for mix-
ing promotes deterioration of concrete. f

,.._

I'Agg k e gat e
,

.
,.

.Concrete aggregates are strong and durable materials "which constitute the major
s

bulk of the concrete. They should consist of clean, uncoated particles having a good_ distrilnition between size limits. Materials commonly used as conerbte aggregates
are natural sands and gravels, crushed rock, crushed slag, or other similar materials.
Most concrete consists of 68 to 78 percent aggregate. Q- -

HARMFUL SUBSTANCES. Normally aggregates ar e rejected or repossessed if
they contain soft, friable, thin, flaky, elongated, or laminated_particles, totaling
more than 3 percent by weight. Silt and fines should be hétd between the limits of3 and 10 percent passing a No: 100 sieve. If all of these types of materials are
present, their combined amount may not exceed 5 percent by weight of the combined
aggregate. Clay, silt, and rock dust are very harmful because they: reduce the strength
and durability of conciete. They reduce strength and durability by inhibiting the
proper bond between the cement anciaggregate particles.

GRADATION. Gradation of aggregate is a Major factor in the workability, water
requirement, and-strength of concrete. Normally, the maximum size of aggregate .should mot exceed 2 inches, and the largest particles. should not be ov.er one-third
the pavement.thickhess. Fine aid coarse aggregate are normallyseparated-by the
No. 4 sieve. Those_passin0hTough_the--NO.-4-sieve-a-re-olassified-as-fine-a-ggregates ,and those remaining are coarse aggregates. The fine and coarse aggregates are-- ----handled-separately-to permitadjusthrg-the-proportibn of- eath-to produce a dense andworkable mixture.

3
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The gradation or particle size of-aggregate is determined by'a sieve analysis.
The suggested standard sieves used for this purpOse are listed below.

,_,

Fine Aggngates Coarse Aggregates

4
LO

20
30
40
60

100
200

3 inches
1-1/2-inches
3/4 inchei

' 3/8 inches
44

Other requirements for aggregateare shownin figure 2.

Type AggregIte Requirements Sieve Size

Fine Aggitgate
(sand)

Hard

Strong ',

Subrounded
or Cubical

Pass 44

Retained on-4200

Coarse Aggregate
(gravel)

.

.,..7,--.

Pass 3 inch,

Retained on 44

_

. _

Durable

-Well Graded

Clean

Figure 2. Aggregate Size and Requirements

Figure 3 shows how a well-graded coarse aggregate looks aftek being separated
into thresizes. From left to right in'the separated aggregate: 3/4" to 1," 1/2" to
3/4, '' 3/84 to 1/2; " and 1/4" to 3/8." Note how smaller pieces fit in among larger

_ rs in the mixed aggregate. _ _

1

4
TT,

4
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a

I

Fipre 4 is-a sample of well-graded sand before and after separating into various

...

eft

a ii-or,*

.e .

et
\ -1

..t.

fighre 3. Well-Graded Coarse Aggregate

sizes. Particles vary from fine to those just passingAe4(. 4 sieve.

,

4

CIO-057C

Figure 4., Well-G:raded Sand

at.

STOCKPILES. Normajly aggregate is storedin stockpiles builtup In laygrs of
tinitorm thickness,' Stockpile buildups should beperformed in a manner which.prevent8
the seplration Of the large and small particles. Every batch 014 aggregate which comes
to the mi er should be of theasarne composition and cphSistency. Therefore, stock-
pllès.-,1i6uld not be ft)rmed hthigh cone.shapes^ or allowed to run down slopes because
t causes separation. Aggregate should be,pliced lay.ers and-in-individual-units--
not larger than one truckload. Dmp, fine aggregate has less tendency to .segregaie
than drY, fine aggregate. To further prevent,separation, never allow aggregate, to.
free-fall from the conveyor belt ahd make the haul distances as short as possible. If
tatching equipment is used, some pf the-atgregat wili be stored in bins. Bins should
be loaded by allowing the material to fall vertically over the outlet. Chuting the

/.

.
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Material at ad angle apinst the side of the bin capses segregation of particles.
Correct and incorrect Fiethods of storing aggregate are shown in figure 5.

UNIFORM AMU'
CENT Hi-

SE PARA TION

1=27.
WIN D

/.

RIQHT

RIGHT

WRONG

WRONG

Figure 5. Methods of Handling Aggregate

WRONG

PHYSICAL PROPER:TIES, 'Specific gravity, absorption, and moisture con.tent of
aggregate are the important properties considered in designing concrete mixes. The
specific gravity is used to determine the voids in the component. The average spEcific
gravity of sand, gravel, and4.110etterite- is 2. 65; the average value for granite is ab)ul,
2.70; and for traprock, abOut 2. 95. The personnel responsible for making tfie test, of
specific gravity and absorption of aggregate should follow the procedure outlined in
"Design and Control of Concrete Mixtures," published by the Portland Cement
Association.

The absorption capability and moisture content are used to obtain the water
cement ratio. The absorption capability is also used to detect poft aggregate. Trap-
rock and granite absorb water to the extent of about 1/2 percent of its dry weight;
good average sand, gravel, 4ad limestone absorb about 1 percent; and porous sand-
stone absorbs about 7 percenr° In very light, porous aggregate, the absorption ma y
be as high as 25 percent. .Aggregate which absorbs more than 1 and 1, 2 percent bv
weight, after 24 hours submergence in water at 70°F, is checkea for durability by
comparative freezing and thawing tests if it is to be used in an area where freezing
.occurs.

COMPOSITION. The abrasion resisting medium in concrete is the aggregate.
Traprogk, gravel, and granite are usually the best materials for coarse aggregate
and natural sands are better for fine aggregate.

s,
217
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ORGANIC IMPURITIES. Natural sands 'sometimes contain organic materials which
are detrimental to the hardening of concrete and should be tested to determine the
amount. Two methods of testing for organic content can be used on the job. One test
iS known as the quart jar method. This method is accomplished by placing 2 inches
of sand in a quart jar and adding water
until the jar is about three-quarters
full. This mixture must be vigorously
shaken for 1 minute and allowed to
stand fOr 1 hour. If more than 1/8
inch layer of silt forms on the surface'
of the sand, the silt content is too high.
See figure 6. Sand containing excessive
silt must be discarded or washed to
remove the silt. Small amounts of
sand can be successfully washed on a
device similar to the one shown in
figure 7.

BANK RUN GRAVEL. Sand and
gravel suitable for concrete often are.
found as bank run gravel. This means
the natural mixture of sand, gravel,
and.stone as it comes from a gravel
bank.

CLEATS
x 4",
x 8"

15' METAL STRAP TO
FASTEN SCREEN

SAND'

I

C18.051A

Figure 6. Quart Jar Method of
Determining Silt Content of Sand

1" x

GARDEN
HOSE

16 MESH SCREEN
PLAN OF SCREEN

SHOWING CLEATS

BOARD
PLATEORM

cio-oss

Figure 7. Device for Washing Sand and Gravel with,High Silt content

Bank run gravel, however, is rarely found in the proper mixtur of sizes to make
the best quality concrete; therefore, it is usuallY necessary to scr en itinto two sizes.
Gravel not larger than 1 1/2 inch in diameter is suitable for most construction.

-Occasionally, for thick foundations and pther heavy sections,Aarger stone can be used
to advantage. However, the larger stones are likely to zrove troublesome in thin
sections like water'tank walls and thin foundatAons. W4here big stones occur in large
number in bank run gravel, it is advisable to screen the material first over a 1 1/2-
inch screen. Material failing to pass this screen is discarded. Material passing
through the 1 1/2-inch screen should then be shoveled over a No. 4 screen. That
part passing through the No. 4 screen is the sand and material remaining is gravel.

7
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Frequently this aggrt gate (sand and gravel) is not clean enough for use until it
is washed to remove silt, clay, or other materials detrimental to good concrete mix-
tures. Since clean aggregates are so essential to quality concrete. washing is well
worth the effort.

WATER-CEMENT RATIO-

The amount of water to use when mixing concrete is of critical importance. If
too much water is used. it will evaporate and leave undesirable voids in the concrete.
Water used for concrete is usually expressed in terms of gallons per sack of cement.
This ratio may also be expressed as the ratio of the weight of the sack of cement. F,,r
example, if 50 pounds of water per sack of cement is used and the weight of one sack
of cement it 94 pounds, tl.e Water-cement ratio is 50/94 or 0 53. However, the
amount of water to be used will be given in gallons per sack of cement in this study
auide

CONCRETE ADDITIVES

There are several agonts which can be added to concrete to make it wo easier.
set faiter, and resist fret zing and thawing better. The most important the e agents
is the addition of calcium ,..-hloride and air-entrainment agents.

Calcitan Chloride

The addition of calcium chloride (a crystalline compound used in its dry state as a
drying agerit) to a concrete mix accelerates the rate of hardening. This is an added
advantage in cold weather operations because the period during which the concrete
must be protected from freezing is shortened. However, if used in warm
there is the probability of flash set (rapid hardening of the concrete). There are two
types of calcium chloride: flake and pellet. Two percent of the flake type or 1. 6
perceht of the pellet type (by the weight of the cement used) is generally the maximun .
amount to use. When you use the flake type, approximately 2 pounds of calcium
chloride per sack of cement is-recommended.

Lime

In concrete, lime functions as a plasticizer, making the concrete easier to place.
reducing honeycombing, and improving the watertightness and appearance of the
finished concrete. Lime is also added as a coating on metal reinforcement for con-
crete and masonry to improve its resistance to corrosion.

Air'-entraining

Air-entrained cement is any cemenein which an air-entrainment has been
incorporated. This is done by blending the agents with the cement during manufactur-
ing or adding them at the mixing site. If mixed at the site, the agent is added to the
miking water. Manufactured air-entraining cements are indicated by letter "A"' in
the type number (Type IA. Type IIA, Type II1A, etc.). Concrete mdde With this
cement contains billions of extremely small entirely separated air bubbles per cubic ,

'foot of the concrete and these bubbles act very similarly to sand. The air volume is
approximately 4 percent of the total volume. The presence of these air bubbles
makes the concrete more resistant to freezing action. Although some reduction of
strength results from the entrainment of air, this reduction is somewhat offset by

8
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reducing the water cement ration. In other. -at least one-half gallon lesa
water per sack qf cement can be mixed and still maintain the same workability. Air-
entrainnient is especially useful or pavement construction in severe climates where
there is exceptional expostre to weathering, particularly the freezing and thawing
cycles. The difference in types of cement Fin be shown in fOure 8.
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FACTORS AFFECTING CONCRETE STRENGTH

Each particle of aggregate is completely surrounded by cement-water paste ahd
the spaces between the particles are completely filled with the paste 31 the .concrete is
completely mixed, This paste binds the aggregate into a soli4 mass and the strength
of the concrete primarily depends upon the strength of the paste. The binding
properties of the paste are due to chemical reaction (hydration) between the cement
and water. All of the materials muit be correctly proportioned to obtain the chemical
reaction necessary to produce, good concrete.

Compressive strength is the ability of a concrete,slab to resist a crushing force
and flexural strength is the ability to resist a breaking force.

The strength of concrete increases with time as shown in figures 9 and 10. These
fig-ures also show the compressive and flexural strength-time relations for concrete.

Table 1 'gives the quantity of Water to be used for concrete of a given strength.
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1

Gallons of water per
sack of cement 4 5 6 7 8

Probable average 7-
day strength in PSI 4,4Crer 3,500 2,800 2,200 . 1.800

PrObable average 28-
*day strength in PSI 6,000 5, 000 4,000- 3,300 2.800

Table 1. Relation Between Mixing Water and the
Compressive Strength of Concrete ,

A safety factor of 15 percent should be allowed when selecting the water contc at
required. If 2,800 'pounds per square inch conerete at 28 days is required. a watt2r
content corresponding to a strength of 3,200 pounds per square inch should be seI.cted.
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. INGREDIENTS OF STANDARD CONCRETE MIXES

The ingredients of a standard concrete mix are one part cement, two parts sand,
and three,parts gravel (1;2:3), with six gallons of water. This ratio is measuted by
volume. A trial or design mix is' made by wept.

A baotcerneat weighs 94.pounds and contains one cubic foot. A gallon of water
weighs a. 33 pounds; one cubic foot contains 7.5 gallons.
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METHODS OF PREPARING STANDARD MDCES

Mixing

The objective of mixing is to insure that the aggregateis well distributed through-
out'the concrete and each particle is fully coated with2 film-of cement paste. Con, rete
niay 'be ,mixed by hand or in a mixer. The mixing should be done as close to the po.nt
where the'concret5 is to be used.

ndrzi4ing

Mixing concrete b hand can best
be done in a mortar box, (figure 11) or
oga tight wo.oden platfixm which will

inot leak nor absorb water from the con-'
crete. A measuring device (pail,
measuring box, figure 12, shovel or
'wheelborrow) can be used to obtain
the correct amount of s.tnth

To handthix concrete, the sand
"--s4ould be uniformly in the center of the-

platform. Next, the amount of cement
shotild be uniformly spread over the
sand. .The sand and cement should
then be thoroughly mixed with a mortar
hoy, figtrre 13. When the ingredients .

are well mixe'd 9 t the combination is bf
uniform gray color, free trom streaks.
Teen the coarse aggregate should be

,-0, measured and mixed with the saild and' cement-until it is well distributed in the
mass. At least three or four complete
turnings are necessary to properly
distribtite the aggregate in the ingredients.

After the dry ingreaients are
completely-mixed, a depression is'
made in the center of the pile to hold water. A specified amountof water is measured
3nds1ow1y poured into the depression as shovelsful of the ingredients are turned into
the water. Then the remainder of the water is added and the ingredients are mixed
until the conCeefe has the proper pfaS-titity.

Figure 11

TM.001

Figure 13

Machine Mixing
1

A concrete miixer is beat suited for mixing concrete for large jobs. A manually
charged mixer should have the-dry materials measured into the hopper and about 10
pelicent of the water into the mixer, drum. As the dry ingredients are', poured into the
drum, approximately 80 percent of the water should be adqd along with them. After
all of the other ingredients are in the drum, the remaining 10 percent of the water is
added to the mix., The length of time concrete should be mixed varies with different
mixers. Specifications usually require concrete to be mixed a minimum time of 1,
minute fox thefirst cubic yard and an additional 15 seconds for each 4dditiolaal

12
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(ILone-half cubic yard. However, the manufacturer's Or technical order instructionsregarding the operation of a specific machine should be followed.

SLUMP TEST

Consistency

A concrete mix with a fluid consistency flows easily into forms and aroundreinforcing steel. A stiff concrete mix does not flow readily and usually requiresadditional labor or special equipment to ce it. Immediately fter being mixed,concrete should be plastic, neither fluid nor stiff.

The means of measuring consistency is the slump test. To perform this test,concrete mix is placed in a cone-shaped form and rodded or tamped. -After the con-crete is tamped and the form is rertioved. the concrete slumps to a position ofequilibrium. The amount of slump is then measured in the marer illustrated infigure 14.

rigure 14. Slump Test

The greater the measured slump, the more flitid is the mix. The concrete shouldhave no more slump than necepary to enable the placing'crew to place it. If moreslump is needed, it should be obtained by reducing the amount of sand and coarseaggret;ate rather thait adding mpre water. The normalor standard concrete mix isbased on the 1:2:3 with 6 gallons of water. That is, 1 part cement (1 bag or 1 cu ft),-2 parts fine aggregates, 3 parts coarse aggregates and 6 gallons of water per sack.This mixture will yield a sump of a maxinium of 3 inches and the minimum of 2 inches.
Workability refers to the ease with which a c rtain concrete mix can be placed ira particular position. However, this term has eparate use. FOr example, a concrE tecontaining large aggregate particles with a stif consistency would be workable in alarge mass, but would not be working in a. th4iyall with closely spaced reinforcing-bars.Table 2 lists the recommended slumps for v ous types of construction.

'!"
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TABLE 2
Recommended Slumps for Various Types of

Construction*

Type of Construction Slump in inches,

;Maximum Ivlinimum -
-

Reinforced foundation walls
and footings

Plain footings, caissons, and
.substructure walls

' Slabs, beams, and reinforced
. walls

Building' columns
Pavements
Heavy mass construction

4

4 -
5
5
3

3

1

1

2
2
2

....
1

*When high-!reduency vibrators are to be used, the table values ,

should be reduced by one-third. ./
Trial Mix

Aside from producing a material having the required strength, durability, and
watertightness, economy is the important factor in designing concrete mixes. As
much fine and coarse aggregate as possible should be used, since this material it
cheaper than- cement. The trial-mix method of obtaining the proper amounts of tine
and coarse aggregate to be combined with each-sack of cement should be used. In
most cases, the required strength of concrete has been established by the engineer
responsible for the design of the project. The compressive strength of concrete
made with various amounts of water- was given in Table 2. The amount of water
selected includes free water present in the aggregate plus, water,added at the mixer.

,

Select the required-slump from Table 3 if the designer has not furnished this
information. The amount of slump required. will vary with the type of construction.
Thin members and those which contain large amounts of reinforcing steel require
more fluid or plastic mixes than do large masses of concrete with ,little reinforcing
steel. Selecting the proper slump is important since it affects the amount of aggregate
to be used and the amount of,labor required to place the concrete.

When using,any new combinations of fine and coarse aggregate, trial mixes should
be made to determine the amount of each to be used per sack of cement. I,n small or

i=-unimportant- work, an arbitrary mix of 1 part cement, 2 1/2' parts sand, and 3 1 2
parts gravel (12 1/2:3 1/2) may be used. However, the amount Of aggregate will
vary with the water cement ratio previously decided upon.

The percentage of water by weight which aggregate will absorb varies. *The
approximate quantity in gallons of surface water or free (unabsorbed) water carried
by a cubic foot of average aggregate.is as, follows:

1
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/,
Maximum Water. Materials for I batch in 14-cubic- Yield Unit quantities of materials for I

size cement Proportions foot mixer. UM ming average (cu. It. of cubic yard of concrete
of rano Slump Proportions by volume damp materials 'Is' concrete Cement Weight Volume

coarse (U.S. (Inches) by dry (dry-corn- Water Cement Fine Coarse per I bag (94 lb. (damp) (damp _loose)
aggregate gal. per weight pacted) (U.S. (94 lb. (cu. ft. ) (cu.ft. ) batch) sacks) Fine Coarse Fine Coars

sack gal.) sacks)
. (tons) (tons)' (cu. yd.) (cu. yd.)

1/2 to 1 I 2.0 3.1 1 1.7 2.8 9.7 3 6.1 8. 9 4.07 6. 64 0.65 0.99 0. 51
..

0.73
5 3 to 4 I 1.7 2.5 1 I. 5 2.2 14. I 4 7. 2 9.3 3.56 7.59 .A3 .91 .49 , 67

5 to 7 1 1.4 2.0 I 1.2 1. 8 15. 2 4 5.7 7.,6 3,11 8.68 .60 . 83 .47 . 61

1/2 to 1 1 2.2 3.4 1 I. 9 3.0 10.7 3 8.9 9.5 4.40 6.14 .66 1.00 . 51 .73
5 1/2 3 to 4 I 1.9 2.9 1 1.6 2.6 11.5 3 5.8 8.3 3.95 6.83 .64 .95 .50 . 70

510 7 I 1.6 2.3 I 1.4 2.1 16.4 4 6. 8 8.9 3.50 7 71 .60 .85 .47 .62
1/2 to 1 1 2. 573.8 1 2.2 3.4 11.4 3 7.9 10.9 4.92 5.48 :67 1.00 ''. 52 .73

6 3 to 4 1 2. 2 3.4 1 1. 9 3.0 12:2 3 6.9 9.6 4.47 6.03 .65 . 98 . 51 .72

I inch
5 to 7 I 1.9 2. 8 I I. 6 2. 5 13.1 3 5.8 8.0 3.95 1 6.83 .64 .92 . 50 .67

1/2 to 1 I 2. 8 4. I f 2.4 3.7 '8.1 2 5. 8 7.9 5.32 5. 07 .70 1.00 . 54 .73
.
6 1/2 3 to 4 I 2. 5 3.7 1 2.1 3.3 13.1 3 7.6 16), 5 - 4.86 5. 55 .68 .98 . 53 .72

5 to 7 1 2. 2 3.3 1 1,9 3.0 13.7 3 6.9 9.6 4. 54 5.95 .64 . 94 . 50 . 69

. , 1/2 to I I 3.0 4. 3 1 2.6 3.9 8.8 2 6. 3 ' 8. 3 5, 63 4, 80 .70 1.00 . 54 .13
7 3 to 4 1 2. 7 4. 0 1 2. 3 3. 6 9, 3 2 5, 5 7. 6 5, 24 5. 15 .. 68 . 99 . 53 . . 72

5 to 7 1 2. 4 3. 6 1 2.1 3. 2 14.7 , 3 7. 6 10:2 4,86 5. 55 '''' .65 .96 . 51 .70' 1/2 to 1 1 3.4 4. 9 1 2, 9 4.4 10. 2 2 7,0' 9.4 6, 29 4. 30 .72 1.01 . 56 . 74
8 3 to 4 I 3.1 4.7 I 2.7 4. 2 10.5 2 6. 5 8. 5 1.04 .4. 47 . 68 I. 01 . 53 . 74

ti; 7 1 2. 8 4.4 1 2.4 3,9 11.0 2 5, 8 8. 3 5: 64 4. 79 . 66 I. 01 . 51 .74

1/2 to I I- 2. 0 3.7 I 1.7 3.3 9.3 3 6. 1 10. 5 4.40 6, 13 . 60 1. 06 . 47 .78
5 3 I" 4 1 I. 7 3, 0 1 I. 5 2. 7 ., 10. 2 3 5, 4 8, 6 3, 88 6. 96 . 58 L 00 . 45 .73 ,

5 to 7 1 11 2, 5 1 1.2 2. 2 14.8 4 5.7 9.3 3.36 8.00 .55 .96 .43 .70

I /2 to 1 I 2.3 3.9 I 2.0 3. 5 10.1 3 7.2- 11.1 4.79 5. a .64 I. 06 . 50 .78
5 I /2 3 to 4 I 2.0 3.4 1 1.7 3.0 11.1 3 6.1 9.6 4. 30 6. 28 .61 1.03 .47 .70

5 to 7 I 1.7 2.9 1, I. 5 2.6 11.7 3 5.4 8. 1 , 3.88 , 6.96 .58 . 97 .45 .71

I/2 to:I I 2.6 4.4 1 2.1 3.9 7, 3 2.. . 5.3 8.3 5'. 24 '5.15 :65 1.06 . 51 .78
6 3 to 4 I 2,2 3.8 I 1.9 3.4- Ii.9 3 6. 9 10.-6 '4,73 5.70 , .62 I. 04 :48 .76,

, 51417 I 2. 0 3.4 r 1.3 3.0 12.6 3. 6.1 9,6 4. 34 6, 22 .61 1.01 .44 .74'
1 inches

I 2 to 1 1 2.8 4.1 1 2.4 4:2- 7.9 2 5. 8 8.-9 5.64 4, 80 , 66 1.07 . 51 .79
6 1 ,2 3 to 4 1 2. 5 4. 2 I 2. I 3,8 8. 5 2 5. I 8.1 5. 18 5. 21 ,64 1.05 .50 , 77 ..

6' to 7 I 2. 2 3. 8 1 1.9 3. 4 13.4 3 6.9 108 4. 80 5. 02 . 61 I. 03 .47 . 76

1 /2 to 1 1 3.0 5.0 1 2. 6 4. 5 8. 5 2 6. 3 9. 5 6.03 4.48 .-66 1.07 i . 51 .79
7 3 to 4 I 2.7 4. 5 1 2, 3 4.0 9.1 2 5. 5 8.5 5. 51 4. 90 .64 1.05 , 50 .77

5 to 7 I 2.4 4.1 1 2. 1 3. 7 9. 5t.---
9. 9

2 5. I 7.9 5. 18 5. 21 .61 I. 03 - .47 .711 -

r 2 to 1 I 3,4 5.5 I 2.9 4.9 '
.

2 7.0 10.4 6. 62 4. 07 .08 1.07 .53 .79
5 3 to 4 I 3.1 5. I 1 2.7 4. 6 ' 10.3 2 . 6. 5 ' 9.8 ti. 29 4. 30 .65 1.05 ,5I . TI

5 to 7 1 2. 8 4. 6 1 2. 4 4. 1 16. 9 2 5.8 8.7 5.77 4.-615 .64 1.03 . 50 .46

Table 3. Iroperties, Batch Quantities; and Unit Quantities tor Concrete Mixes



Very wet sand 3/4 to 1

Moderateli wet sand about 1/2

. Moist sand 1..f about 1/4

Moist gravel or crushed rock about 1/4

The water in damp sand forms a film on the grains, fluffing them apart to anextent much greater than.the actual volume of the sand. This bulking is greater at amoisture content of about 6 percent of dry weight at which value the bulking may be,as much as 20 or even 30 percent of the dry volume. Additional water packs the sandland decreases the bulking'. Sand has about tIle same volume When completely floodedas it has when meathured dry and loose. Bulking is allowed for when, measuring sandby volume and is determined by tests if necessary. However, the effect of moistureon the volume of coarse aggregate is negligible.:

Allowing for free water and bulking, trial batches (1/10 sack of cement mixed byham) or full-size mixtrr batches are made. The proportions for the first trial mixfor he rcluiredwater-te,nent ratio and selected slump are given in Table 3.

Aggregate proportions'should be adjusted to give the desired workability withoutchanging the water-cement ratio, If the first batch looks and haricils like good con-crete and it is readily workable, small increases in the coarse aggregate can be triedto reduce the cement demand. If th,...z inixt,.:re is too nari-1,, too dry, or otherwiseunwc.rkable, adjustments are made in the fine or coarse aggregate approaching theproportions given for the next greater slump.

The following is given as an illustrative example ,of aggregate proportions:

A 2-saCk batch using 1 inch maximum size aggregate. water cement ratio of 7gallons per sack, slump of 3 to 4 inches, and dry compacted volumetric proportionsof 1:2,3:3.6 is selected for trial. Batch quantities for 1 batch in a 14 cubic foot mixerare:

Water . 9.3 gallons

Ceinent 2 sacks

Fine aggregate 4

5.5 cubic feet (damp-loose)

-Coarse aggregate 7.6 cubic feet (damp-loose)

These quantities were taken from Table 3 under the column headed "Materialsfor 1 batch in 14-cubic foot mixer, assuming average damp materials." The quantitieslisted inthis column are based on the following assumptions: Moderately wet sandCarrying 1 2 gallon of free moisture per cubic foot with damp-loose volume 1.20times the dr compacted volume; moist gravel carrying'l 4 gallon of free moistureper cubi ot ith damp-loose volume of 1,06 times dry-compacted volume. Waterquantities e been adjusted for the moisture carried by the aggregate. The amount
shown is/to be added to the mixer. fratch quantities are for whole number of sacks otcement tO give a bateh quantity not greaterIM 14 cubic feet.
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Some of the safety rules td observe when working with cement, concrete m s. or
concreting equipment are as follows:

Do not stack cement more than eight bags in height.

Do not lift a bag of cement without assistance.

Wear goggles and clothing which covers as much of your body as possible.

Wear goggles when chipping hardened concrete from mixers and tools.

All mixers will)De Carefully posttioned on the job to reduce any accident
hazards.

Skips on lAge Machines will be protected by guardrails.

Only the operator will raise the skip on hissmachine.

When shutting down the mixer, the ikip must be lowered.

Only men in good health wilroperah-anical concrete 4ibritors.

SUMMARY

The ingredients of concrete are cement, sand, gravel and water. There are five
types of Portland cement. Each type has its own characteristics and use. Water
which is safe for drinking is safe for making concrete. Aggregate constitutes the
major bulk of concrete, Fine aggregate (sand) is separated from,coarse aggregate
(gravel) by the number 4 sieve. One of the factors which determines the strength of
'concrete is the water-cement ratio. The ratio of water and cement is usually
expressed as the gallons'of water per bag of cement. The additive's that are used in
concrete to make it easier to work, set faster and resist freezing are calcium chloride,
lime, and air-entraining. The ingredients of a standard concrete are one part cement,
two Parts sand, and three parts gravel. The two methdds of mixing concrete are hand-
mixing and machine mixing. The slump test measuret the consistency of concrete.

QUESTIONS

1. What is con*crete?

2. .What type of ceméntiised,in large.masses of concrete _such as large dams?
A

3. Hoy:, can warehouse pack be removed from stored cement?

4. What effect will clay, silt, and.rock-dust in the aggregate have on concrete?

17
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5. What measures tile separation of fine and coarse aggregate?

6. What is the purpose of adding lime to concrete? ,

7. How much flake-type calcium chloride is added per sack of cement to concrete"

8.1 What is an advantage of using air-entrained,cement?

9. What is meant by the compressive strength of concrete?
1

10. When handmixing cement and sand what indicates whel it is well mixed?,

11. What is the normal mixing time for concrete in a concrete mixer?

12. What method is used to decrease the slump of a trial mix of conCrete?

RE FERENCES

CDC 55233, Masonry Specialist
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. PREPARING t'OR CONCRETING

. SG 3ABR552334t7

OBJECTIVE

Uponccomiletion of this unit of instruction you wili-be able to:
_

prepare a site,for concrete by excavattng and by stabilizing the subsoil andbase course.'

compute the area anà volume to be concreted and determine the amouirk
concrete required-for a given project.

INTRODUCTION
7

One of the most imPortant steps in concreting is c?:73repare the baserl poorly
prepared base will result in cracking, heaving, and shifting orthe Struc ure..

The method of prdwing for concretine is covered under. the following headings..)
4d

,- * Concrete Bed Preparation ......, w

3 * :Equipment

) Computing Volumes -
1,

CONCRETE E-'1D PREPARATION

The first step in the construction of a slab is to prepare the subgrade. All socrand
. vegetable matter- niist be removed. Any soft or muddy places mii be dug out and

filled with granular material and thormighly'tamped. ExceptionalTy.hard, compact
spots must be loosened and tamped to provide the same bearing p wer as the remaind-
er of the' subgrade. When additional-fill is required, the soil should pe spread in lay-.
ers 6 inches or less in depth andlhoroughly compacted. It is best to extend the top of
all filis 'at least one foot beyond the edge of the slab.

A well-compacted, well drained subgrade will not re'quire a:specially prepared-
baSe. However, subgrades which /re water soaked much of thestime should be pro-
vided with' a six inch base of sand, gravel, crushed kione or cinders.

The strength of the subgrade determines the thickness of either the Nincrete or thebaSe course. The, base course is that fill material composed of a mixture of gravel.
ana soil which, when convected, serves as a support for the concrete.

A
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, EQUIPMENT

The equipment,required to compact the subgrade and fill material are the pneu-
matic tamper, shOwn in ligure,15, and a gasoline-engine-driven vibrator tamper,
figure 16,

The pneumatic tamper require's the use.of a portable air compres§or. This equip-
.4-tient is gsed for compacting small areas. The princifile of operation of this tamper

similar to,that of a jack hammer. You must, wear steel toe safety shoes when
compacting:

The operating principles oi the vibrator. tamper is the rotation ot an eccentric
shaft (off-centef weighti. The momemtum of this fast rotating, unbalanced shaft

.0"

Figure15, -Pneumatic Taniper

20
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Figure16. Vibrator TaMper

causes the tamper-to vibrate. The shaft rotates at 2600 to 2800 revolutions per minute..
This machine is used on level subgrade,but it is not used on brick, concrete, steel, or
fnuddy and mucky surfaces. The depth of the material to be compacted should not ex-
ceed 12 inchei.

After the engine has been started andmarmed up, the operating speed may be ob-
tained. This machine wilt Move forward on its own power after it has tamped.a base
upon which tO move. The operator:only- need.to guide the machine.

n

COMPUTING VOLUME6
Yowo,

To compute the quantity of concrete required for a concrete slab, you must know
the dimensions: length (L), width -(W), height (H). Volume is determined by multi-
plying these numbers together. powever, the measurement of these dimensions must
be in the-same units, feet Oryarts. The formula for finding volume is

V=LXWX1:1

Volume is expressed in cubic feet if the measurements are expressed in feet, cu-
bic yards when measured in yards.

21
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If we are to compute the volume of a slab which is.12-feet wide, 18-feet long, and
6-inches high, we must first c9nvert inches to feet. To convert inches to feet we di-
-vide the inches by 12 (12 inches is one foot): Using the formula, the volume wilk be

.

V 18 X 12 X ( 612) ). = 108 cubic feet
(

Since one cubic yard iS equal to 27 cubic feet, we can find the ntimber of cubic
yards in the above problem. To convert cubic feet to cubic yards divide the volume
in cubic feet by 27. 4

V 108 = 4 cubic yards-2T

Should you need to know the area of a slab, you multiply only the width and length to
obtain square feet. In the above problem the area would be 216 square feet.

A = LXW
A - 18 X 12 square feet

SUMMARY

It is important that an adequate base be established before placing concrete.
Methods of preparing the base include removing the surface layer soil and compac-

ting the subgrade and fill material. The fill is composed of granular material coin-
-tined with small binding material.

The equipment used for compacting are the pneumatic tamper and the vibrator
compactor.

Volumes are expressed in cubic feet or cubic yards.

QUESTIONS

1. .What is the,first step in preparing for concreting?

2.. Why must exceptionally hard compacted areas be loosened?

3. What is used to tamp subgrade?

4. Compute the volume in cubic yards in a slab which is 20-feet wide,. 60-feet long
and 8-inches high... -

v
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REINi'ORCEMENT MATERIALS AND TOOLS

OBJECTWE

SG 3ABR55233-I1-3

Upon completion of _this study guide, you will recognize the need for reinforcing
concrete; the materials and tools uSed in reinforcing concrete; and reinforcementin allation techniques.

INTRODUCTION
. -----

Most of us have seen modern football stadiums, hospitals. aircraft hangars. orskyscrapers built of concrete. Have you e'ver wondered how these structures were builtto withstand the loads that are imposed upon them ? ,

This study guide is designed to answer such a question. Since this study guide isintroductory in nature, it will be necessary for ihe student to seek more comprehensive
information from other courses. Information within this text will appear under thefollowing headings.

* NEED FOR REINFORCING CONCRETE

* REINFORCEMENT MATgRIALS

INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

* TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

NEED FOR REINFOHCING CONCRETE
A

Without the tensile strength of reinforcing steel and moderlitechnolOgy, it wouldbe impossible to construct large concrete structures. Steel imbedded in the concrete
makes it possible to erect buildings or this nature with large aeas of floor space, fr eof load.bearing support columns and partitions.

REINFORCEMENT MATERIALS

Because of its tensile strength, steel is considered the best metal for Nreiaforcing,
concrete. To maktrsure the reinforcement purposes are not defeated, there must be a
good bond between the steel and the concrete. Bonds are created by natural means and .are improved by mechanical meatis. The natural bonding of concrete to,iteel is broughtabout by the adhesion and shrinkage of conCrete during hydration. This actiOn causesthe concrete to grip the metal tightly.. The mechanical bonding of concrete to steel-isbrought about by twisting or otherwlie deforming the metal. Thare are a variety of
types and sizes_ofreinfOreing material used to reinforce concrete.

a"'

A

.;"
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Rods

Reinforcement steel rods are avail-
.. able in various sizes. A plain rod is' a

straight piece of steel stock that has not
been twisted or deformed. A deformed
rod is one that has been sfamped or
rolleci_to form rough designs on the outer
surface. Plain and deformed reinforcing
steel rods are shown in figure17. The
standard sizes of reinforcing rods are
shown in figure 18.

Figure17. TA.ies of Reinforcing Rods

Bar No,% Diameter (in) Area (sq in) (lb per ft)

0. 05 0.17 -

3 - 3 /8 - .11 .38

4 - 1/2 ', .20 :67

3 5 /8 .31 ic °4
I; 3, 4 .44 1. 50

7 /8 -.60 2.04

8 1 .79 .. 2. 67
. t

9 ** 11/8 1.00 3. 40

10 .* 11/4 1. 27 4. 30

11 ** 13/8 I 1. 56 5. 31

*The 1 4-inch round bar can b obtained only as a plain bar.
**Approximate diameter. These round bars are equivalent in area to the

obsolete 1 1 1 8-, and 1 1/4-inch square bars.

Figure 18. Standard Sizes of Steel Reinforcing Rods
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Wire

Woven wire is a steel reinforcing fabric having a rectangular or any number of
different mesh patterns. The mesh can be purchased in several sizes with different
size wire. The longitudinal wires are spaced and then tied in position by small
transverse locking Wires. See figure19. Welded wire fabric is commonly*uSed as
steel reinforcement in footings, walls, and slabs. Variation in mesh are obtained by
welding. Welding produces a more rigid, less distorted fabric than woven wire. A
roll of welded wire fabric is shown in figure 20.

LONGITUDINAL WIRE

TRANVERSE WIRE CI B-023

Figure19. A Section of Woven-Wire_

Supports and Spacers

A number of different deviCes are used
to support and correctly space reinforce-
ment steel. The steer rods must be cor-
rectly spaced in relation to each other, as
well as the sides of the forms. Supports

r-pd spacers (also called chairs alff saddles)
are %sed in the forms to support and space
the reinforcement steel. Slab bolsters,
the proper size stone, and precast con-
crete blocks with metal ties (figure 21)4
are used to support the steel. Stirrups are
used to support reinforcing material ih
concrete girders and beams. Several types

\ of supports and spacers are shown in Fig. 22.

TICWIRE

Figure20. Welcred Wire Fabric

-A HIGH CHAIR-AC EL CONTINUOUS

HIGH CHAIRCHC .

C SLAB' BOLSTER-S8 0 BEAM BOLSTER -88

.
E STIRRUP

F CHAIR G CHAIR SPACER

Figure 21e. Irecast Concrete Block Figure 22. Types of Supports and Spacers
25
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RIGHT ANGLE BEND

: . '

.3s 4 . a.
WASHER AND NUT

Figure 23. Types of Anchors

it
Anchors

Steel reinforcing rodg must be se-
curely anchored at the ends.. Three types
of anchors are shown in figure23.. They
are large washers and nuts, right angle

Ibends, and hooks.

Installation Procedures

The construction of the reinforcing
units and the form AVOrk for-the concrete
should be built-simultaneously so-there
will be na loss of time. The type, size,
shape, and placement of reinforcing
materials are specifically_covered ih the
drawings and specifications for the struc-
ture. Walls, floors, and columns are
three of theprincipal structures you will
be reinforcing:J

,252#

Steel rods are used to reinforce concroors containing girders and beams. The
reinforcements are generally placed parallel With girders and perpendicular to beams.
Steel in place in a floor slab is shown in figure24. Also, figure 25 illustrates reinforcing
unit placed in a form. The arrow points out the small precast concrete block that is
used to support, fasten, and correctly space the unit. Before placing concrete, be sure
the reinforcing material is tied where the steel rods intersect. Before placing rein-
forcing material always.check to see that it is free of loose scale, rust, and other
foreign matter which will interfere with the bdnd between the concrete and the steel.

The height of the slab bolsters and high chairs in figure 24 depends on the specifi-
cations for the j915:1 The heiiht of the supports°used to hold the reinforcing material in
concrete slab is determined by the concrete protective cover specified. Footing and

r.) I other principal structural mcembers should have at least 3 inches of concrete between
the steel reinforcement and the groung and a2 -inch protective covering of äoncrete
above the steel reinforcements.

Wire mesh and steel reinforcing rods are used for reinforcineconprete walls. The
types of materials used will depend on the strength required: If wirejnesh is used, the
wire is attached to the wall with suitable chair, spacers which support and space it
cortectly. If reinforcing rods are tiSed, they 1 be connected to the wall, as shown
in figure 26., - .

The placement of steel in walls is the same as pjacing steel fdr a concrete slab or
floor, except that the Reel is erected in place rather than preasse bled.. liote, in
figure26, that horizontal steel is tied to vertical steel.wherever the two intersect.
Eighteen-gage soft'arinealed iron wire is usethin making ties.

26
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FitGH CHNR

Figure 24. Steel in.Place in a Floor Slab

PRECAST CO CRETE BLOCK
OR STONE iF PROPER SIZE

.;:`1,./

.

girrtmorrmiurriarlarrw
WW1111,111111/1111*
4iniiillnialii*
41.14101.1a*
.1111=iiiIVAIIMIIIIIITIVA, 'i.-.4, ..-T

.f.

TICIWIRE

WOO() BLOCK

FORMWORK

Figure 25. Steel laced in a Footing

CONCRETE
FOOTING

REINFORCIN
BARS

WIRETIE FOR DOWEL
AND WALL STEEL

Figure 26. Reinforcing Rods in a
Concrete Wall
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The wooden blo-cks at the-top of the wall, figure IA are used to space the steel
reinforcement a predetermineddistance from the form-,work. The wire ties at the top
and the bottonl of the form-work serve the same purp8se as the wooden blocks, as well
as to hold the steel in place. ,

Holes are drilled through the form-work, and the wire ties are passed through the
holes. They are connected to boards on the other side to hold the wire in place. The
wooden blocks are removed from the top of the form when the fiorm is filled with con-
crete to the level of the blocks. When you. construct high walLi (6 feet or more) use
addiVonal ties between the top and the bottom of the form-work. ,

Columns

Steel rods and wire ties arAsed to build reinforcing units for columns. Steel
reinforcing units are built in sections, as shown in figure 27, and the-number of sections
used depends upon the height of the iplumn. Where two sections are connected, they
overlap each other, as shown in figure28, and-they are secured with wire ties.

After the reinforcement is in place, the form-work is built around it and the steel
is attached to the form with wire ties, as shown in figuie 29.

-egailw-
111 .11111111.-11'.. -4000

.111111r0Z- salt*.01;>-..11/P.ast
mg/lb. "S Impotim.:4110;...

,

TIE WIRES NOT SHOWN

Figure 27. olumn Reinforcing
Steel Assembled

I1

.

1

04

IVDMIIIIMIEfieg 11Wd-

TIE WIRE

Figure 29: Method of Holding
Column Steel in Place
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Figure 29. Column Reinforcing
Steel.in Place
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TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

When large numbers of reinforcing NCNOR

rods-of-yarieus-lengths-and-shapes-are---
required, they are bent on a bar-bending BE NOING/
table, as shown in figure 30. Shears are TABLE

available that will cut the largest size used
for reipforcing material. Small and large
bolt cutters may also be used. For tieing
the steel, a pair of wire cutters is used
to cut the wire and a pair of pliers is
used to tighten the tie wire around the
steel.

ANC,±IDk PIN5 A E

SUMMARY

PIPE

Figure 30. Bar-Bending Table

Steel is very strong; therefore, it is often used to, reinforce concrete structures.
Reinforcement steel is available in rods of various shapes and sizes, as well as wire
mesh, both woven and welded.k The selection of the type and amount of reinforcement
needed depends on the structure and the strength required. The reinforcement used
in walls is usually erected in place. The reinforcement used in slabs and columnsi
niay be assembled prior to installation. Wire, woodeh blocks. stones. metal spac'ers
afid supports are used to position the reinforcement in the forms. To be able to cut, -

bend, and fabricate reinforcement steel, you will need to know how to use bending tables,
,shears. bolt and wire cutters, and pliers.

QUESTIONS
-0

1. Why is steel the best material for reinforcing concrete?

2. You have a reinforcement rod one inch in diameter. What is the bar number of
this bar?

3. Name the three types of reinforcing materials.

4. Explain the purpose and, application of reinforcement anchors.

5. Explain the method Of binding steel reinforcing bars.

6. Why, should all the loose scale be removed from steel reinforcement bars before
they are used?

7. Name three things that are'used to space and hold reinforcemont materials.

8. What is used to space wire mesh in wall construction?

1 r
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-
9, How far from the ground should steel reinforcement be placed in a concrete

slab 9

.10. Name two types of reinforcing rods.

REFERENCES
41Ir

AFM 85-4, Maintenance and Construction Methods for Buildings and Structtiges

CDC 5525-3. Masonry Spec,ialist
;'
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BUILDING FORMS FOR CONCRETE

OBJECTIVE

This study guide provides you with the task-related information
for you to,be able to build forms for qoncrete walls.

IrITRoqucTIgN

Strong accurate forms are essential to (gobd concrete construction,
Concrete is a fluid mass that nas to have s méthing toharden in. Ifthe forms are placed accurately and are strong enough, the end productwill be of the proper shape and size to serve the purpose that the blue- .prints call.for. But, if the forms are,q4reak and improperly placed, the-end product may not look anything like it'S' supposed to.

To make this study guide easier for you to understand, it is dividedinto.tne following main topics:

* CONCRETE BED4PREPARATON

'* DETERMINING REQUIREMENTS FOR FORM,CONSTRUCTION

,* FINAL INSPECTiON OF FORMS

CONCRETE BED PREPARATION

A gdod.concrete job depends on the subgrade ond-which the concreteia laid. The soil must be_compacted to eliminate the possibility of
voids forming_underthe concrete. The!voids-will allow'the concrete tosettle and traCk severely. A power tamp may be used to co4act theaoil. The power tamp is gasoline-engine powered and tan compact thesoil quickly.

A shovel and rake may be used to_remove,or add soil where required
to level the'bed ok to bring it to its desired lever:

The bed should be thoroughly wetted just prior.to pouring the
concrete.-.It should not 15e wetted enough to form water poolsrhowever,.
wetting the subgrade aids in curing the concrete as it.prevents the soilfrom absorbing the water frdm the concrete.

,

,

DETERMINING REQUIREMENTS"FOR FORM CONSTRUCTION

Size and Shape of .Forms

- Both the size and shape of the forms maY be determined from theblu'eprints and specifications.

Strength of Form
,_

- - . .. . ,. . .

\jorms must be builtto nold the weight of fresh concrete until tne
conciete nardens..

_



J.acement of Forms

Placement of the forms must be accurate. The accuracy ofeform place-
ment can mean the difference between a building that is built correctly
or one that is out of proportion.

The forms must follow the batter boards and line previously laid out

from the structure blueprints.

Wall Form Component

SHEATHING. Tongue and groove sheathing or plywood are the most
common materials used to form watertight enclosures in which concrete

,may harden (figure 314).

Sheet metal masonite may be used.aaa liner on tongue and groove

sheathing. -The result will be a smootn surface_on the hardened concrete.

STUDS. Concrete forms must be rigid to contain tne fresh concrete

in tne desired shape until it nardens. Vertical support for the forms is
provided by 2 x 4 studs as similarly adequate material (figure 31-B).- -

STUDS

H) SPACER FOR ANCHOR,SQLI

i44
lioeg

2.X4',' TIE

(D)
BRACES

:de

(C)

WHALES

(F)
SPREADER

REMOVABLE

IG)
WIRE TIES

YØI(EYWAY JOIN-

FOOTING
;

eXe

ou,

ISHEATHING
1" BO A,RDS

...,,,

1 X6" OR 2" X4"

,

Figure 31. Wood Wall Form
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-ir-ww.15nstructidn Joints ;

Construction joints are used to,separate.areas et .oncrete placed at'different times. A keyway construction JOint is shown in figure 32 be-
tween'a wall and a footing. If the wall andNtne footing are placed atthe same time, construction joint is not-needed. The keyway construd-

--t-ionjointFs-a-1-so-shownin---f-igure-33_ in a vertical position. Note the
-beveled 2" x 4" used to form the key4ky. This type of joint is generally
used witn reinforcing steel running from one section to tne next. Wiien

. reinforcing steel is not used, it is bett.3r to use a V-joint like that
snown in figure34. The V-joint is not as likely to break off as the key-way joint.

SE 10.N WAIL M READY POURED

AO WAY

. .

BEVILED 2" x
BULKHEAD
I" BOARDS

CLEATS

BOARDS

Flurc 32. Keyway joint between,
a wall-and footIng

FigureX Top-view of vertical
V-joint for wall.

___SRTLEADE-R
BLOCK

NUTS & WASHERS

I" XVS

Figure 33. Vertical Keyway joint.

WALES. Stqds-also require
rbinforcing when they extend over
4 or 5 feet. This reinforcing is.
supplied by wales which tie pre-

4 fabricated Panels together and
keep the forms in a straight line.
They runhotizontally and are
lapped a thc corners of the forms
_to add rigidity. They are usually
made of tne s3me material as t.ne
studs and are used in pairs witn
the long side-pxonecting outward
(figure 31-C).

BRACES. Tnere are many types of braces wnicn oln be used to holdforms in place. Tne most common.type ig a member naLled from a stake'to
a stuu or wale, at abdut a 30 degree angle to tne norizontar (figure 31-D).

SHOE FLAW.. Tne snoe plate is nailed into the l',oundation or footing
,ana is placed_carefully so as to give the boFrect wall dimensfbns. The
stuus 'a.re tied into tne snoe and spaced accordingly (figure 31-E).

33
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-SPREAbERS. In'order to maintAin the proper distance between :!orms,

small pieces of wood are cut to tne same size as the thicknesr'of the
wall and are placed between the forms; these are called spleaders% When
tne concrete is placed in tne form, enough pressure is applied on the form
by plastic concrete .,tD.allow the'Spieaders"to-be removed (figure 31-F).

, -

TIE ?WIRES. Tie wires hold the forms against the spreaders an) keep
the form from spreading apart unaer the pressure of the fresh concrete.
Tne wires run througn the form and around both the wales and the studs.
Tne wire is twisted in tne center to draw the-sheathing Against the
spreaders (figure 31-C).

Anchor Bolts

Anchor bolts are a very important part of a wall form. , Anchor bolts
are used to nold a building to the foundation wall..

4.6

The bolts are usually 1/2" to 3/4" in diameter ahd either "J" or
.

shaped and set at leas4 8".into-the Concrete. ,

A ,

'-- Iney-are-UtUally spaced 1 foot from corners orldooropenings and at
poInts. where a gall chehgas,dikectiOn. Spacingmay be fhom 4 to 6 feet
fon center.

......

I Template!, a piece of wood with a hole drilled.in it,is used to hold
tne bolt in place until the concrete nas set sufficiently t support the
bolt itself (figure 31-IFIL .4, 4,, ^ r 1' * . , *

KeIPWay jointi are used-tb%make a mechanicil-b 4 between Ciall and
footing or..Adjoining wa1,1 ,(figure ?1-fl. cm *

Sturdiness. 111="

- The fokmi Shotild'be inspected for adequate brac'n 'Without sub-
stantial bracing, the forms will move wnen fresh opn r te is placed%in
the forms:

- 0,,
,

Joifits

'. .A11 joints should be inspected 'fbr security. Ahout tight joints,
tne fotms may geparate under tne pressure of the concrete.

, e
--v-.....4.

Propet.Spacing
tt.."

,

Forgivarekdesigned for a certain wall widt+ma s'houfd be checked,
,to-insure proper measurements Are met.

,

ok7-Wetting of Forms .1

' ro

Oiling or wetting the forms serves two purposes.14teiting tbe fbrml.
. ,

provides a bond bkeaker between tne ,forms and the concrete, or keeping tilt!
.'.forms.from sticking to the concrete As well as to keep the forms from

ahsoroing water from the concrete. .

Alinement -.

-

$
, .

Forims shdUld b checked for 6eing.level and square before the con-.'
Crete is poured. OnOe the concrete is poured into the forms itiis too

7 late to make%any changes,to tnesforms.
*, I
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SUMMARY

Strong forms are important to good,cOnstruction._ _It is your reeponsi-bility to insure tnat tad forms you pour are tne best Vou can get. Nomatter now good tne forms may look, it's better to waAe a few minutescnecking tne forms tnan to loose nours repairing,a broken form.
QUESTIONS

1. What determines the size,of a form?
/

2. What are the purposes for oiling or wetting 6orms?

3. Why should the wall spacing be checked?
'..

4. Waat is tne purpose of anchor bolts?

5. Wnat handtools do you use to prepare a subgrade?
er.REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-4, Maintenance and Construction Methods for Buildings andStructures

2. CDC 55253, Masonry *Spe4ialist

.4/
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-OBJECTIVE- =-

Upon cympletion of this unit of instruction, you will be'
abbe to mix) place, finish, and rcure a.concrete slab.

4
INTRODUCTION

The cOnstruction of alboncrete structure on an-Air Force_-
installation requires,the skill and knowledge of several Civil
Engineering AFSCs. the structure,is a large one, kt will .

be surveyed and sn'ked'off by -gite DeVelopment personnel.
Preparation of the subgrade and base course material for con-%
crete slabs requites the efforts Of both Pavemehts and Equip-
ment Operator SpeCial,ists. The responsibility of and
*acing forms, for wall or slab-ftructures, lies with the-
Carpentry Speclalist.: None of thesft specialisti, however, will
be as involved, nor van they be 0 concerned,/ that the .com-
pleted project be of high qualit , as yotr, the mason.

To make certain-that eaCh phase of the pcoject conforms tcP
project specifications, you may be present when the site is
surveyed, and during.sUbgrade and base course-preparation. It
is your,duty and responsibility to advise carpenters during
form construction ahd,placement. Since the ultimate goal is 'e
structure of good, strong, high-quality concrete, you will_
install reinforcing materials, determine the mixture ratio, ._

order ready-mix or mix the troportioned ingredients yourself;
and then transport, place, and finish the-concrete si4b form.

PREPARING FOR ,e0NCRETE PLACEMENT_

Inspection t

- c!,7-
.

\
,One important step prior to concreting is_to assure that

,

al your equipment is operational and that yodr tools are in
good condition.

The mixer ould be checked to see that a4t is clean and
in good operating condition. It should he serviced and lubri-
cated prior to starting. ,Mixing blades should be checkeF for

\-

4.
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excessive wear, and the wate'r-tbatching mechanisAshould show
'MD leakage when the valve is closed.

-

Before starting the concreting operation, we must be, surethat the surface to receive the concrete, the forms, and the
relforcing materials are properly prepared. It only takes a
few \minutes to,sive these itens one last zheck.

For concrete slabs, the subgrade, or bade course, shouldbe moisteped to prevent the rapid extracktion of water from the
concrete and to aid-in its curing. By sprinkling intermittently
wth water, the base upon which the concrete will be placed can-be saturated without'becoming muddy., The base should be free
from sawdust, wood, nails, wire, pieces of metal, and otherdebris.

Forms-'should be tigh-4 and well-braced. They should be
cean, properay diled, and checked once more fOr proper
dimensions%

Installation of Joints

EXPANSION JOINTS. Concrete expands Slightly when thetemperature rises-and .contracts when the temperature falls. .1 -\To relieVe-the forces resulting from the expansion of concrete,_expansion joints are used. A noneXtruding-type filler materialShould be used for expansion joints. This usually consists of(,a preformed bituminous or 'wood material 3/4-inch thick. Theexpansion jointalkould be designed so it will provide a coin-
, plete and unifoiM-separation between sections of the structure
Uigure35)....Tne-expansiOn-ioireiiai should be cut to thecorrect size and ready for use before the Concreting operatiOnbegins.

}t.

REINFORCING BARSExpansion joints, for
slab structures, should be
constructe'd on the finished

--subgrade or base"course before
the :ax is placed. Thesere
theemost difficult joints' to

'set and maintain in their cor-
rect pOsition, and should be
checked throughout the paving
operation. The expansion joint
filler and dowels should be
held securely in place with'
suitable installing devices
(..fig:re '36). The joint filler

4
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JOINT 'FILLEI METAL WATER S OP

Figure 35. ,Expansion 'Joint
for Wall, Top View
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should be held in a vertical positioyi and should be well-
supported so that it will not be disturbed or dataged during
concrete placement. The subgrade or base course should be
well-prepared and the joint material should be cut accurately
so that it will extend continuously from the required position
at the top of the slab and from edge to edge of the pavement
(figure 37).

...,

, .

F41.00

- Figure 36. Placing Expansion

FILL WITH PLASTIC MATERIAL

VI.
-4H1-4-1/4

.

SMOOTH DOW El. BAR EXP'ANSION C AP

NON-EM,RUDING

Figure7, Expansion Joint in
Concrete Slab
Structure

-,-

..,CONTRACTION JOINTS. Contraction joints are.used to control
contraction craoking from temperature changes and the initial
shrinkage of concrete. A contraction joint, sometimes called a
dummy contraction joint, is shown in figure 38.

The-loint is frmed by-
cutting the slab wi h a cOn--
crete saw to a depth of one-
third ta one-fourth the slab
thickness. This joint also
gives sote relief from expan-
-sion forces becaus.ethe initial
shrinkage of the concrete opens
the joint'slightly, cracking the
concrete below<the joint.and
provi-ding 'room for expansiol. FIgure 38. Contraction aoint

AP

Selecting a Mixture Rati6

WATER-CEMENT RATIO. 'High-quality concrete depends upon
the correct water-cement ratio (WCR). The WCR is the amount
of water used per sack of cement. In o\ther words, if good

Jr

FILL AIIChi PLASTIC MATERIAL

JOINT

O

a
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quality ingredients are proportioned cor ectly, the strength
orcured concrete is determiRO,by the mount,of water added
to the mixture per seák of ce*ht in the mixture. From your
work in Day 11, you learned that a stand rd 1-1- -3 mix, using
6 gallons of water ptt bag o cement, ha a WCR f 0.53. This
simply means that-for everylbag of cement-in tile mixture, 6
gallons of water was adde , or for every_pound of cement, 0.53
of pwd o water was used. Table4 "'gives the quantity of
wat r to be used to attain concrete of, a given strength.

SLUMP TEST. In tay 11, you mixed three separate batches
of concrete and performed a slump test to determine the con-
sistency of each batch. From these'tests, you learned that
the slump or consistency of concrete is governed primarily by
the amount of aggregate in the mixture. A concrete mix with
a fluid- consistency flows easily into forms and around rein-
forcing materials. A stiff mix does not flow readily And
usually requires additional labor or special equipment to
place it. If more slump is needed, the mix can be adjusted by
reducing the amount of sand and coarse aggregate, rather than
by adding water.

Gallons of water,zr
sack of cement

'.'
5

.

6 7 8

Probable average 74-
day strength in PSI 4,400 3,500 2,800

,

.

2,200
.

1A00

Probable average 28-
day strength in PSI 6,000 5000 4,000 3,300

,

2,800

Table 4. Relationship between Gallons of Water Used per
Sack of Cement and the Compressive Strength of
Concrete

Changes in consistency of a given mixtur are usually
caused by changes in the aggregate, changes in the proportion
of sand tali-gravel, or a change in the WCR. Slump tests\Should
be made pdriodically to insure a uniform mixture throughout
the concreting operation. To avoid mixes that are too stiff

39
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or fluid, slumps falling within the limits of Table5 are
re;ommended.

Type of Construction Slump in Inches

Reinforce'd foundation walls and

Maximum

4

footing, 5 2.

Plain.footings,_caissons, and
substructure walls \

4 1

Slabs, beams and reinforced
walls 6 3

Bvilding Columns 6 3

Pavements 3 2 ,

Heavy mass construction . . 3 1

Table-5 . Recommended Slumps for Various Types of Construction
-

-,41IXING,, TRANSPORTING AND*PLACING CONCRETE

'Mixing Concrete

Mixing is one of the most important steps in the produc-
tion pf high-quality,Concrete. For efficient production, a

-.mixer should be used that will best meet the requirements of

the p ject. Concrete may be mixed in a central plant\which.
combin s batchillg and mixing, Qr it may be mixed in a transit-
mix tr4ick., 'In thel.atter case, the proportioned inIgredients
are pl ced in the truck and mixed enroute to the silte where it
is pláè4 in he forms. On large construction projects, con-
crete May be mixed in pavers at the site, and placed in the
forms, in one.continuous operation. When_transit-mi'x is being
used, and the' job is relatively small, a trailer-mounted riaixer'

(figure 39) can be 'used.

411441t
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1 Oa.

I HAND WHEEL AND 5 SKIP LOADER
5MP SHAFT OR HOPPER

2 WATER DIAL 6. MIXING DRUM
3 WATER DIAL ARM 7, DISCHARGE CHUTE
4 WATER TANK 8 STABILIZING STArD

Figure39, Trailer-Mounted Concrete Mixer

Regardless of the type of mixer used, the-ingredientsshould be blended into a'uniform'mix, witll all aggregate'particles coated with cement,paste.

(-
Transporting-Concrete

.

r

1 After concrete leaves the mixer, it muSt be c.arkfuillyhanUIed and transported,i'o prevent segregation. Segregation -.is th'e sepa?atignof
aggregatbs from the. mortar, or the separa-tion of water from the rest of the mix. Improper .handlingand transporting can spOil the most carefully designed and-.properly mixed concrete. Segregation occurs because concreteis made.from ingredients with different sizes and weights. Ifconcrete is improperly transported, the coarse aggregateparticles in the mix tend to settle to the bottom and the waterriset to the top. This leaves'voids in the concrete. Thesevoids are called honeycombing or rock,pockets.

The equipme t used in handling and transporting concretedepends Upon the size and type of job. On large jobs,

7
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eady-mix is normally used,
and is deposited into the forms
from the truck, when possl.ble.
For the usual sMall job, trans-
porting by rubber-tired wheel-
barrow or buggy-(see figure40)
is the most economical method.

Placing Concrete

When concrete is placed in a
slab, it should bc started at
the favend of thE: form, working
bac' toward the source of the concrete. This method of con-.

crete placement prevents ydur having to work over freshly
placed mixtures. Each batch of concrete should be dumped
agaLnst the previously placed batch ahd not away from it. When
con:fete is dumped in separate piles and worked, severe segre-
g.Ton of the conct9te materialI occurs.

When wheelbarrows or buggies are used to place concrete
in Slab forms, an efficient working atrangement is shown in
figure 41.

a

Figure40. Rubber-Tired 13..Iggy

STARTING POINT

FIRST
WHEELBARROW RAmP

POSITIONS

SECOND

-------- - THIRD

.......................
..... . .....

MAIN DOUBLE RAMPS ARE MTH> AS SECTIONS
AqE PL*CED AND SIDE RAMPS ARE REMOVED

MMN

TARPAULIN

CONSTRUCTION MATS

WATER HOSE

'Figure 41. Mixing and

GRAVEL PILE

WHEELBARROW RAmPS AT BOTTOM OF
SAND AND GRAvEL PILES

Placing Layout with Wligelbarrows

42
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Consolidating

All concrete, with he exception of that placed,under
water, should be compacted and worked into place by spading,
by puddling, or by mechanical vibrators. Compacting devices
such as Spades or puddling sticks, long enough to reach the
bottom of the Torn and thin enough to pass between the rein-
forcing taterial, should bp used.

. Consolidation eliminates rock pockets and large air
bubbles andybrings enough fine:--materiar-to the surface to pror-
duce the desired finish. In the process of consolidation, you
should carefally-work the condrete around the reinforcing steel
to assure proper embedding of the steel in the concrete. When
consolidating, try to avoid displacing the reinfOrcing steel
beqause the strength of the concrete structure depends on its
proper location.

2 Concrete can be effectiVely consolidated by lasing mechani-1

cal vibrators. With Vibration, it is possible to place mixtures
too stiff' to be placed by hand. .Stiff concrete mixes require)

less cem4nt and are more economical. There is also less danger
of segregation in this type of .mix. The mix should never be so
stiV that an excessive amount of labor is required to place it.

The internal vibrator involves insertion of a vibrating
element into the concrete.. The eternal type is applied to the
forms. They are powered by electric moLordyrgasoline engine, qr
compressed air.

The 'internal 4librator should be inserted in the concrete
in a vertical position, at intervals of approximately 18 inches
to allow some overlap.!of the approximately 18 inches to allow
some overlap.of the area-vibrated at-each insei.tidri. It should
aleb piss thi6ugh.several inches of the previous layer-to in-:
sure.a, good bdnd between layers.

You will know that sufficient vibration has taken place
when a thin- line of mortar appears along the form. When-you
are using an internal vibrator, as shown in figure 42, be care-
ful not to let it contact the forms beCaUSe the vibrator could
damage them. Mixes that are not t6o stiff andAcan be con-
solidated by spading or puddlO.ng should nOt bevibrated.because
vibration of this. type mix coilld cause segregation.

-t
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External v2L7.4&tors are
:rigidly attachedrt6 he forths
by means of a clamp or vise.
Part of the energy of the form
vibrator is absorbed by the
forms, because Vle vibratory
action must be ttansmitted
through the forms to the con-'
crete. Form vibrators should
'not be placed farther apart
than the radius through which
the vibration is visibly
effective.

You should raise the
vibrators -as the forms are
'filled but keep-them below the

of the concrete. The
distance on the form below the
level of the concrete at which
the vibrator is placed depends
on the consistency and thick-
ness of the concrete.

ENGINE OR 'MOTOR-FLEXIBLE'

PNEUMATI-RIGID THI-.41

Figur:42. Rigid and Flexible
Shaft Internal
Vibrators

As with internal vibrators, suf4cient vibration has
taken place when:,.a. thp line of mortar appears on the,edge of
th Arm.' Aft hé concretA has beeniproperly Tibrated-,you
should immediately start the finishing.operation before the,
concrete starts to set.

Finishing Concrete

After aHloor slab, side-
walk, etc., has been placed,
the top sdrface is rarely.at
the exact eleyation 'desired.
The process of striking off
the excess concrete, to bring
the surface to the proper
elevation, is called screeding.
In this operation,, a templet or
a straightedge (a.-2 x 4 or
2 x 6 board with a straight edge)
is moved back and forth, across
the concrete with a sawing 4

motion, as shown in figure 43.

44

Figure 4 . Screeding Operatior
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The teMplet rides on wOod or metal-forms that are used
as guides, With each sawing motion, the.templet is moved
forward_ a short distance. You should always keep, a small
amount of concrete ahead'of the templet to Till in low spots
and maintain a lvel surface as the templet is moved forward.'
If thdre is a tendency for'the templet to tear the concrete
surface, the rate of forward movement should be reduced or the
bottom edge of the templet covered with metal.

In most cases, just slowing the templet will stop the
tearing action. You will endounter tftis tearing problem when
you use air-entrained condrete (because of itssticky naturd).
Afts4.1' the concrete is struck off, a hand tamper, better known
as a jitterbug,,can be ved to further compact the concrete
into a dense baps.-- A hand tamper, or jitterbug, is shown in
figure44. Now that the concrete is leveled off and tamped,
it may be necessary,to float, .trowel, broom, or rulb the sur-
face, depending on the finish desired.

a)

Figure 44./ Hand Tamper or Jitterbug.

If a smoother surface is required than one obtained by
,pereeding, the surface should be worked sparingly.with a ,d

wood.or metal float or a finishing machirm. FiguresA5, 46, '

47, and 48 illustrate a wood float, a long-handled wood
float, a steel 'trowel and edger, and a typical power trowel
for finishing concrete.
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The Ifloating procdss should take place portly after
screeding and while the concrete-IS-Still plastic and workable.
You should eliminate high spots, fill in low spots, and at the
same time bring sufficient mortar to the.surface to produce
the desired finish.

Fitiure 45. Wood Float . Figure 46. .iong7Handled WOod
Float

_ ,

TM-003

Figure 47. Steel Trowel anct E'dger
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Figure 48. -A Typical Power
Tx_owel

.1

Do' not overw r the con-
crete while it is still--plastic,
because,this Wilsi br.irig an
excess-of water..and Morta'r to v .

,the surface. -A,:mix,ture of water _Kii.gure49. Scaling Due to
and mortar wil-rfornva thin,- ,.4 Overfinishiml, - ,weak layer whichy,ila scale,. or-

.

weaeoff under usag, as ..1hqwn 'in figure 49. :Where, agcoarse
finish is desireTr.(ag the anal findsh)ryou should float the
surface.a second 'Lme after;It haa partially:hardened,.

-,
. .* --: . .

- . 1 1 -
.

.

WAllen working on,O.arge, concrete-slabs; Ktig:)long-'handled-i

wood float, as shown'.in figure46:' $eforia. any further '
witl-i,the fillishing orharation, let's edge and'joint the,con-,

, crete before it.b;ecol* too_stiff.
1

.
,

_ 1 -
. ,.4 -

, Where 'edging- is neCeSsaryl.it should.be done immediately
aftar the floating and b&forVpthe cblicr.kte hafisti'ffendd toomuch. edging'.will ,give .1i011 4 Toux)ded edge that will prevent
chipping or:damage to ehe cn;--- ncrete. slab.

,-
. ., .

.

You Should run.the-edger baàk_and forth between the'co ;-
,crete and Ehe form ,until a:firi4shedgs-Th prdauced.,. You

should be very Careful that.all.coarsg.aggregate particles are
cOvred anl,that the edge does -ride loaVe too,deep an impression,

,,.

,
.

:

1
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in'the surface of the slab. Too deep an impression in the toF
of the slab may be difficult.to remove with the final finishing
operations. An edgeriwas shown in figure 47.

Now that we have edged the concrete, the next step is to
joint (groove) the slab. The cutting edge or bittof the
.jointer tool cuts joints in the slab called contraction joints.
In sidewalks and driveways, contraction joints should be spaced
at intervals equal io the width of the slab, but never more
than 20-foot intervals. It's a qood practice to use a straight
board as a guide When you are cutting joints in the concrete.
On large sprfacei, joints can be cut with an electric or a
gasoline-driven power saw.

Joints made with a power saw should be cut wi,thin 4, to 12
hours after the slab has been-placed and finished. A jointer
or groover is Shown in figure 50. Now that the slab is edged
and jointed, let's continue with the different finishes for4

cbncrete surface.
,

If a dense, smooth surface is desired, fioating'shou1d be
followed by steel troweling. Steel troweling operations are
shown'in-figure 51. You should perform this troWeling opera-

. tion after the moisture film br shine disappears from.thd
floated surface.and the concrete ha9 hardened enough to .prevent

,the fine material and water from wokking to the surface.

Figure 50. Jointer or Groover Figure 51. Troweling Opeiation.

48
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Excessive arid too-early troweling tend to.produce crazing Z:;)
(breaking into pieces) and lack of durability; too long a de-.
lay in troweling results in a surface that is too hard to
.finish properly. The usual tendency is to start to trowei too
soon. Troweling stiould leave,the surface smo0414 even, and
free of -marks and rifTles.

.

, Spreading dry cem,nt on a wet surface to take up the
excess water is not a good praCtice if a wear-resistance and
durable su2face is required. If excess water is present on
the surface of the slab, finishing operations should be delayed
until the water has evaporated or been carefully blotted up.

To obtain a surfAce that is fine-textured but not slippery,
you should trowel over the surface with a circular motion
immediately after the first re4ular troweling. In this pro7
cess, you should keep the trowel flat on the surface of the
i
concrete,

Where a hard-, steel-troweled finish is.required, the first.
regular troweling should be followed by a second troweling
after the concrete has become so hard that no moq.ar adheres
to the trowel and a ringing sound'is produced as'the trowel is
passe over the surface.

Al.

1
W en you are giving the surface a final troweling,you

should hold the trowel in a slightly tilted position and apply
heavy pressure so that the surface is thoroughly compacted.

Hairline cracks in a slab are usually caused by A concen-
tration of water and fines at the surface, resulting from over-
working the concrete during finishing. Rapid drying.will also
cause cracking. Voids that develop prior to ,troweling usually
can be closed by pounding the concrete with a harld'float.

If a nonskid surface is desired, it can be produced by
brooming the concrete before it has thoroughly hardened% ,You
should carry out the brooming operation immediately after the
slab has been floated. For ssme floors and sidewalks where
severe scoring is not desiraffle, the broomed finish can be
produced with a hairbrush (paint brush) after the surface has
been troweled to a smooth finish.

Where rough scoring is required, use a stiff broom made
ofsteel wire or some type of coarse fiber. Always broom the
concrete in such a manner that the direction of the scoring
is at,a right angle to the direction of traffic.

49
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Another method of producing a nonskid purface is to,drag
a wet.burlap belt longitudinally-along,the length GO the strip
(figure 52). The burlap must be clean and kept well saturated,
After the desired fginish is obtained, the curing operation.'
should be started immódiately.

Figure.52. Burlap Drag

SPECIAI,, PROCESSES

Cold Weather Cancreting'

-

CJR-025

-woo'

Unfortunately, the weather plays an important role in the.

making af 'goad concrete. In cold'weather, concrete hardens
slowly and is subject to freezing which will result in 'A poor

concrete }ob. In hot weather it iets'too fast and fine hair-
line crack's Wi 1. develop, weakening the concrete structure.

1

,



Concrete 'placed when the air temperature is less,.than
50°F.,is classified as cold weather concrete, and certain pre-
cautions are necessary for cold weather co4reting. Concrete
hardens slowly and gains strength slowly at low temperatures;
If the concrete freezes during the first 2 days after placing,
it will be severely damaged.

Never place concrete on a frozen subgrade because of the
dariger of settling when the ground thaws. Before placing'
concrete in forms, remove all ice, snow, and frost from the
forms and reinforcing material. This tasX can be efficiently
accomplished by.using live steam.

46
If protective covering is required, it should be installed

as completely as possible before the concrete ivTlaced. After
the concrete is placedi the remainder of the covering should
completely inclose theFreshly placed concrete to minimize
heat loss. If warm concrete is to be placed pn a cold surface

* iof hardened concrete, the hardened concrete mast be warmed ani
j.ts surface sufficiently moistened before the new concrete is
deposited.

t'or air temperatures of 400 to 500F., the temperature of
the placed concrete should be from 60° to 70°F. A placed con-
crete mix of 60° to 700F. can be produced by heating the mixing
.water and aggregate, if necessary, to a temperature between
709 and 80°F. when it is placed in the mixer.

For permanent construction, the placed concrete must be
cured at a temperature of 50°F. for '5 days or 700F. for 3 days.

.'If high-early-strength cement is used, the curing period can ,

be reduced to 2 days at 70°F. or 3 days at-500F%
,

For a4.r:temperatures from 32° tO 40°F.,.. high-early-strength
cement should be used, or 2 pounds of calcium chloride per
sack oT cement should be added to.accelerate,hardening The
forms may have to be heated to remove any ice, snow or frost.
The concrete temperature at the time of mixing should be from .

706 to 80°F. This temperature can be obtained by heating the
water lorit heating both the water and aggregate. In no case
should the concrete mixing temperature. exceed 80°F.; higher,
temperatures will reduce its strength. Remember, the curing
conditions described in the previous clapsification must be
provided.

For air temperatures in the 0o.to 32°F. range, high-early-
strength cement should be used; however, if this type of

.
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cement is not available, calcium chloride should be added in
the amount of no more than 2 pounds.per sack of ordinary cement.
Calcium chloride is an accelerator which enables the concrete
towdevelop strength more rapidly.

The aggregate and water Must be heated to proifide 700 to
80°F. concrete temperature at the mixer. It is also advisable
to heat the forms. Cdting conditions as described in the first
classification must be provided. After the required curing
period, the concrete-can be allowed to cool to the temperature
of the atmosphere, regardless of how cold it is. Never attempt
to place concrete in temperatures below 0°F. unless the amcunt
of concrete is exceptionally small and can be easily prptected.

If concrete is frozen before it has taken its initial set,
it will not be damaged if.thAwed out rapidly and properly. It
will later develop almost the same strength and durability as
it wsDuld have if freezing had not occurred. Rapid thawing is
done with the use of heated inclosures.

The freezing of concrete before it sets up will cause the
water to expand and disrupt the bond between the cement and
aggregate particles. If the freezing occurs aftef the concrete
has set up and after it has been cured as required, there will
be no damage: 4

keating.the mixing water is the most practical means of
warming tho? conprete. Water is not .40n11 ,easy to heat, but
each pound of water heated to'a given temperature has roughly
five times as many heat units stored in it as are stored in a
pound_of aggregate at.the same temperature.

Water is commonly heated in a boiler by live steam or bp-
heating coils. The temperature of water should never eXceed
1650P. because oT the danger of causing a quick flash segt of
the cement. Mix the hotOwater with the aggregate so the mix.
temperature will be below 80°F. bsefore you put in the cement.
Take care so that the hot water does not come immediately into
contact with the cement. I ,

Hot Weather Concreting

During hot weather, precautions should be.taken to main-
tain,concrete temperature during curing at not more than 850

.to 90°F. There will be.climatic conditions where this
limitation cannot be observed.



Mixing, placing, and curing concrete at high temperaiures
affects it in three differdnt ways: (1) the strength of con-
crete that is mixed and cured at high temperatures is never
as great as that of concrete mixed and cured at moderate
temperatures, (2) the cracking tendencies are increased be-
cause of-the greater range between the high temperature at the
time of hardening and the low'temperature to which the concrete
will later drop, and (3) concrete which is mixed, placed, and
cured at high temperatures has been found to fail sooner, as
a result of repeated cycles of, moisture and temperature
cAanges above the freezing point, than concrete which is mixed,
placed, and cured at moderate temperatures.

The temperature of a concrete mix can be lowered by any
of several means. These,means include: (1) using cold mixing
water (slush ice can be used in extreme cases to cool thd
water), (2). avoiding the use of hot cement, (3) ?ooling the
coarse aggregate by sprinkling, (4) insulating mixer drums-by
.cooling them with sprays or wet burlap coverings, (5) insulating
water supply lines and tanks, (6) shading, materials and
facilities not otherwise protected from the heat, and (7) by
working only at night.

Concrete curing is difficult to accomplish in hot weather,
because the water evaporates rapidly. However, it is espe=
cially important to protect concrete in hot weather because of
the greater danger of-crazing and cracking from rapid loss of
moisture. Thereore, moist curing, especially ponding, should
be used.

SUMMARY
4

Gobd quality concrete must have the correct proportion of
properly mixed ingredients. 'However, this is only the
starting point. Poor transporting and handling practices can
ruin the most carefully measured and properly mixed. Several
means of transporting concrete are available. 'Transit-mix
trucks usually are used to deliver concrete to large construc-
tion sites. On smaller jobs, wheelbarrows or buggies may be
-used. The means of transportati9n requires careful planning
and, at times, mubt be used in conjunction with chutes to
place concrete. Chutes must be sloped correctly, and if the
distance concrete must travel through a chute is too far, it
will dry out or segregate.

The quality of concrete can be improved with the use of
Vibrators to consolidate it during the placing operation.
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After concrete is placed in forms, it is finished by screedi-ng;
tamping, if required; floating while the concrete is still
plasticredging, if necessaryl then jointing or grooving.

. 4

Changes in temperature will cause concrete to expand and
contract. This action may result in cracking or buckling of
the concrete. To relieve this condition, expansion joints are
installed.

There are special processes for conCreting due to cold
and hot weather.

QUESTIONS

1. Why is it good practice to oil.concrete forms?

2. How can the base for a concrete -slab be saturated and not'
become muddy?

3. What could ne the result of overfinishing concrete?

4. Explain how you would check the consistency of a concrete
mixture?.

5. When are expansion joints placed in concrete mixtures?

6. What is meant by screeding?

7. What is a jitterbug?

8. What chemical is used.to accelerate hardening?

REFERENCES

CDC 55233, Masonry Specialist
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3A13R55233-II-6

MIXING AND PLACING CONCRETE
FOR WALL STRUCTURES

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will be able tomix, place, and
finish concrete in a wall form. ,.

INTRODUCTION

1 Prior to placing concrete in a wall form, you must complete the construction tf
the foundation and forms and install the reinforcing material. An inspection of the
forms and reinforcement steel should be accomplished before you start placing the
concrete. The methods and techniques of placing concrete in wall forms are similar
to those used-in placing-concrete in a slab form.

CONCRETE MIXTURE

Concrete to be placed in a wall must be of a consistency that can be worked around
the steel reinforcement bars. Concrete containing large aggregate particles with a
stiff consistency is not suitable for use in thin walls or walls with reinforCing bars.
The adequate consistency can be determined by performing the slump test. The rec-
commended slump for reinforced walls is from 5 to 2 inches. A mixture of concrete
which has a slump of 3 to 4 inches may be obtaine&by using the standard mix ratio
1 : 2 : 3, cement : sand : gravel, with six gallons of water per sack of cement. This
ratio is based upon volume. The maximum size aoregate is one inch. The consistency
is adjusted by varying the amount of aggregate. The water - cement ratio should be
dept.constant.

Handling and Transportation
s

After concrete leaves the mixer, it must be ca'refully handled and transported to .
prevent,the aggregate separating from the mortar or the water from other ingredients.
Improper handling and transporting can spoil We most carefully designed and properly
mixed boncrete. Separation.or segregation occurs because concrete consists of mater-
ials of different sizes and weights.

The equipment used in handling and transporting concrete depends on the size andtype of job. If ready-mix concrete, is used, the concrete should be'deposited in the
forms straight from the truck, if possible. For the usual small job requiring no high
lifts, transporting by wheelbarrow or buggy is the most economical Method. Sometimes
chutes must be employed in conjunction with the wheelbarrow and buggy in order td
place the concrete properly in the forms. Stiff mixes reguire chutes to be placed on
steeper slopes. Specially designed buckets are used to move concrete above and below
the mixer. The lifting is done by a crane. If the concrete is to be deposited below or
about the same level as We mixer, a simple arrangement of 2-inch thick plank runways
placed on the groimd can be used for the buggy to ride on. If the difference in level is
large, then a drop chute, like the one shown in figure 53 Should be used.

, 55
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Concrete can be allowed to drop freely-,
without a chute, fo.r a maximum of 5 feet,
when being dropped in forms and 3 feet for
exposed work. When cbncrete.is to be ele-
vated above the mixing level, Jess than 15
feet above ground, inclined runways for
transporting the concrete to the required
elevation can be built at low Cast.

For short distances, chutes can be used'
for transportinirconcrete. You should never
transport concrete for-long distances, it tends
to dry out.and segregate. For the usual con-
crete the slope of the chute should be
from 2 to 3 feet horizintal to 1 foot vertical,
if you are working with a stiff mix, 'a steeper
slope shoula be used. A down pipe should be
provided at the end of the chute so that con-

, crete will drop vertically and not segregate.

contrete

OPEN

TOP

FRONT

LENGTH VARIABLE

TRUNK SIDE

C.JR.-.052

Figure53. Cogcrete Drop Chute

Aftea- the forms are set and the reinforcement materials installed, you are ready to
. concrete. The actual concreting operation consists of placing the concrete in the forms

;

and consolidating, finishing, and Nring it.
. _

-When placing concrete in high walls, you should deposit it in level layers, not more
than 12 inches deep. Each level Should be spaded just enough to make the concrete settle
thoroughly and produce a dense mass before the neit layer is placed.

If you should have to stop placing concrete in the wall.fdr a long period of time, or
'at the end of the day's work, you should roughen the top surface of the wall just before
it hardens. This will provide a good Mnd for the next layer of concrete. Before starting
to place concrete again), you should clean the roughened surface and apply a thick creamy
coat of cement-water paste with a brush just ahead of the freshly praced concrete. This
will give you a good bond betvieen the different layers of concrete and-also enable the
wall to be watertight.

After the concrete wan has been placed, the top surface is rarely at the exact ele7
vation desired. The process of striking of the excess concrete, to bring the surfarde:to
the -proper elevation, is called screeding. In this operation, a temblet or a straight
edge is moved back and forth across the concrete with a sawing motion. If a smoother
surface is required thamone obtained by screeding, the surface should be worked spar-
ingly with a wood or metal float or a finishing machine.

Anchor Bolts
.

; Buildings are anchored to masonry walls to prevent them from shifting from the
wall., This shifting may be caused, by excessive winds which tend to lift the structure
mounted on the walls.. Anchor bolts are positioned in the form work prior to placing
the concrete. One of the most common type anchor, is a threaded rod with a nut and

washer on one end. The other.end is bent to hold in the concrete.
56
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Another type is a thread rod with an.attached flang on the OW which will.be in the con-
crete. The threaded end of the boles should. extend aboVe the top of the concrete far
enough to extend through a plate and redeive a rtut." ,

-SUMMARY
". . .. .. idTo properly pface conciete in A. wall form, the concrete must be equately mixed

' and have the proper .coMistency. -Transpcirtation and handling fs just aS important as
having a good Mix. P idor handling can cause 'separation of the ngredients. Chutes
May be used to place the concrete at Ithe required tocatiOn. Concrete should not be
deposited in.greater than 12 inch levels without spading. Cancrete can be leveled by
screeding: Anchor bolts.are installed in conciete to hold or support other structures.,

TESTIONS

What is the purpose ottinttes?-

2. What should the slope of a chpte be for a fluid concrete?

For stiff concrete?

3. How do you chackthe ,consistency of a concrete mix?
s

4. What is the purpose/of roughening the top surface of a concrete wall at the end of

a day'S-Niiork?

..;5. How is a concrete wall finished?

5.7

,
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C URING CONCRETE '

OBJECTIVE /

SG 3ABR55233.-II-7

This sbudy guide will provide you with the knowledge necessary A effect a satis-
factory cure of concrete slabs and structures.

INT ROD UC T IPN

Althdugh concrete is one of the most useful building materials developed by man-.sit
requires much care immediately after initial placement. This care vTh will call curing.
Initial concrete cUring.performs two important functions in concrete. (1) PreventS
loss of moisture, insuiring waler availabe to completa.hydration process in concrete:and
(2) maintain8 temperature level to insui.e this compee chemical readtion. This

_study guide will describe the curing operation and different methods used in curing
4 concrete.

Curing - General

Concrete should be cured by protection againstv'apid loss of moisture and rapid
temperature c'hanges for a period of not less than 7 days from the beginning 6f the

içuring operation. Unhardened concrete should be protected from rain and flowing water.
All equipment needed for adequate curing and protection of the concrete should be on
hand and ready toinstalLbefore actual concrete placement begins. In all cases in which
the Curing medium requires the use of water, the curing ihould have prior rieght to all
water supply or supplies. Protection should be provided as necessary to prevent
cracking of the pavement caused by temperature changes during the muting periodo
The sides of concrete slabs exposed by-the removal of forms shOuld be protected within
1 hour after removal of forms to provide the exposed surfaces with cOntinuous curing

. treatment equarto that-movired by the method selected for curing the slab surface, and
to prevent injury to the pavement edge and the underlying subgrade. Covering material'
shouldpot be used that contains or becomes containinated with sugar in any form, tannic
acid, or any other stestance detrimental to portland cement Concrete. Any covering -
material such as mats,,waterprOof paper; or impermeable sheets used ifl curing should
be removed as necessary for testing the surface, correcting deficiencies, and sawing
joints. The concrete surface shquld be maintained wet With a water spray until the
covering materials are replaced. Where membrane curing IS' used. all/damaged areag
should be resprayed with curing compound immediately upon completion of testing and
any required surface correction.

Initial Curing.

Immediately after the finishing operations have been completed and the-concrete
has set sufficiently to prevent marring,the surface, the formS and entire surface of
thenewly laid concrete should be covered With wetted burlap or cotton mats .as dis-
cussed below. The initial moist cUring shall be continued for a period of riot less than
24 hours, The surface of the newl laid concrete should be kept moist and damp until
the bUrlap or cotton-mat coverings are in place. .
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Final.Curing

Curint of the concrete should be continued for the duration of the requied curing
... period by any of the methods described below.

... ...
BURLAP OR COTTONMAT CURING. The coverings may be either,burlap or .

cotton mats. Burlap covers should consist of two' or moreclayers of burlap having a ,..combined weight of 14 ounces or more per square yard in a dry condition. Burlap
should either be new or have been used only for curing concrete. Cotton mats and,
burlap...strips should have a length, after shrinkage. at least I foot greater than nec-

/essary to cover the entire width and edges of the pavement lane. The mats should
be thoroughly wetted before placing and kept continuously'wet and in intimate contact
with the pavement edges and surface,for theoduration of the required curing period.., ..

WATERPROOF-PAPER BLANKETS OR IMP6MEABLE SHEETS. Immediately
after removing the coveringoused for initial curing, the surface of the concrete should
bej(vetted with a fine spray of water and then awered With waterproof-paper blanket§,A
o yethylene coated burlap blankets or polyethylene sheet:3 (if available). The burlaP"

o the polyethylene coated burlap should.be thoroughly saturated with water befoxe plac-
ing. The waterproof-paper blankets. polyethylene coated burlap blankets. or polyethy-
lene sheeting should be in pieces'large enough to cover the entire width and edges o: the,
slab. (Polyethylene sheets carefully lapped will eliminate the necessity for4two curing
treatments. This material is also lighter, heaper, and more easily handled than
polyethylene coled burlap.) The sheets should 6e plaeed with the light-colored side up.
Adjacent sheets should overlap not less than 12 inches with the lapped edges securely
'weighted down and cemented or taped to form a'continuous cover and.a completely

-7c1osed joint. These coverings should be adequately weighted downy) prevent,displace-
Ment or billowing from winds. Covering should be foldqd down over the side of the
pavernent edges and secured by a continuoifs bank Of earth or other approved means.
Tears and boles appearing it coverings durlig the curing period must be paeched ,

imniediately. The coverings should remain in place difring the entire specified curing
period. .

NEMBRANE CURING. Irftmediately after removing tti4 wet covering used for ini-
tial curing; the entire expos,ed surface of the concrete should be uniforrnly.coated with
a membrane curing compound (figure 54). The concrete should not be allowed to dry out
before the applioation of membrane. If any drying has occurred, the surface of,the
concrete Should be-moistened with a spray of water. 1, .

The curing compound Shoullbe applied to the finished surfaces h'y means of an
apprdved Litomatic spraying machine.as soon as the free water has disappeared (if
available). TheNfspraying machine sh8uld he self-propelled and ride on the side forms
or previously dohstructed pavement, straddling the newly paved lane. The machine \
should be equipped with spraying nozzle of nozzles that dan be so controlled and
operated as to completely and uniformly.cover the pavement surface with the reqUir"M
amount of curing compound. The curing coMpound in the storage drum used for the
spraying operation should be thoroughly and continuously agitated mechanically thro igh-
out the full depth of the drum during the application. Air agitation may be used only to -,

fine spray and cover the sul-face tho ughly and completely with a uniform film. $pray
r?7supplement mechanical agitation. Spr -frig pressure shaird-17e-sufficient to produce a

quipment should te maintained in first -class mechanical condition and the spray,
1 ..
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nozzle should be provided with an adequate wind 'guard. The,curing cepmPound should
be applied with .an overlapping coverage that will give a two-coit applicatiqn sat a
coverage Of not more than 200 sqtfate feet per anon for both coats.

Cat- 02,S

Figure 54. Application of Curing Compound
^

The application of curing compound by hand-operated pressure sprayers is satis-
factory only on odd widths or shapes of slabs and on concrete surfaces exposed by the
removal of forms, as authorized. yhen application is made by hand-operafed sprayers,
the second coat-should be applied* a direction approximately at right angles to the di-

. rection of the first coat. The compound should form a Uniform, continuous, cohesive, .

film that will not check, crack, or peel, and that will be free from pinholes and other
imperfections. If discontinuitie's, pinholes, or abrasions exiit, an additional coat
should be applied to.the affected areas within 30 minutes. Concrete surfaces that are
subjected to heavy rainfall within 3 hours after the curing compound has been applied
should be resprayed.

.

Necessary precautions should be taken to assure that the concrete is properly
cured at the joints, but that no turing compound enters the joints ,that are to be sealed .
with joint-sealing compounds, The top of the joint opening and the joint groove at
expqsed edges should be tightly sealed as soon as the joint-sawing operations have been
completed. After application of the seal, the concrete in the region of the joint should
be sprayed with curing compound. The method used for sealing the joint groove shquld
be eff,fictive in preventing loss of moisture from the joint during the entire specified
curingperiod.

Approved standby facilities fq, curing concrete pavement should be provided at a
Iodation readily accessible to the' site of the work. These 'would be for use in the event
of mechanical failure, a the spraying equipment or any other conditions that might
prevent correct applicatimpf the membrane-curing compound at the proper time.
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SMOOTHNESS TEST
3

The finiAhed suffaces of airfield pavements shall have no abrupt change of 1/8 inch
or more and shall not deviate frdm the testing edge of an approved 12-footptraightedge

COncrete surfaces to which membrane'curing compounds have been applied should
be adequately protected for the duration of the entire curing period from pedestrian and
vehicular traffic; except as required for joint-Sawilig,operations and.surface tests, and
from any othbr possible damage to the continuity of the membrane. Any area covered
with curing compound-that is damaged by subsequ'Ent construction operations within the
curing period must be resprayed.

Curing concrete may be done in one of the following methods:

Burlap, wetted

Cotton mats. 3,vetted

* , Damp straw

* Tarpaulin

* Continuous water spray
.

* Waterproof papel

Polyettylene sheets

Membrane curing compound

0

more than 1/ i ch longitudinally and 3/16-inch transversely.

High areas of unsatisfactory smoothness shall be reduced either by rubbing the'
freshly finished_ concrete with. aCkrborundum brick and water when the concrete is less
than 36 hours old or by grinding the hardened concrete with an approved surface-
grinding machine after the cOncrete is 14 days or more old. Rubbing withCarkgrundum
bricleVall be discontinued as soon as contact with coarse aggregate is made. 'All
further necessary reduction shall'be accomplished by grinding the hardened concrete .

with an approved surface-grinding machine.

.COLD WEATHER CONCRETING

Concrete placed when the air temperature is less than 50°F is classified as cold-
weather concrete. PrecautiOns are necessary for cold-weather concreting, since con-
crete hardens slowly and gains strength slowly at lowleinperaturA. If the concrete
freezes during the first 2 days after placing, it will be severely damaged. Concrete
should never be placed on a frozen subgrade because of the danger of settling when the
ground thaws. Before placing the concrete, all ice, snow, and.frost must be removed
from the forms and reinforcement; this is efficiently done with live steam. If protective
covering is required, it should be partially installed before the concrete is placed.
After the concrete is placed, the covering should completely stirround the concrete to
minimize heat loss: It warm concrete is to be placed on a cold surface of hardened
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concrete, the hardened concrete must be warmed and its surface sufficiently moistened
before the new concrete is deposited. The precautions to be taken in cold weather
depend upon the air temperature. Suitable precautions for thr.ee different temperature
classifications are as follows:

* 400 to 50°F. For.air. temperatures of 400 to 50°F, the temperature of the
placed concrete should be from 60`) to 70°F. This can be done by heating the mixing
water to a predetermined temperaWe. For permanent construction, the placed con-
crete must be cured at a temperature' of 50°F for 5 days or 70°F for 3 days. If high-
early-strength cement is used, the curing peridd can be reduced to 2 days at 70°F or
3 days at 50°F.

* 32° to 40°F. For air temperatures from 32° to 40°F, high-early-strength
cement should be used, dr 2 pounds of calcium chloride per sack of cement should be
added to accelerate hardening. Also, it mai, be necessary to heat the forms to remove
ice, snow,or frost. The concrete temperature at the time of,mixing should be from
700 to 80°F. This dan be obtained by heating the water or heating both the water and
aggregate. In no case should the concrete mixing temperature exceed 80°F; higher
temperatures will reduce its strength. Remember, the curing conditions described in
the previous classification must be prthrided.

* 00 to 32°F. For air temperatures inihis range, high-early-strength cement
should be used; however, if t,his type cement is not available, calcium chloride should
be added in the amount of no more than 2 pounds per sack of ordinary cement. Calcium
chloride is an accelerator which enables the concrete to develop strength more rapidly.

, The aggregate and water must lie heated to provide a 700 to 80uF concrete temperature
at the mixer. It is also adyisable to heat the forms. Curing conditions, as described
in the first classification must be provided.*

After the -required curing period, the concrete can be allowed to cool to the tem-
perature of theatniospherie, regardless of how cold it is. For massive work, the

-cooling process should be retarded to a rate not to exceed 200F ih 24 hours. If the
cooling,rate is not retarded to this value, the concrete will crack. This recommendesd
rate of cooling can be accomplished by controlling the heat supply without removing the
inclosure. When the temperature inside the inclosure'is the same as the outside
temperature, the inclosure can be removed. In some areas, and especially in the Arctic,
sudden, sharp frosts are likely to occur. Therefore, means bf protecting the concrete
must be available at all times. However, concreting should not be done in temperatures
below 0°F unless the amount of concrete is exceptionally small or large.

'

If concrete is frozen beforie it has taken its.initial set, it will not be damaged if
thawed out rapidly and properly. It will later develop almost the same strength and

durability as it would have if freezing had not occ.urred. Rapid thawing is performed
with the use of heated inclosures.

If cogfrete is allow& to freeze before it sets up, the water expaiids and disrupts
the bond between the cement and aggregate particles. If the freezing occurs after the
concrete has set up and after it has been cured as required, the concrete will not be
damaged.

The problem of cold-weather protection is one of preventing loss of heat from con-
crete placed at a safe initial temperature and of supplying any additional heat needed.
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Wooden forms. left in'place, furnish protection against temperatures near freezing. Jmit
additional protection is necessary Pr unformed surfaces sand exposed curners and
edges. To protect these s'urfaces and edgers, insulation board or double sheathing shc.uld
be used. The most common method of protection is by a heated inclosure such as a
framework covered with a tarpaulin. The tarpaulin should provide sufficient space
for the circulation of warmed air, and should be tight'and windproof. Heat is provided
by live or piped steam, or stoves o( various types. Steam is preferred because
moisture is supplied along with the heat. Portable stoves are convenient d'or small jubs
but have the disadvaritage of producing dry heat, giving off fumes and smoke, and pro-.
ducing fire hazards. When portable stoves are used, ventilation must be provided in
order to prevent the formation of carbon monoxide.

Less care is required for protection when the concrete is intended for temporar
purpoSes. If the atmospheric temperature is from 200 to S2°F, and nb calcium chlori'de
is added, the concrete needs to be protected for a period of 12 hours. This time can be
reduced to 6 hours,if 2 pounds of calcium chloride per sack of cement is used

HOT WEATHER CONCRETING'

During hot weather, precautions should be taken to maintain concrete temperature
from 850 to 90°F. Horwever, there will be climatic conditions witere this limitation
cannot be observed. Limitations on the maximum eemperature of concrete and the
placing of concrete during hot weather are imposed because of the impairment of
quality and durabilityresulting when concrete is mixed, placed, and cured at high tem-
peratures. This impal ment affe0 cret.ift three different ways.

(1), The ultimace strength concrete mixed and cured at high temperatures is
never as great as that ofóncrete i4ixed and cured at temperatures below 70°F.

(2) The cracking tendencies are increased because of the greater range be-
tween the high tenwerature, at the time of hardening and the low temperature to which
the concrete will later drop.

(3) Concrete which is mixed, placed, and cured at high temperatures has been
found to fail sooner, as-a7 result of repeated cycles of moisture and temperature changes
above the freezing point, than concrete which is mixed, placed, and cured at lower
temperatures.

The temperature of mixed concrete can be lowered by any of several means. ThE se
means include: (1) Using cold rhixing'water; slush ice can be us A in-extreme cases to.
cool t e water. (2) Avoiding the use of hot cement. (3) Coolh4. the coarse aggregate
by sprinkling. (4) Insulating mixer di-trims by cooling them with prays or wet burlap
coverings. (5) Insulating water supply lines.and tanks. (6) Shading materials and
facilities not otherwise protected from the heat. co Working only at night.

The temperature of the mixture can be estimated 4y using th formula that was
earlier given in.this section. In hot weather, it is usually necessary to use more cen ent
to obtain the desired consistency. This is true because fresh concrete tends to stiffen
rapidly.

Concrete curing is difficult to do in hot weather because the water evaporates
rapidly. Proper curing is especially important in hot weather because of the greater
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danger of crazing and cracking. The ef1icienc37 of curing is reduced in hot weather.
therefore, inist curing, especially ponding, should be used. Frequent sprinkling and
the use of wet burlap and other Means of retaining the moisture for longer periods are
sometimes necessary.

SUMMARY

Strengths obtained in coRcrete are primarily regulated by the curing process. -

So now, you see why it is of tremendous importance in concrete operations. All
preliminary care taken in selection of materials. mixing. forming and placement can
be completely destroyed if concrete curing is not properly accomplished.

, \..
QUESTIONS

,
1. When should curint., operations begin?

2. What can be done to protect against.evaporation?

3. How long should concrete be cured during hot weather?

4. Why does all concrete need to be cured?

5. What will happen if egncrete freezes during the first 24 hourst?
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CONCRETE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR55233-11-8

This study guide will help you to learn the procedures to inspect and remove a
damaged section of concrete, and then mix, place, finish and care a concrete patch..

INTRODUCTION

' Civil Engineering groups on Air Force installations are continuously maintaining
runways and roads constructed of concrete. Constant maintenance is a must in order to
prevent minor discrepancies from developing into major rigid pavement repairs. When
rigid pavement repair is evident, the work must be performed correctly in order to keep
the runways and roads as dearly perfect as possible. The various methods of mainte-
nance and repairs are brought out in this study guide. Again, the objective of mainte-
nance of concrete pavement is to keep it in as near a perfect condition as possible and
as structurally sound as traffic, climate, funds, materials, equipment and availability
of labor will permit. Essentiallyo, this consists of maintaining a smooth riding surface
and keeping the subgrade as dy as possible. A smo3th surface protects pavement from
destructive effect of traffic impact, reduces wear mid tear on vehicles, and is of utmost
imp3rtance to the.safety of aircraft. Erompt and adequate maintenance greatly extends
themseful life of a pavernenG

RIGID PAVEMENT MAINTENANCE

Replacement of Broken Areas

A broken area is a portion of pavement too small to distribute the applied load to the
subgrasSe without settling or rocking; therefore, it. must be removed and replaced. ,

The proceduresbin the removal and replacement of a broken concrete pavement or
stab will be discussed in class and are as follows:

Inspect broken concrete pavement area.

Deterniine p3rtion of pavement which must be' removed.

Obtain necessary tools, equipment, and materials.,

Operate and service air compressor.

e Mark or outline pavement to be, removed.
,

sr. Say,/ or grooire concrete pavement.'
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Break old pavement, using pneumatic pavement breaker, and remove the old
concrete.

Remove unsatisfactory subgrade soil and replace, tamping in layers.

Clean edges of old slab before placing new concrete.

. Moisten subgrade and edges of old concrete.
%.

Mix concrete for palch.

Place, vibrate. finish, Ind -cure concrete patch in accordance with AF
specifications.

Removal of Concrete

Hand methods are recommended for removing old pavement, where patches are few
in number, small in are.t, or widely separated. Twelve- to sixteen-pound stone sledges
are used to break the pa :ement into pieces small e.nougli to be carried by one man.
Slabs can be easily brok !n by raising one edge with Ocrowbar, , inserting a small piece
of concrete or a rock under the slab, and striking it with the sledge. When patching
large areas, mechanical equiPment should be used to speed up operations and reduce
Cost. The equipment rewired includes: a portable air compressor, two pneumatic
pavement breakers with about 30 feet of air hose for each one, a star bit to be used in
a pneumatic drill:for very thick concrete, a supply of chisels and moilpoint bits, and
small hand tools. The area to be patched is outlined by cutting a groove around it. This
groove is usually cut with a pavement breaker, using chisel bits; however, a cthicrete
saw can also be used to outline the pavement. After the old concrete has been removed,.
the \top edge of the cut should be trimmed (straight and vertical) to a depth of 1 inch; _
otherwise, there wig be thin edges in the patch which will spall'under traffic. Acute
angcles (less than 90 ) must be avoidedtin the patch area.

When cutting the slab fdr utility repairs or installVions, the conérete should be cut
back about 9 incheS beyond the proposed edges of the trench. This will give the patch
slab a bearing on undisturbed subgrade. If the trench is very wide, reinforcing steel
should be placed at right angles to the trench, 2 inches from the bottom of the slab.

Preparing Pavement for'Repairs

Exposed edges of.existing concrete pavement, after the defective Concrete has been
removed, must be prepared to insure a bond between the old pavement and the new con-

-c.rgte mixture. The cleaning of the exposed pavement is accomAlished by one of the
following methods: .

s Sandblasting
. .

it High-pressure water

Acid (muriatic)

.High:-pressure air

e

,
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.gqfSubgrade

Pavement breakage is usually caused by local conditions of the subgr ade, such as
frost boils or heave, seepage from a water-bearing laYer of soil, subgiade settlement,
or other adverse conditions. To avoid repeti,tion of the breakage, these conditions must
be corrected before a patch is praced. Poor drainage is corrected by installing sub-
drains to intercept the water or by lowering the ground-water level as/required. Before
the patch is placed, unsatisfqctory subgrade soil must be removed to a depth of at least
12 inches and replaced with a'suitable material firmly packed in layers. If frost heaving
is to be prevented in the subgrade, postholes 2 or 3 feet deep, one hOle to each 3-yard
square of affected area, should be drilled and backfilled with a frost-preventive mix
(one part flake calcium.chloride to 10 parts sand, fine gravel, or stone screening).
Chloride flakes dissolve and percolate through the soil in all'directions, lower the freez-
ing point of water in the voids, and protect the subgrade from damaging frost heaves.
When trenches are cut through the subgrade to repair or install utilities, they should be
carefully cut so that the subgrade along the edges is not disturbed. To prevent future
settling, the backfill material should be thoroughly tamped in layers of optimum mois-
ture content.

Spalling generally occurs adjacent to joints. The definition of a spall is the chipping
and breaking away of the pavement at the joint. The causes of spalls are primarily the
result of poor construction or inadequate maintenance. Most common causes of spalls
are as follows:

53
Debris in joints

Improper finishing of joints

Improper installation of material

Joints not at right angles to pavement surface

Overworking (floating) of the concrete in its plastic.state at the joiht

Spalled areas will be repaired with portlant cement concrete mixes or with the use
of epoxy.

Sealing

St-aling is th.e chipping and breaking
away of the concrete pavement surfac't
(see figure 55). Scaled bridge decking ,

- may require special care when you place
the repair mix to insure a prdper bond
with the existing pavement. Scarifying
and scoring the area are important items
in the repair.
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RIGID.PAVEMENT REPtkIR

The proceduies to be followed for repairing concrete were described and outlined

under the main heading, "Rigid,Pavet tent Maintenance," of this study guide.. The follow-

ing information also pertais to iorming for concrete; placing reinforcement rods; and
\ mixing, placing, finishings and curing a concrete patch.

Patch Forming

When it is necessary to use forms for patchwork, the forms may be of steel or
lumber. When lumber is used, it must be straight and clean.

Reinforcing Rod

The amount, kind,/ and placeinent of r,inforcind steel is determined by the construc-
tion engineer. The reinforcing steel may betthe_rod,type of specified diameters, or
welded wire mesh meeting federal specifications. The rod or wire mesh is placed in
the area and held above the subgraa with chairs. Reinforcing rod is illustrated in
figure 56,and wire Mesh is illustrated in figure 67.

Figure 56. Reinforced Concrete
Using Steel Rod,

iX 6. xI0 X XIO WIRE MESH

MESH C.4-0.141

Figure 57. Reinforced Concrete
Using Wire Mesh

,
.

As previmislY stattd, the reinfbzcing rod is held in place above the subgrade with
high chairs, illustrated in figures 58 and 59.

C19.4111,

Figure-58. Bar Chair Figu're 59. Indi;ride1-111-gh Chair

MIjcING, PLACING, VIBRATINQ :FINISHING, AND cURING CONCRETE

The mixture of concrete for the p.atch,will be the standard mix of 1 .1 3 and 6

gallons of water per bag of portl'int ceme.lt:
, .

The subgrade will be moistened to prevent the loss of moisture from the concrete

to the subgrade, preventing the concrete from curing at a more rapid rate.
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When the concrete is .p'.aced, it is vibrated with a.pneumatic vibrator, or it may be
rodded with shovels to,consolidate the mixtu7e. The surface is then struck off with a
screed to bring the cOncrete to-the proper elevation.'

In finishing the cOncrete, it will first be floated to bring just enough paste tO the
surface to apply a nonskid finish. This is accomplished by brooming. Overworking of
the conc.rete its plastic state will result in sealing and add to more repair problems.

The n ly placed and finished:concrete is cured. Curing is 'one of the most import-
ant steps in concreting which is frequently overlooking. This is done by one of several
methods. The newest and.tnost widely u.sed method is by spraying a curing compound
over the surface ofthe concrete., Tfie curing compound forms a film, irreventing the'
rapid loss of moisture. This aids the concrete iti its hydration prvéss and-longer cure.
Remember, the longer concrete cuees, the stronger it gets.

t 411:

CONCFWV MIX 0

In mixing concrete for patches, follow the specifications of the original pavement if
they are known and have given good results. 03entimed, it is desirable to use a mix-
ture which gives a higher early strength than is attained in regular construction work.
This will permit the patch to be opened to traffic sooner. Otherwise, patches should be
kept closed to traffic until the concrete has a resistance to .bfeakage of at least 550
pounds per square inch. ,For emergency purposes, the pavement is opened sooner if the
possib!e damage to an occasional patch is justified.in order to lessen inconveniece and
obstruction to traffic. High-early-strength concrete is, ready for traffic in 24 to 74 h)urs
atter placing, depending on the temperature, mix used, nd other conditions. Three
methods are available for preparing high-early-:strength concrete.

Low Water-Cement Ratios

Concrete for patches should be mixed as dry as possible, properly placed, com-
pacted, and finished. A lout, water-cement ratio (for patches) does not re-quire a mix as
rich or with as much cemeneas is needed for the'same waterLcernent ratio In normal
constrVion procedures. Therefore, high-early-strength concrete is secure.d without.
increasing the cement content. Water-cement,ratio should trot be less than 4 gallons of
water to a sack of cement: This will eliminate the difficulties encounteredwhen plactng,
finiShing, or curing concrete. High early strength can be obtained with standard Rort-
land cement if an increase of 20 to 25 percent oette,nt is added to the noimal concreke
mix. However, this increases the shrinkage and should be done only in emergencies.

- . .

High-Ealy-Strength Portland Cement

High-early-strength portland cementS are generally used..in mixtures of normal pro-
portions. The water-cement ratio should not be less than 4 gallons of watVr to a sack of
cement.

Calcium Chlo7id 9
.

4'

Not more than 2 percent of calcitim chloride'(dry or in solution ). by weight of cement.
is added to the mixture to increase its early streng0. When used dry, calcium chloride
is placed in the mixer with the aggregate but not ip 'contact with the cetbent. If in
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.solution, calcium chloride is introduced with the mixing water, replacing an equal 0--

volume of the ;later. Concrete containing calcium chloride hardens quickly and must
-be placed and finished promptly after mixing.

Mixing Procedure (
At many bases, ready-mixed concrete is available at a reasonable cost. But for

small patching jobs, concrete is mixed by hand or in a portable mixer. Concrete is
more uniformly and accurately proportioned if all materials are measured by weight.
Small, portable scales are used. Water is nteasured by volume 07 weight. The amount
of water added to eacla batch must be reduced by theamount of free water which is
absorbed by dry aggretates. Hand mixipeshould continue Until an apparently uniform
mixture is obtained. Machine mixing should continue for at least I minute after all
materials are in the mixer.

PLACING CONCRETE
I.

Before new concrete is placed, the edges of the old slab should be inspected to be
-Sure they are clean and free of dust, dirt, etc. The edges of the old slab should be
moist (not wet) when the new concrete is placed. _The subgrade should be dabip to pre-
vent the absorption of water from fresh concrete. The space to be patChed is.then filled
comptetely with concrete. Concrete shrinks slightly as it hardens, but the effects of
shrinkage can be minimized by tamping after placement.

When concrete ikfirst placed, it is struck off and thoroughly Jamped at an elevation
slightly higher than the finished surface of the patch. If drier than normal mixes are
used, thorough tamping of the end.re patch is absolutely essential to insure consolidation,
ieduction of voids, anct elimination of honeycombing in the concrete. The patCh should
be tamped again as late as possible, but.before the concrete hardens beyond the point of
finishing. Tamping along the edges must be done to force:the fresh goncrete tightly
against the old slab. This prevents the separation 3f new and old concrete when the neW
concrete shrinks during the drying and hardening process. The end of a 2 xA timber
makes a good edgetamper; however, if a surface vibrator is available, it should be

# used to better "honsolidate the patch.

FINIaHING

After final consolidation, the patch should be screened and checked with a straight-
edge to insure close agreement with the contour of the adjacent pavement. The surface
texture of,patches should resemble-the old pavethent.. Depending on themethad used in
finishing the existing pavements, the patch is finished with.a.danvas, rubber, or wooden
belt; a wood float; a burlap drag; or a broom. All transverse and longitudinal joints
and outdide edges should be edged with an edging tool of I/4-inch radIus. ,However, the
patch is not edged where It joins old pavement. "

CURING

Immediately after finishing operations are completed, curing is started. Continue
curing until the patch is opened to traffic. The size of conc.rete patches and their
scattered locations make it inconvenient to cure by frequent or continued application of
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Water. Therefore, other acceptable curing materials which reqiire little or ao water
(curing membranes, calcium chloride, and impervious peer) should be used. FOT the
dry mites, the rec.= mended curing materials are appli d as shoo a,s fiitshing opera-
tioas are completed. If ordinary concrete mixes are used, the curing agents are applied
when the paich surface is ha'rd and will not be marred by the application of the agent.

RIGID PAVEMENT MkINTENANCE VSING FAST FIX CEMENT

A fast-setting cement, dubbed "Fast Fix" by the Air _Force, originally was developed
by the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Paderson AFB, Ohio, to provide
a technique for rapid.y restoring bomb-damaged runways. Fast Fix in 3a minutes deve-
loped strengths comparable to normal 23-day concrete. The Fast Fix-Mass Application
concept developed for this effort wet. successfully demonstrated_by the Air Force at
Eglin AFB, Florith,. d aring Atigust 1967 when the upper 1-foot secdon of a 70-foot
diameter simulated bomb crater was repaired in approximately 1 hour. In this repair,
Fast Fix in the neat slurry form *y cement and mixing'water) was applied at a rate of
1000 g.p. m. and allowed to percolate down through agtregate placed in the upper por-
tion V. the crater to produce an in-place concrete.

Fast Fix concrete can be mixed.in conventional revolving drum-type, concrete
mixers. Fast Trx concrete, like portland cement concrete, intIorporates sand and
crushed rock or gravel, and requires only the skills needed to m'x and handle conven-
tional concrete: Aego, Fast Fix is applicable as a sand slurry gement in which sand is
incorporated with the dry cement and m!xing water.

Fast Fix Characteristics

Fast Fix slurry cement in 30 initiates develops compressive and flexural-Strengths
co 3501 and 600 p.s.i., respectively. Also, it is nonshrinkable (it expands
slightly), nontoxic, nonflammable, and self-leveling.,. The consistency of the material
is similar to that of buttermilk which ailow.s for the self-leveling characteristic. The
set time of Fast Kix when mixed with 35 percent water is approximately 12 minutes.
The set time is the point at which this material becomes solidified. Fast Fix concrete
is practically self-:leveling in that it .has a slump of approximately 11 to 11-1/2 inches.
These characteristics of Fast Fix are desirable for runway repair iii that (1) it is easy
to handle, (2) will flow into the irregularitieg'of the broken runway pavement, and (3)
can be contoured to the slope hf the existing pavement. The self-leveling characteristic
of Fast Fix neat slurry cement can be controlled by diking the,low sides ot the crater
and filling to the crown or high point of the runway surface. .The excess Fast Fix can
be removed and contoured to the existing pavement surface with a roadgrader 5 to 10
in!nutes after it has set.

SUMMARY ^

Again, the objective of rigid pSvement repair is to keep the pavements in. as near
the oiiginal condition as possible.
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QUESTIONS

1. What is the first step in rigid pavement repair and maintenance'?

2. What .causes a cOncrete pavement to scale? 416

a. Scaling appears as what?

4. Shallow scaling is how deep?

5. Wken using a cement mortar parich to repair a scaled area, what is the recommended
mix? 4,

6. When using lumber for forming c'oncrete patches, the lumber shourd be
'and

7. What' are two different types of reinforcement steel?

, 8. When placing fresh concrete on the subgrade, why is the subgrade moistened?.

9. How is a.00ncrete patch cured?
4

.
What is the result of concrete being oVerworked while in a plastic state?

REFERENCES

CDC 55233, Masonry Specia4st..
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OBJECTIVE

G 3ABR55233-II-9

r
FORM RE M_O VAL

This study gtiide will help you gain the neces4ry background information and pro-
.

cedures to re/love, clean, and store coficrete forms; and finish the concrete surface.
a

INXRODUCTION
4

To finish a concrete job successfully, the forms rfidst be removed and the concrete
rubbed to-aslesirable finish.

When you have corntileted this unit of instruction, you will/be able to remove wall. forms; clean surface with a carborundu,m stone; fill voids; arid clean and store forms.
ke

REMOVING. WA LL FORMS

In removing wall fOrms, care qiust be taken so the concrete will not be darnaged.
First, remove all the stakes and take off the wales; then you can rembve theAvall
frames. Use wooden wedges to pry the forms away from the walls so the wall will not
be damaged,. WAs, the forms are removed, remove all-protruding nails to preinst pos-
sible personal injury. Stack the forms- aivay from the wall so they will not be in the
way when the wall'is cleaned. -

'4 SURFACE CLEANING WITH A CARBORUNDUM STONE

A carborundurn stone i used to renTove'stains and smooth concrete walls. The
first rubbing should be done with a coarse carborundum stone as soon as the concrete
has hardened enough sb the aggregate will not be pu led out. The concrete should then
be cured and then given a final rubbing with a ne. Whenever you use4 carbo-
rundum stone, keep the concete damp while it is being riubbed.

FILLING VOIDS

After the surfade has been cleaned, you can proceed to fill Ihe voids. Vbids Torm
when a conCrete 'mix is too dry ,or'when the concrete has notjprtn vibrated. The voids
may be filled by using either grout or slurry \paste.

Grout

Grout is prepared by inix'ing equal parts of sancleand cement with enotigh water to.
'form a thick paste. The grout is applied with a pointing trowel, staking care to com-
pletely fill.the voids. p

Si 4

/-*
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'Slurry Paste

3 b

Slurry paste is basically the same mixture as grout, except that eneugh water is
added to make a thin paste. The paste is then applied to the wall surface with.a stiff
brush, taking care to fill all voids. The wall is then rubbed down with a wood or sponge
float to insure that all holes are filled,. After using slurry paste, the wall should be
dampened lightly to keep the concrete from absorbing the water from the urry pas
When the surface has hardened, rub the surface with burlap to remov,e the ex ess p4t.

CLEANING, OILING, AND STORING FORMS

elean, oil, and store the forms after the wall has been cleaned. Brush off excess
concrete with a stiff Wire brush; then apply a light coat of oil t6 act as a bond breaker.
The oil can be either brushed or sprayed onto the forms. Stack steel forms in their

der of-er.ection; the form panel to be used first placed on top of the stack.,
a

MATERIALS AND METHODS USED IN CURING CONCRETE.
/

As soon as the concrete has haildened enough ,so that the surface will not ioe ziarred,
the burlap, canvas, or building paper can be replaced with coverings of eartlisand,or
straw that has been kept moist for at least 3 qays by occasional sprinkling. .2

AnOtheroznethod of moist curing is ponding. This is done by keeping about 1 inch
of water on the concrete surface. The water canbe confined by earth dikes around
the edges of the slab. tarly drying must be'prevented or the concrete will not reach

its fail potential strength.

Concrete surfaces can also be cured with commercial curing Compounds (contain-
ing wax or resin) if they seal the surface without penetrating. With the use of curing
compounds, the concrete will cirre for an indefinite period:of time *hile the slab,
sidewalk, etc. , are in use.

When using curing compounds, follow the manufacturer's instructions for appli-
cation. Precautions must be taken when placing, finishing, and curing concrete in
excessively hot or cold temperatures.

If

,
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Table'6. Curing Methods.

-

Method. Advantage

_

Disadvantage
.

Sprinkling with water or
covering with wet burlap.

,

Stiaw

Curing Compounds

.,
.

,

.
,

Moist earth .

. ,

Waterprodf.paper .

.

,
.

.

Plastic flan -

.

,

.

.

.

Excellent results if
constantly kept wet.

Insulator in winter.

Eaty to apply. 1

Inexpensive .

.

.. .

aheap, but messy
-

Excellent protection,
prevents drying.

. .
.

Absolutely water-
tight,. excellent
proteEtion. Light
and easy to handle,

1
I Likelihood of drying be-

tween sprinklings.
Difficult on verticat
walls.

Can dry out, blow away,
or burn.

Sprayer needed; inade-
quate coverage allows
drying out; film sca:n
be broken or tracked
off before 'curing is
completed; unless ,
pigmented, can allow
concrete to get too hot.

Stains concrete, can dry
out, removal problem.

. .

Heavy cost can be ex-
cessive. Must be kept
in rolls, storage and
handling pioblem.

Should be pigmented for
heat- protection. Re-
quires reasonable care
and tears must be
patched; must be
weighed down to pre- .

vent blowing away.. ,

SUMMARY

When removing wall forms, take care not to damage the wall surface. Use wooden
. wedges to pry the form away from the wall. Carborundum stones are bused to clean
stains_and excess concrete from wall surfaes. Voids may be filled uSing either grout
or a' slurry paste. Steel forms,must be cleaned with a stiff fiber brush; oiled and then
stacked in'their order of usage.

To maintain the strength of concrete, it mus-Aelept moist during the first few
days after the concrete is poured. Without curing, the maximum strength oraincrete
is less than when curing is used.

3.0
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QUESTIONS

1, What iLused iO fill voids?

2. Why should care be taken in removing forms?

3. Why would you use a carborundum stone?

4. How is slurry paste applied to the wall surface?

5. When and why is the wall surfaces rubbed-down with burlap?

REFERENCES

CDC 55233, Masonry Specialist
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Department of Civil Engineering Tng WB 3ABR,55233-11-1-P1Sheppard AFB, Texas November 1975

PREPARING CONCRETE MIXTURES

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this workbook you will be able to prepare a concrete design mix
and perform a slump test.

EQUIPMENT
-

SG 3ABR55233-11-1
WB 3ABR55233-11-1-P1
Pencil
,Paper
Slump cone and rod
Wheelbarrow
Shovel
Hoe

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
4/student
4/student
4/student
4/student

Mission 1

Answer the follciwing questions .perfaining to concrete material and their use in
concrete construction. SG 3ABR55233-H-1 and class notes may be usel as relerences.

1. What safety precautions should be observed when lifting cement ings?

r-1t4r 2. HOW high should portland cement be stacked?

, 3. Aggregate passing through a number sieve is considered fine..

aggregate.

4.. What test is used to determine the cleanliness of fine aggregates ?

5. Air entrained cement is designated by what mark on portland 'cement bags ?A

1
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6. In a number eight sieve ther.5 are
opening§ per square inch.

7. A hardened mixture of cement, sand, gravel, and water

would be thd AeSinition of

8. 41.11 in the blanks below with the type of cement
that corresponds to the d,escriptions given.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

'

-TYPES

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

DESCRIPTIONS

1 Produces less heat during
hydration.
Sulfate resistant.

High early strength.

Most commonly used.

Used for massive concrete
pours.

9. Name three types of aggregates.

a. .

b.

c.

10. Xconcrete additive that enables concrete to resist
freezing and to protect pavements from adverse effects of

salts during snow removal is

11. What is .the laegest size of coarse aggregate

normally used?

12. How would you store cement outside?

321



13. Why is it necessary to determine the moisture content of aggregate before
preparing a concrete mix?

14. When referring to aggregate. what is meant' by the term "saturated surfacedry..?

15. What type of appgratus is used for a slump test?

16. What type of sand is normally used?

17.What type of cement would you use for repairs on a runway that was to be put
into use the following day ?

18. Name the additive that causes each cubic foot of 'concrete to contain billions of
tiny air bubbles:

19. What are the advantages of using air entrained cement ?

20. What is type IV concrete used for ?
,

-3'

Mission 2

Prepare a concrete design, mix and perform the slump test by following
step-by-step procedures listed below.

1. Instructor will grovide the student with a slump cone and a pointed rod.

t)

3
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2. Students will mix three batches of concrete, using the following mixes:

a. 16 lbs.of cemenI
c),

b. 32 lbs of sand

c. 48 lbs of aggregate

d. Water by weight

(1) Batch number one - 14.56 lbs.

(2) Batch number two - 15..24 lbs.

(3) Balch number three - 15.90 lbs.

3. Fill the slump cone one-third full of concrete.

4. Rod the concrete 25 tiines with pointed rod.

5. Fill the slump cone two-thirds full of concrete.

6. Rod the concrete 25 times with poineed rod.

7. Fill the slump cone full of concrete:

8. Rod the,concrete 25 times with pointe&kod and smooth top of cone

9. Refnove slump cone from the concrete.

10, Place slump cone near concrete; place the pointed rod across top of cone and
concrete. Using a ruler, measure the.distance between the rod and top of concrete; this
will be the slump test.

11. 'Record results of the slump test in the blanks provided beloir.

a. Batch number 1, damp sand.

b. Batch number 2, wet sand.

c. Batch number 3, very wet sand.

4
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OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR55233-II-2-;P1

PAEPARING SITE FOR CONCRETE .

Upon completion of this workbOok you will be able to prepare a site for a concrete
slab and to compute THE AMOUNT OF CONCRETE NEEDED for a given project.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233-II-2
WB 3ABR5523S-H-2-P1
Pencil
Paper
Pneumatic Tamper
Vibrator Tamper
Shovels (romd point)
Shovels .(square)
Wheelbarrbws
Sledge hammer
56' steel tape
Steel formS.
Builder's level
Hammer
Nails
Saw
2 X 4 lumber
Rake
Gravel
Layou; line
Mason handtools

PROCEDVAE

Basis of Issue.
1/student .

1/student
1/student
1/student
1/12 student
1/12 student
1/3 student.
1/3 student
1/3 student
1/6 student
1/12 student
1/12 student
1/12 student
1/student
1/student
1/6 student
1/12 student
1/3 student
1/12 student.
1/12 student
1/student

Mission 1

COMPUTE THE AREA

1. Compute the area-bf the following rectingles.

2. Give yhur answer in both square feet and square yards.

5
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A. .

,

B.

12

12

6

16

C.

er

I
Aiea Sq ft

Sq yds

Area Sq ft

Sq yds

72-
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MISSION 2' .

COMPUTE VOLUME

1. Compute the Vo Wine of the following areas.

2. Give your answer in cubie. yards.
-

b. ,

10'

30'

1

TCYES4.

?CY

404.0'

3 r)R

CO

-4

Volume Cu. yds. .

Volume .Cu. yds. v.

4.

..

4

\.



e

c .

d.

50'

e.
288'

.!.1w 1i0ChNESS

.01

8

3('7

.?

Volume Cu. yds.
A

,

4.

VolUme" Cu: ydS
/

Volume ICu. 7de.

44,
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Mission 3,

, PREPARING suliGRAph FOR: aRNCRETE SLAB

1. Measure and stake off area for construction.

2. Re Move vegetation.
,

3, ).Remove topsoil.
-

{-A. Check
;
subsoil for saft.and har

5. Compact the subsoij using the vibratotcompactor.

3

....
4 .

6. Set steel forms and check for proper aligiunent.
...,

7., Use a builder's level and check the forms to determine tliat they are level
\..

8. Doublechbck all of your work-

? 9. Have the thstructor check your work.

,

,)

1-

0

-4

Instructor ,

AI-
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BUILDING FORMS FOR CONCRETE

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this workbook you will.be able to build forms for concrete walls.

via 3ABR55233-1I-2-P2

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
SG 3ABR55233-II-2 . 1/student
WB 3ABR55233-II-21,2 . 1/stidentPencil 1/studentPaper 1/studentShovels 6/student

. Sledge, hammer - 6/student50' steel tape 12/studentLayout line , 12/studentPlywood wall forms 12/student
-----7 Mason handtodls 1/student

PROCEDURE

Mission 1°
IS

NOTE: Ic/his
.2 feet Met

area you will make a concrete wall 16 feet l&ig,
_and 8 inches wide. (See figure 1)
"!

>

e

St
CONSWETE WALL 2rT NIGH

LONO SIN WIDE

I. Construct
given.tou 5V the

16.

Figure 1
.

a wood wall form, as shown in figure 2.
tins,tructor.

. .

CID

Follow the instructions

1
Si



4.4

FOOTING

BOARDS

'Figure 2

12
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2. Use the ollowing checklist to determinef-aconcrete formis properly prepared.

1. Is.the Iorm in the'correct place?

2. !Is the forp ofsthe correct size and shape?

3. Are the studs placed proPerly?

4. Are the wales placed properly?-

5. Axe there enough bIaces and stakes?

6. Is tbe,form strong enough?

7. Are all the joints tight? .

8. Is the wall sheathing spaced properly?

Are the form

lb. ;f there are anchor bolts, are they placed properly?
11. Is the interior of the form walls oiled?

13
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WB 3ABR55233-II-3-P1

INSTALLING REINFORCEMENT MATERIAL

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of the workbook you_will_be able_ to select, _measum t bend. and,
Yeirifdt4-efriaric

cu..,

EQUIPMENT BASIS OF ISSUE

SG 3ABR55233-II-3 1/student
WB 3ABR55233-II-3-P1 1/student
Bending tible 1/12 student
Bolt cutter 1/3 student
Pliers 1/3 student

0, Six-foot rule 1/3 student
Steel mesh
Steel bars
Soft iron wire

1

PROCEDURE

Mission

NOTE: Before accomplishing the following projects, obtain
necessary specifications from your instructors.

Installing Wire Mesh iri a Slab Form

1. Estimatejhe amount of Steel wire mesh you will need.
,

2. Uhroll wire Mesh id cut to length with bolt cutters while observing Safety ,

precautions.

'2. Place' wire mesh in fOrms.
. I .

4. Check for correct overlap "(minimum .6 inohes).

5. Install spacer blocks as dikected.'

Mission 2

Installing Steel Bars in a Wall Form

I.. Install wooden spacer blocks at the top and bottom of form.

15
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2. Install vertical bars.

3. Install horizontal bars, tying them to the yertical bars as the work prOgresses.

A. Check.lfOrcorrect.bar-spading.-
1..

Nfission 3

Forming Vertical. Columns

1. Cut steel bars to Correct length.

2. Bend bars on the bar bending table.

3. Tie the rectangular bar assembly to the vertical bars.

4. bheck for correct bar spacing.

t

1"

16
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PLACING CON,CRETE FOR A SLAB..

OBJECTIVES

WB 3ABR55233-II-4 -P1

4.3V

When you..have,completed this workbook you will be able'to mix, place,- and-finish
concrete in slab forms.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR55233-11-4 1/student
WB 3ABR55233-1I-4-P1 1/student
Concrete mixer (6 cu ft capacity) 1/student
Water Hose (if rtquired)
Screed board 1/studeat
Wood floats 3 1/3 student
Steel trowels . 1/3 student
Edging board 1/3 student
Bur1ap or curing compound (as prescribed)
Portland cement (amount required)
Fine aggregate (amount required)
CiSarse aggregate (amount required)
Water

INSTRUCTIONS

Working as a-team, each member of the class will yarticipate in each phase
(mixing, placing, finishing) -of the project to construct a concrete slab structure. The
mixture 'ratio for the structure will be prescribed by the-instructor.

NOTE: Safety precautions will be observed throughout this performance.

Mission 1

Using the Concrete Mixer:

1. Following the preoperational safety inspection guide on concrete mixers, perform
preoperational and operational safety check on mixer. Place a checkmark in the
appropriate space as each item is inspected.

17
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a. Preoperational inspection

#(1)
- .

Check for salet37 chain connectiOn to hopper.

(2) Remove towing tong.

(3) Check wheels on mixer for secure emplacement.

(4) 'Check engine oil supply for full condition, add oil if needed.

.(5) Check fuel supply and service if needed.
FOLLOW ESTABLISHED SAFE SERVICING PROCEDURES.

(6) Check lift cable'lor proper wind on pulley.

b. Operational safety guide.

'(1) Clear everyone from hopper travel.

(2) Start mixer engine.

(3) 4' Engage clutch.

(4) Insure that everyone is clear of the hopper travel.

(5) Disconnect safetychain.

(6) Release ihoppqr to full down position slowly.

(7) Observe cable unwinding (allow to unwind slowly).

(8) Raise hopper`uitil hopper knocks emptying concrete materials
into mixing drum.

Mission 2

Following these instructions, mix conerete.

1. Place material into hopper.

a. Cement
-

b. Fine aggregate

c. Coarse aggregate

.f
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2. Raise hopper.'

3. Allow materials to mix dry.

4. Add 6 galIces of water.

5. -Mix for 1 1/2 minutes.

e

Mssion 3

Transport pid Place Conciete

1. Extract concrete from mixer into wheelbarrows.

2, Transport concrete to formed area. a

. 3. Consolidate concrete into forms with shovels as being placed.

4. Using screed board, bring concrite to pricer ley& (elevation).

5. Float concrete, being irdreful not to okrwork, bringing too much paste to surface.

Mission 4

Finish wl Curing Concrete

1. Perform a preoperational check on'the pofe'r trowel as follows and place a check-
mark brthe space provided as yoti perform each individual inspection.

.%

a. Check engine oil supply for 'full condition; add oil if necessary.

b.

C.

a.

Check fuel supply and service if needed,
FOLLOW ESTABLISHED SAFE SERVICING PROCEDURES.

Check for security of all nuts and bolts.

Check each indiVidual trowel blade for alignment.

2. Allow concrete to hytrate and set until ready to trowel.

.3. Use edging tool and edge pavement.

4. Using burlap or curing compound, cure pavement.

19
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Mission 5

'13oStoperationatand-Cleanup

1. Clean mixer and all equipment.

2. Perform postoperational safety check on Mixer.

a. Raise hopper.

3/

b. Connect safety chain.

c. Cohnect towing tongue (if mixer is towed).

cl. Turn switch OFF.

Fostoneratidnal s_ of the power trowel.

a. 1ean power trowel.

b. Coat trowel blades with oil.

41110

6,1

4. Return mixer, trowel, and all tools and equipment to designated storage areas.

V

I.
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.7 WB 3ABR55233-11-442

PLACING CONCRETE FOR A WALL

OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this workbook, you will be able to Mix, place, and finish
- concrete-for alvall-s,tructure.

tQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

3ABR55233-13-4 1/student
WB 3ABR5523341-4-1,2 1/student
Concrete mixer 1/12 student
Water hose 1/12 student
Screed board 1/3 Ardent
Steel trowels 1/3 student/
Steel edger 1/3 student
Wheelbarrow 1/3 student
Portland cement
Fine aggregate
Coarse aggregate
Water

INSTRUCTIONS.
A

. The members of the class will participate as a team to mix, place, and finish
concrete wall structuresThe mixtures_used for the structure-will be prescribed-by
the ins tr uc tor .

Pt,

NOTE: Safety precautions will be observed throughout this performance.

1. Fcglowing the preoperational safety inspection guide on the concrete mixer, performpreoperational and operational safety check on mixer.

a. Preoperational inspection

(1) Check for safety chain connection to hopper.

(2) Removeltowing tong.

(3) Check 41s on mixer for secure emplacement.

(4)
_

-Check engine oil supply for full condition, add oil if needed

( 5 ) Check fuel supply and service if needed.FOL
(6) Check lift cable for proper wjnd in pulley.

1. F. - P .11

1
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. Operational Safety Guide

(1) Clear everyone from hopper traVel.

(2) Start mixei engine.

(3) Edgage Clutch'.

(4) Insure everyone-is clear of hopper travel.

(5) Disconnect Safety chain.

(6) Release hopper to full down position slowly.

(7) Observe Cable unwinding (allow to unwind slowly).

(8) Raise hopper until hopper knocks emptying concrete materials
into mixing drum.

2. Mixing Concrete

a. 'Place material into hopper.

(1) Cement

(2) -Fine aggiegate

- (3) Coarse aggregate

b. Raise hopper.

c. Alloew materials to mix dry.

d. Add 6 gallons of water.

e. Mix for 1 1/2 minutes.

3. Transporting 9id Placing Concrate

a. Extract concrete .from mixe'r into wheelbarrows.
1b. Transport concrete to formed area.

c. Consolidate concrete into forins with shovels as being placed,

d. Using Sc'reed board:413r1ng c oncrete to proper level (elevation).

t. Finishing concrete

a. Allow Concrete to hydrate and Set until ready td: trowel.

b. Use edging tool and edge pavement.
22
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5. Clean Mixer and All Equipthent

6. Postoperational Safe.ty Check

a. Raise hopper.

b. Connect^Safety chain.

c , Connect towing tongue (if mixer is towed).

d. - Turn switch OFF.

")-
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1 WB .2ABR55233-4LI41-111

CURINepONCRETE SLABS AND-WALL STRUCTURES

OBJECTIVE'

When yo L. aave completed.tne misiion in this Workbook, you will be able to:

' -Apply the inateriartO dfkeet-i-s'dtrsfacialry duie ot concrete and
structures.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR5233-1I-5 1/student
WS 3ABR55233-II-5-P1 1/student_ r.

7 a'

Pencil 1/student
Spray Applicator .

1/12 students
Polyethylene Sheets 1/12 students

Mission41
a

1. 1ast the material that may be used to satisfactorily cure
concrete.

a.

b.

d.

e.

f.

g
a.

2. List two important characteristiCs that concrete acquires as a result
ot proper c:ring.

o.

-

iror

25
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4.. I me tne type of cement, or additive, that snoUI be .used whn
pouring concrete.wnen'air teMperature range is 32°-to 40°F.

a.'

0. f

% 5: List WgYs temperature of mi,xing'concrete could be lowered
during hot weatner cohcreting. .

. ,

a.

b.

C.

d.

)

,

-

Mission 2

A
Caution: 'Insure'all_air;pressure'is completely releasedfrom
spray applicator t k prior to attemptfhg removal of cap from,v ., e ide

k. Tnis may b done by" slOwly unscrewing the pufip
ai , is neards pi through the air celief(holes in th
of Ehe pump cM 0 After the air ha's been completelx removed from
tne tank, it i thel safe to completel4remove.the pump cap.

; ,

'

L. Obtain spray applicator.

2. Chec*tankfor. air pressure, slowly remove pump cap. (See
Cautin.) .

3. x sprarapplicator for any visib3,g damage.

-11e-0:ace-pump cap=-screw oq,by,hand untir=tight; operate hand
pump and check for air pressure buLadup. (tank empty.)

5. pointl§pray nozzle away froebody, press hand release on hose
assemOly, and reledse-air through nozzle fog few seconids.

6. Release remainder of air pressure f m,tanklpy apin slowly'
removing pump cap (see caution).

I.
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7. Fill app1ica7tor tank three-fourths full. Balance of space left
for air. Replace pump cap. Tighten securely.

8. Operate pump until about 50 to 60 lbs pressure is in tank. (Do
not let air pressure get too low, 50 to 60 lbs produces a fine mist
during application procedures.)

9. Apply compoun4.4solution to specified area in thin uniform,
tontinuous film. If second coat of compound is needed, spray direction
should be at right angles of'first application direction.

10. Wnen completed, release remaining air-pressure in tank (see
Caution). Replace compound witn clear water and rinse tnoroughly
and teturn sPray applicator to proper storage area.

S.

I.

a
27
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WB,3ABR55233-11-6-P1

REPAIRING DAMAGED CONCRETE

OBJECTIVE

Upon cOmpletion of this workbook, you will be able to inspect and remove a
damaged section of concrete and,then-mix, place, finish, and cure a concrete patch.

EQUIPMENT
. Basis of,Issue

SG 3AB1.155233-11-6 1/ student
WB 3ABR55233-II-6-P1 1/ student
Pencil . .. 1/ student
Paper 1/ student
Air Compressor 1/12 student
Jackhammer 1/12 student
Concrete Mixer 1/12 student
Wheelbarrow 1/6 students
Pneumatic Tamper 1/12 student
Vibrator Tamper 1/12 strident
Shovels 1/6 student
Sledgehammer 1/6. student
2 X 4 LUmber 1112 student
Nails 1/6 student
Skill Saw 1/12 student
Mason Handtools 1/ student

Mission 1

Aler the following questions with the aid of your notes and study guide
3ABR55233 -II-8 , Concrete Maintenance and Repair.

4.

1. What are the three methods of repairing spans ?

2. WOat is the depth for cutting a spall with a concrete saw?

3. When repairing spalls, the concrete is cleaned 14 two, methods What are they?

and

4. What causes concrete pavements to have popouts ?

29
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3. Popouts are repaired in what method?

6. What is the first step in the removal and placement of a broken concrete pavement?

7. Briefly explain how broken concrete pavement areas are removed.

.440.

8. List four methods of cleaning the exposed edge of an old concrete pavement, before
placing. a new concrete mixture against it.

a.

b.

C.

d.

9. What,are three causes of concrete pavements breaking?

a.

b.

C.

10. How are spalls repaired with cement?

11. What is the last step in the removal and replacement of broken concrete pavements?



What are the five' causes of spalls?

)1#

13. llow are spalls repaired with epoxy?

14. .What is purpose of contraction joints?

PROCEDURE
"N.

Mission 2

You will inspect and remove a damaged esection of concrete designated by the instruc-
tor and prepare the a'rea for repair, following the outlined procedures.

1. Inspect defective concrete area.

2. Determine portion of concrete which must be removed.

3. Air Compressor: Operational Procedures

a. Safety Precautions

(1: Secure loose hose before starting.

(21 Open service valves before starting.

(3) Stay clear of air blak

(41 Keep close surveillance of air press4re gage.

(5) Remove all jewelry.

(6 Goggles will be wOrn when using attachments with air compressor.

31



b. pieoperational Check

(1) Set unit on level ground.
-,---

(2) Check level of engine crankcase oil and c'ompressor oil.
,..4.

(3) Check level of fuel and radiator coolant.

(f) Pull out idle control 'cable.

(5) Press starter button, release when engine starts.

NOTE: If engine fails to start within'30 seconds, stop and wait a short ,
period of time.

(6) In extremely cold weather, use ether 'capsule tO assist startilig.
a(7) Close drain valve on pressure tank. /

i
c. Operational Check

(1) Operate engine at idle until engine temperature reaches operating range
of 1200 F. Push in idle control cable.

(2) Maintain minimum air pressure of 110 p.s.i. during operation.
'

-d. Postoperational Check

(1) Close service valves and run 5 minut before shutdown.

(2) Stop engine by pulling stop cable.

(3) Open drain valve on pressure tank.

(4) Clean and service compressor before storage.

4. Jackhammer: Operational Procedures

a. Weaf safety goggles and gloves.

A

, .
b. Clieck to ensure oil is on connection end of bit and in the piston chamber.

... .

c. Connect air hose and secure with safety wire.

d. Proceed to operate safely.

5. Concrete Saw: Operational Procedures

a. Safety Precautions

(1) Keep hands and feet away from saw blade while in operation.

,
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.,

(2) Wear goggles while operating saw.
(3) Remove all jewelry,

(4) Sweep area, before sawing.

b. Preoperational Check
* (1) Check fuel.

(2) Check oil leVel.

(3) Check tightness of blade.

(4) Connect supply source of water.
(5) Lower blade to 1/2 inch of cutting surface.

c. Operational Check

(1) Start engine

(2) Turn water on'blade

(3) LoWer blade to desired depth
(4) Release brake

(5) Follow line to be cut

(6) Set brake

(7) Raise blade

(8) Cut off water supply
d. Postoperational Check\_,/

(1) Shut off engine

(2) Disconnect water supply

(3) Visual.hispection of machihe
(4) Clean and service as)required

6. Vibrator Tamper Operational Procedures
a. Safety Precautions

(1) Remove,r jewelry

1
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(2) Do not refuel while running

(3") -Keep feet free Of tamper

A Preope ranona I Check

(1) Make stge machine is level

(2) Check fuel and oil

(3) Chfck for loose nuts and bolts

(4) Check-tamper plate adjustment

c. Operational Check

. (I) Turn on gas
4. .

(2) Start Engine

. (3) Let idle till warm

(4), Open throttle wide

d. Postoperational Check

(1) Idle engine down

(2) Switch engine off

(3) Visual inspection of madhine
I

(4) Cut off gas

(5) Clean and service as required

1--

7. Methods of Removing Damaged Area

a.
, ;

Cut damaged area perimeter out with concrete saw.

b: Remove clamIged area with air compresSor and jackhamMer.

c. Remove debris with shovels and wheelbarrow.

d. Compact subgrade with vibrating tamper:1

34
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Mission 3

You will mix, place, finish, and cure concrete in the damaged area previouily
removed.

1. Methods of Preparing Subgrade and Edge of Old Slab,

a. Brush edge of existing slab free of all debris and dust.

b. Wet subgrade with water.

c. Brush edges of existing slab with a Wilding agent.

2. Reinforcement Steel Placement

Secure rebar to existing pad mechanically and use chairs or supports to ,
keep rebar from toucidng ground.

b. Expanded wire mesh can be used for thin slab construction reinforcement.

3. Concrete Mixture

Concrete Mixer Operating Procedures:

a. Safety Precautions

,1) Remove all jewelry.

(2) dieek safety, chain holding in up position,

(3) Keep all personnel clear of machine while in operation.

i4) Stay upwind from cement.

b. Pre/operational Procedures

(1) Check safety chain on hopper.

(2) Remove towing bar.

(3) Chock wheels.

(4) Check engine oil.

/5) Check fuel. 4
-

(6) Check lift cables,

c. Operating Procedures

.1) Clear all personnel away from hopper,

4

A
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(2) Ensure clutch is disengaged.

(3) Start engine.

(41 Engage clutch to rotate drum.

(5) Lower hoPper to Dill down position slowly.

(6) Observe cable unwinding off spool.

(7) Fill hopper with proper materiars.

(8) Raise hopper until it hits automatic shaker emptying materials into the
rotating drum.

(9) Mix no less than one minute.

(10) Dispense concrete from drum.

d. Postoperating Procedures

(1) Raise hopper. ,

(2) Connect hopper safety chain.

(3) Connect towing bar.

(4) Turn off switch.

(5) Clean and service mixer as required.

Mixture To Be Used

- Part Portland cement

,2 - Parts sand

3 - .Parts gravel

6 Gal. W/C ratio

4, Repair Procedures

a. Place concrete in area to be patched.

b. Screed off concrete to match existing pad.

c. Finish concrete with wooden floats and tsteel trowel to match existing pad.

d. Protect patched area from elements.

e. Cure patched area

30
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Mission 4 .w ..
1

When yoti,have completed this mission, you will be able to seal a joint with caulking
. compoand and patch a crack with mortar.

I

,

Sealing Joints

1. Pull pressure plate on caulking gun to the rear of the gun. .

,
2. Place caulking tube into the gun barrel.

3., Move pressure plate until it is inside the tube. t

.4. Cut the tube nozzle to the desired size and aggle.

5. Sfart at the top of the joint and fill the joint until it is flush with the surface.

6. Squeeze the trigger until the caUlking compound starts to come out the nozzle.
,.

7. ,keep squeezing the trigger until the joint is filled as you move to the bottom of
the joint. 1

I

Patching Cracks
I

.

1. Using a hammer and chisel, cut the crack to the desired size.

NOTE: Wear your goggles.

2. Clean the crack of all loose material and moisten with water.

3. Fill the crack with mortar, making sure that the mortar is well compacted.
S

4. Smooth the top of the crack even with the adjoining surfaces.

37 (/
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REMOVING 'FORMS AND FINISHING
CONCRETE SURFACES

OBJECTIVE

3ABR55233-II-6-P2

Upon completion of this workbook you will,be able to remove, clean, and store
concrete forms; and finish the concrete surfacV.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233-H-6
WB.3ABR55233-H- 6-P2
Pencil
Paper
Mason handtools
Wheelbarrow
Shovel
Hoe
Cement
Sand
Gravel

PROCEDURES

Basis of Issue
1/ student
1/ student
1/ student

'1/ student
1/ student
1/ 6 student
1/ 6 student
1/ 6 student
1/12- student
1/12 student
1/12 student

Mission 1

When you have completed this mission, you will be able to remove wall forms;
use a carborundum stone to clean and finish a wall surface; fill surface voids; and
clean, oil, and store forms.

RethovirLForms ,

1. Remove takes and braces.

2. Cut tie wires.,

3. Reiwive wales.

4. Movo wall forms away from wal:. Be careful not tb damage wall kurface.

5. Placa forms away from immediate wall area.

6. Break tie wires from wan.

Cleaning Wall Surfaces

As chrected by the instructor, Wet a specified wall area and remove excess
concrete and stains with a carbc,rundum stone.

39
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Filling Voids

1. As directed by your instructok, prepare' a cement and sand grout and fill voids.

2. As directed by your instructor, prepare a cement and sand slurry paste and
fill voids.

a. Apply.the slurry paste with a brush.

b. Rub the surtace with A sponge float to insure filling of all holes.

c. After the surface has dried, rub the surface with burlap to remove excess
slurry paste.

Cleaning, Oiling, and Storing Forms

I. Clean folirn surfaces with a stiff wire brush.

2. Remove nails as re'quired.

3. Apply a light coat of oil to the form face.

4. Stack the forms in their order of erection.

Mission 2

The student will apply coverings to fresh concrete to obtain proper curing. The
coverings will be applied as directed by the instructor.

Water

..

1. After concrete has hardened for a few hours, wet concrete surface thoroughly
with water.

2. Check surface frequently to make sure that it stays wet'.

Sand

1. Spread concrete surface With a layer, of sand.

2. Wet sand with water.

3. Keep sand wet to ensure curirig.

Fabric or Waterproof Paper

I. Place fabric over slab.

2. Wet fabric with water.
1

3. Keep fabric wet to ensure curing.

40
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4. Moisten concrete witli-water.

5. Apply waterproof paper.

6. Overlap edges of /3aper to keep moisture ander 'the paper.

0*

1.

(

quago

IIIIMIN,,

1.
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